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FOREWORD 
Polhemus Navigation Sciences, Inc. was awarded a contract by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration to conduct a study entitled "Navigation/Traffic 
Control Study for V/STOL Aircraft" (NAS-12-2024). The goal of the study was to provide 
recommendations to NASA regarding the solution of domestic air traffic control/airborne 
navigation problems envisioned for 1975-1985. The program was sponsored by the Naviga­
tion and Guidance Branch, Electronics Research Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
Mr. J. R.Coonan served as Technical Monitor for NASA/ERC. Principal investigator 
for PNSI was Mr. Thomas T. Trexler. 
This three-volume final report presents summary results of the NAVTRAC study 
covering project activity from August 1969 through March 1969. It describes a broad-scope 
analysis which identifies, from the pilot's viewpoint, the desirable performance characteris­
tics of an advanced navigation/traffic control system for aircraft operating in an environment 
consisting of V/STOL, CTOL-jet, SST, and general aviation aircraft. A number of 
recommendations are made for the immediate further research and development of technology 
related to future airborne avionics systems and air traffic control. The recommended 
development program has a two-fold design objective: validation of the "Flight Plan 
Reference/ATC'" concept and verification of the effects of automation on pilot workload. 
Recommendations are made for development of technology associated with NAV SAT and 
ground-based hyperbolic systems. They include: development of a digital software computer 
program; man-machine simulation(s) for VTOL and general aviation aircraft; hardware bench 
and field tests; and qualification flight tests. 
The assistance of the following individuals who contributed substantially to the 
preparation of this document is acknowledged: 
Mr. William L Polhemus Operations Consultation 
Mr. Donald W. Richardson Engineering Direction 
Mr. Linus E. Lensing Technical Editing and Publication 
Mr. Edwin McConkey Radio Systems Engineering 
'Mr. Eric H. Bolz Radio Systems Error Analysis 
Mr. Steven C. Lesak Pilot Workload Studies 
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ABSTRACT
 
The Navigation Traffic Control Study for V/STOL Aircraft (NAVTRACS) develops 
recommendations for the further research and development of air traffic control/navigation 
related technology. The desired performance characteristics of an advanced navigation/air 
traffic control system for the 1975-1985 domestic air transportation environment are developed 
from the cockpit viewpoint. V/STOL, CTOL-jet, SST, and general aviation aircraft are 
considered. The advanced system embodies two new concepts: a Flight Plan Reference
 
System and Limit Logic. The concepts assume the availability of area navigation aids.
 
Five candidate systems are evaluated: NAVSAT, ground based hyperbolic (Decca, Loran C
 
and Omega) and rho theta integrated with course line computer.
 
Enroute, terminal area and approach and landing requirements are.considered. Area 
navigation, in this context, provides two capabilities: required horizontal position infor­
mation for the pilot, and ATC system-required surveillance information. To generate the 
precision required for approach and landing of carrier aircraft, a differential NAVSAT and/ 
or ground based hyperbolic capability must-be incorporated into the system if individual 
runway instrumentation is not to be used. 
Acceptability of each area navaid is evaluated through use of-comparative pilot 
workload analysis. For purpose of this study, the pilot workload approach is used to 
determine desired system level(s) of automation. Detailed Event Sequence Diagrams which 
cover both VFR and IFR operations define the pilot's tasks of navigation, communication, 
aircraft control, and system monitoring ..... .and show the interface between airborne 
system and ATC. To insure a broadly based workload assessment, several configurations 
of general aviation and air carrier-type avionics systems are included in the tradeoff 
analyses. 
Volume I of the report contains an overall summary of the results of the study. 
Volume I1 (Technical) discusses the technical approach used in the study and describes 
the results of various tradeoff analyses which lead to the reported conclusions and 
recommendations. Volume Ill (Appendices) documents the background technical data 
generated to support the analyses and system definition. 
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APPENDIX A 
EVENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
Appendix A contains the detailed Event Sequence Diagrams which were
 
constructed in an effort to correlate the elements of cockpit activity related to navi­
gation and communication with the ATC system.
 
Four topics are described in this set; navigation management, VFR flight,
 
IFR flight and all-weather landing.
 
The diagrams show the mission oriented events taking place during the nine 
phases of flight: preflight, taxi, take off, climb out, departure, enroute, arrival, approach 
and land. The eventsequence diagrams inter-relate the pilot control and monitor func­
tions, communication activities and navigation management tasks to the ATC system. 
There are four major ESDs, each of which is subdivided into the flight phases 
described in the preceding paragraph: (Figure A-1 shows the organization of the diagrams.) 
Figure A-2 Navigation Management Event Sequence Diagram 
Figure A-3 VFR Flight Plan Event Sequence Diagram 
Figure A-4 IFR Flight Plan Event Sequence Diagram 
Figure A-5 All-Weather Landing Event Sequence Diagram 
The VFR and IFR Event diagrams specify the mission sequence from pre-flight 
-briefing to taxi in and system shutdown. The diagrams identify the navigation management 
functions, communication management functions, and aircraft control and monitor tasks 
for each flight phase. They also indicate cognizant traffic control and surveillance units 
and show the surveillance technique employed, e.g., direct communication, Airfield 
Surveillance Detection Equipment (ASDE), interrogation, etc. The communication 
management events diagram ties together the traffic control and surveillance struc­
ture by showing both air-to-ground and ground-to-air communications. 
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The VFR and IFR event sequence diagrams define the nominal_navigation 
management functions. The detailed form of the tasks depends upon aircraft avionics 
fit, control display configuration, and operational procedures adopted by the crew 
member. The pilot control and. monitor tasks are general. Again, the specific tasks 
depend upon the particular vehicle evaluated. The communication tasks are also general 
and depend upon the level of automation in the data link. Thus, the event sequence 
diagrams can be utilized in the analysis of any combination of navigation, communication, 
aircraft control, and monitor equipments. Figure A-I illustrates the general organization 
of the Event Sequence Diagrams (ESD's). 
GA-1, GA-2
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ESD Holding
 
Pattern
 
Contingency 
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Figure A-I. Organization of the Pilot/ATC Event Sequence Diagrams 
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A. I NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT EVENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
Figure A-2 is the first of nine navigation management event sequence diagrams. 
The diagrams are serial operational flow diagrams showing tasks essential to accomplishment 
of the navigation management function. The on-line processing functions provide data to 
the parallel functions of communications and aircraft control and monitor. The navigation 
management workload requires the pilot to: 
(1) 	 review current forecast: outputs, wind along-track component 
and wind cross-track component 
(2) 	 initially set up the system: initiate navigation system operation; 
includes switch-on, system alignment, and data insertion 
(3) 	 review current leg: confirm desired course, distance to go 
(4) 	 program next waypoint: insert data for next leg (terminal 
area or enroute) 
(5) 	 reprogram system - in-flight: insert revised flight plan data 
(6) 	 acquire position data: measure and evaluate position infor­
mation; used to generate steering points 
(7) 	 update steering signal: compute track angle error, cross­
track distance error, distance to go 
(8) 	 check flight path status: output display track angle error, 
cross track distance, command altitude, command speed, 
required time of arrival, 
(9) 	 check flight plan status: confirm Limit Logic; confirm 
aircraft flight path within specified limits of flight plan 
(10) 	prepare report: assemble and store standard report data, 
abbreviated report data for surveillance link to ATC 
The pilot or computer. performs the navigation management tasks in serial 
fashion throughout the entire flight profile. 
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A.2 VFR EVENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
Figure A-3 presents the VFR Flight Plan Event Sequence Diagram for the GAI 
and GA2 aircraft profile in which it is assumed that a single pilot performs all navigation, 
communication and control tasks. Aircraft profile events such as "complete turn", "climb 
to cruise altitude", "reach cruise altitude" relate the communication and navigation func­
tions to the profile. The typical A-G and G-A communication functions are related to the 
appropriate ATC function, such as "enroute surveillance", "descent surveillance", etc. 
Navigation management functions are processed in parallel with the communication and 
control functions. 
The VFR event sequence diagram illustrates that the Flight Plan Reference 
System and Limit Logic function can be initiated and maintained only with acquisition of 
surveillance data. In this flow chart, take-off, approach and landing activities are per­
formed as present-day VFR operation without ATC cognizance. 
A.3 IFR FLIGHT PLAN EVENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
Figure A-4 presents the complete IFR Flight Plan diagram for five classes of 
users; VTOL, STOL, SST, CTOL and GA3. Air-to-ground and ground-to-air communica­
tions with the specified control and surveillance units are identified. The surveillance 
procedure is identified for voice link, digital data link, or flight following on 
surveillance radar as required. The pilot performs the communication, navigation and 
control tasks in parallel. The timing of the tasks are keyed to aircraft events in the 
control channel. Throughout all flight profiles, contingency communications are allowed, 
for the contingency communication event may introduce the need for a modification to 
the navigation system set up, thus necessitating implementation by the reprogram task. 
The contingency communication event can be triggered by the Limit Logic if either 
the airborne or ground based system observes aircraft position or navigation state as "out 
of limits". A request by ATC for the aircraft to take up a holding pattern is triggered by 
the contingency communication channel. 
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UTILIZATION OF THE EVENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
The event sequence diagrams utilized in the pilot workload analysis are tied 
to the aircraft flight profiles documented -in Section 2. The time base for the event 
sequence diagrams is derived from the flight profiles. These diagrams were used as the 
principal control tool in defining workload events which were.subsequently subjected 
to measurement in determination of pilot loading. The following block diagram symbols 
and logic notation are used in the event sequence diagrams: 
I - a function 
L. . J - an eventSI.
 
decision - the decision factor at a logic pointI 
0 - "and/or gate"; follow any combination of input and output paths 
E - all outputs and all inputs are required 
O - "or gate"; follow one path only 
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WPT 6 'WPT 7WPT 5 7/H3Trak OffetH 
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Iin- PT 
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APPENDIX B 
COCKPIT INFORMATION NEEDS 
Appendix B summarizes cockpit information needs for six classes of aircraft -
VTOL, STOL, SST, CTOL, GAI, GA2 and GA3. 
1. Aircraft State - Primary consideration is to know the basic elements of
 
information which affect the, aircraft's ability to take off, to cruise and to
 
land safely. These will include at least: minimum airspeed, attitude, vertical
 
velocity, and fuel remaining. 
2. Hazard Avoidance - To safely manage the aircraft's flight path requires
 
knowledge of: airfield runway situation, presence of high ground, presence of
 
turbulence, location of obstacles, and proximity to other aircraft.
 
3. Command Information - To efficiently and economically control aircraft 
flight path requires knowledge of: steering error, error in expected time of
 
arrival, relationship to command speed, start of climb and descent points, and
 
error in vertical position and rate.
 
4. Situation Information - To make valid judgments recarding future action
 
it is necessary to know: present track, speed, altitude, vertical velocity,
 
present time, aircraft position, and any error in position.
 
5. Systems Status - The pilot must be able to monitor and control operational 
status of all subsystems of the navigation/communication/control system complex. 
6. Environmental Situation - Significant flight path variables are influenced
 
by ambient temperature, wind direction and velocity, atmospheric pressure,
 
density altitude, and natural hazards (e.g., ice, restrictions to visibility, and
 
turbulence).
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7. Special Navigation Procedures - Air crew must have the capability to cope 
with a variety of special procedures involving computation, analysis and judgment 
(e.g. alternate routing procedures, slant tracks, point of no return, ADIZ boun­
daries, notices to airmen, control time maneuvers, etc.). 
8. Special Operational Procedures - These include the capability to comply with 
special noise abatement procedures during takeoff and climb-out, sonic boom 
minimization criteria, and speed and noise restrictions imposed during the approach 
and landing phase. 
9. ATC-Related Control Information - The conflict avoidance task requires 
information about: radius of turn, rate of closure,, passenger 'g' limits, proximity 
to other aircraft, intentions of aircraft approaching a conflict situation, terminal 
situation at expected time of arrival, and path stretching and speed control 
capabilities. 
10. Communications - Navigation/ATC Related - The primary NAV-ATC related 
communication capabilities of significance in the information set relate primarily 
to the ability to: request, receive, revise, acknowledge, and evaluate a clearance. 
11. Aeronautical Data - the air crew member has a responsibility to be familiar 
with a wide range of aeronautical data which appear in the form of : NOTAMS, 
advisories, verbal instructions, and both permanent and temporary postings on 
maps, charts and approach charts. 
The information set out in the following Tables provides an amplification of 
required/desired cockpit information summarized in Section 3.3. The data is related to 
the three major tasks of navigation, communication and control. Indication is given 
regarding: (1) the source of the tabulated information, (2) whether or not it is sensed, or 
derived by computation, or induced by the pilot, (3) whether it is reported to or by the 
pilot, (4) whether it is achieved manually or-automatically, and (5) whether it is airborne 
or ground-derived (ATC). 
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The cockpit information needs are summarized in the following Table (B-I) 
To differentiate the cockpit needs of different classes of aircraft, the entries in the 
table are identified by the following symbols: 
x - All aircraft (VTOL, STOL, CTOL, SST, GA3, 
GA2, GAl) require the information 
+ - SST and CTOL jet require this information 
o - VTOL, STOL, CTOL, SST and GA3 require this 
information; GA2 and GA] do not 
s - SST, only, requires the information 
v - VTOL, only, requires the information 
c - CTOL, only, requires the information 
93 - GA3, only, requires the information 
g - GA2 and GA], only, require the information 
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TABLE B-I 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS 
I 	 INFORMATION 
COCKPIT INFORMATION 	 WHEN PURPOSE IS INFO SOURCE - USE 
R.-	 1- IQ. 
-	 IRCRAFT ATC quire sired Accu Frro­
ry Utfl 
GROUP& -I 
COMPONENT ELEMENT 0 5*- t -2 
1.0 AIRCRAFTSTATE 
1.1 SPEED 
1.1.1 V1. VR, V 2 x x x x x x ) 
1.1.2 V 
come2 xmx x x x x x 
I.I.3 ColbrhdAir Speed x xx x x x x x x 
1.1.4 TrueAir Speed xxx xx x xx x xxx 
1.1.5 Mach N-.,s~e . .x .x x x x 
1.1.6 Mn. Safe Approock Speed, Vso x X 
(Flore, Touch Down) 
1.1.7 EquuvalentAirSpeed s I s s s 
1.2 ANGLE OF ATTACK xxx x x 0 x xx 
1.3AIRCRAFTATTITUDE x x x x x x x 
1.4 GROSS WEIGHT 	 x x xxx x x x x x 
2.0 HAZARD AVOIDANCE 
2. I AIRFIELD SITUATION 
2. I. I SeeToxiwoy, 	 Runwoys,All Viasility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Condifies 
2.1.2See Obstocles on Runway,Txwys, 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
All V' . Conditions 
2.1 3 Observe Runway Centerlhne, All Wx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1.4ObserveRunwoyThreshold, All[Wx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.2 HIIGHGROUND AVOIDANCE x xx xx x g x , x xx 
2.3 	WEATHERAVOIDANCE 
2.3.1ClerAirTurb. ex x x x x g xi x x x 
2.3. 2 P.,pWos, Jet Wco, Torts.Wake 'xxxx x e x x A x x x 
2.3.3 Turbulence Inor Neor Cloud xxxxx x x x x x x x x 
2.4 AIRCRAFT AVOIDANCE 
2.4.1 PoifionWonir lnformation x 	 x xxx -x x 
2.4.2 Collision Avoiddnce Cpabilifies 0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.5 	OBSTACLEAVOIDANCE 
Hazards, x x2.5.1 Observe es. TV Towers 	 x x s x e xx e x 
3.0 FLIGHT PATH COMMAND INFORMATION 
3. 	I COMMAND COURSE 
3..I on.sti ce.... x xx x x x x x 
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TABLE B-I
 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd)
 
INFO0MTIO
 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN PURPOSE ISINFO SOURCE - USE
 
Re- ID-
IRCRAFT ATC qure sid 	Accu- Fre 
racy uet 
-
GROUP & ],t" 2!
 
COMPONENT ELEMENT 
 PS2 	 . < 050 
3.1.2 TmeCourse x x 	 x x 
3.1. 3Grid C...u 	 .. + + + +I ++ 1 
3.2 COMMAND HEADING 
3.2.1 Mag.Hadtng 	 xx x x xxx xxx x o x l 
3.2.2 True Heading xx xx x x x xx x x x 
3.2.3GridHeading . . . + ..+. + + ++ + + + 
3.3 	COMMAND SPEED
 
3.3.! C116 1.te.dA. S. x x x XX 0 X IX 

3.3.2 Moch Number 	 0 0 00 0 0 00 
3.3.3 Tru.AtrSE.d xxx 	 o 1x Ixxxxoxx 
3.3.4 Ground Speed 	 x xxx xx xx x I 
3.4 COMMAND ALTITUDE 
3.4.1 PJ1At. x Jx xx 	 ,o , xxx xx
3.4.2 TrueAiNude 	 0 00 00 00 00 0 0 0 0 
Airport) 
3.4.3 Fght Level 	 xxx xx xx x x xx 
3.44 	VericalVelocily x xx xIx xIx xx x 
3.4.5 Gild. Siope 	 x x x x x x 
3.5 COMMAND TIME 
3.5.1 	 GreenwichMeanTihe xxx x xx xx xx xx I x 
3.5.2 	Req'dTime.ofArNI (Deporr., xrx x x x o x x x
 
Approach Threshold)
 
4.0 	FLIGHT PLANNING (OR INFLIGHT REPLAN) 
REFERENCEINFORMATION 
4.1 POSITION REFERENCEDATA 
Turn Points ponts) x x x x 	 r4.1.1 Flight Plan (W x x x 	 F n x ]
ho 
4.1.2 StartCmb/orStDDec.ntPonts x x o x x x x( ix 
I.I.3 Mandolory. port Ponts o xxxx x x x o x 	 x(i x 
4.1.4 Holr Poinft x x o x x x o x x 	 x x J( 
4.I.5 PaFralel x x x xx x x 	 x(mTrack 	 xlx 
4.1.6 PathStretchT. x 	 x x x An x x 
4.1.7 Glide Path 	 x xx 
4..8 Loczerorx 	 x x 
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TABLE B-i 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd) 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN PURPOSE IS INFO SOURCE 
-US 
R.- . -- AD' --
IRCRAFT ATC quire sired Acc- ro­
.4.E 
GROUPaCOMPONENT ELEMENT cu c - n u 0E., C0 
5.0 SITUATION INFORMATION 
5.1 AIRCRAFT TRACK 
5..I McgneticTrack xx xxxx x g o x g v v v x 
5.1. 2TeTrack xxxxx x v x x x x x x x v x 
5. 1.3 GridTrack . + + +v + + + + +v+ + 
5.1.4 SteerngEror xx xxx xxx x x xx x 
5. 2 AIRCRAFT HEADING 
5.2.1MgneicHeadng xxxxxxxx x x x x o x v 
5.2.2Tr.eHecdng, xxxxxxxxx x x x xx x . g 
5.2.3 GridHeeding .+4+..+4 + + + + . . q 
5.2.4 HeandingEnr x x x g xx .xx 
5.2.5 Copss Deviotion 9 xx x 9 x x g + . x 
5.2.6dDrift Angle x x xx x xx. 0 xx 
5.2.7 Mog. Vauation xxxxx x x x xx 
5.3 AIRCRAFT SPEED 
5.3. Indicated Air Speed x x xx x xx 
5.3.2 Calibroted Air Speed xx x x x xc c 
5.3.3 TrueAirSpeed xxx x xxxxxx x .x x 
5.3.4MochNumber o o o 0 0 0 
5.3.5 GroundSpeed xx x x x x g x 9 
5.3.6 Error in Grund Speed x x x x x x x x x x 
5.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE 
5.4.1 PrecsreAlt/FIightLevel xxxxx x xxxxxx x x x a 
5.4.2TrueAltitude xx xx xx xx x x x x x g 
5.4.3 Rod.,rhltitude 00 00 0 00 o c 
5.4.4ErnAI.ltuwdr xx.xx xx x xx xx x x 00o 
5.4.5 Vertical Velocity x x x xx xx x x x 
5.4.6 ErnrinVerrcalVelocity 00 00o o v o 
5.5 TIME 
5.5.I GreenwichM..nThe xx x x xx o s g x x x 
5.5.2 EstiatedTm e Anivl (Deport) x 
5 . 5 . 3 Requ ired T im e A lrriva(Depo rt.) x 
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TABLE B-I
 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd)
 
INFORPMT ION 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN PURPOSE IS INFO SOURCE- USE 
R. D - AN= L a[GOPIRCRAFT ATC quire sired Au- Fr- ' 
S -GROUP & .E J I o uI. 
COMPONENT ELEMENT 
 2 t 2 0 O 4 
5.5.4Aclu lTioinArival(D.pcrt) x x x x x Mx 0x x x
 
5.5.5 F.t. TimeEnRoula (Tim to Go) x x x 0 x x
 
S.5.6 Erito nETA xx xxx x T, x x x
 
5.7 AIRCRAFT POSITION 
5.7.1 Latio.e/ong~i.o 0 . . 0 0 0 0 
5.7.2 Rao,/B.,r IWIR Fcility) x x x x x x C.g x x x x
 
5.7.3 Cro-Tck Error(Distonce to Go) x xxx x x x 1s x x x
 
5.7.4 Errorin Postxon xxx x x x x
 
5.7.5 Errorin Posiflonon Glide Slope x x x x x
 
5.7.6 Error in Po.flon on Locllz.r x x x x x
 
5. 8 FUELSITUATION 
5.8.1 Fuel Remaning xxx x xxx xxx x x x x
 
5.8.2 Fuel Flow x xx xxx c x x xx 
5.8.3 FueIR ulrd xxx xx x x xx M x go 
6.0 NAV/COM SYSTEMS TATUS 
6.1 DIRECTIONAL REF 
6.1.1 Cornp.DeviatIon x x x x x x g x x
 
6.1.2 MoneficVrotion g xxx x xzxx v x Mg x x
 
6.1.3 Grvaion 4 + I + * + + ­
6.I.4 GyM Error .. .. + + + + + 
6.1. 5 GroPmcaoion +4 + ++ + 4+ + .+4+ 
6.I.6 Repeater Error xxMx x x x xx x xx 
6.1.7 Power Sit. (Off, Stany, On, etc) xxxxxxx xxx x xx x x
 
6.I.8 MalE.Indi. xxxxxxxxxx xx x x
 
6. 2 SPEEDREF 
6.2.1 IAS=CASCliral.onx x x x x x x x x x x x
 
6.2.2 CAS = TASClibralion x x M x M x x M x
 
6.2. 3 TAS Insn ment Error x x x x x x x x
 
6.2.4 Mach Meter Instr. Error x x x x x x x x x x
 
6.2.5 Grd Speed Bis xxx x +x + 0 x
 
6.3 POSITION MEAS.SUBSYSTEM 
6.3.1 Freq/Channel Identification xxx xx x x x
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TABLE B-I 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd) 
INFO MATION 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN PURPOSE IS NFC SOURCE - USE 
.r IRCRAFTj ATC qutricsired Acu Pro- Ig 
COMPONRNT o r.MENT -.---- A; 
GROUP & . . a 
.- - U -
COMPONENT ELEMENT AU a05 g~ o ~ 0Z 
6.3.2 RF Coma. Focn (SkyWoe,Slant x x x x x x x xx x x x 
Rq., etc.) 
6.3.3 oErSit. (OffS , O.,. , .) x xxx xx xx x xx xx 
6.3.4Mlfunati.onIndicaion x xx x x xx x x x xx 	 x 
6.4 DEADRECKONING SYSTEM 
6.4.1 VeloctyItos 	 lx x xx x xx xxx 
2 xx x x 
6.4.3Malfunctionlndication x x x x x x x x x xx x x x 
6.4. PowerSit. 	 x xx x xx x x xx 
6.5 AUTOPILOT NAV STATUS 
6.5.1 Pow.r Sit(On, Siby., Offetc.) x x x x . x .x x x xx x x x 
6.5.2A.P./Nv. Syr. Tie-n x xxxx x x x x x x 
6.5.3 A. P.ALSTei-In x x x x x x x x x 
6.5,4 Inclonndicatlon x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
7.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION 
7.1 	TEMPERATURE 
7..IOuide ArToperature xxx x x xx x x x g o 
7.1.2Tmp. Grdient 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7.1.3 RamAirTenp. 	 0 000 00 0 0 
7.1.4 For.cstTmp./Ckart xx x 	 Ix x xx 
0 	 007. 2 DENSITYALTITUDE .	 0 
7.3 UPPERAIR CHART 
7.3.1 Procre D-Value 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 	 0007.3.2D-Vaue Grod. 
7.4 VND 
7.4.1 FomcatAir/Velocity x xxxxx xx xx x x x 
7.4.2 Mes. Air/Velocty xxx xxx xxx xx x x 
7.4.3WndGradjnt x x x x x x x x 	 x 
7.5 TURBULENCE 
7.5.1 TurbulencsnCloud x xxx x x Jx x x . x 
7.5.2 CAT 	 xxx xx xxx x x x 
8.0 NAVIGATION PROCEDURES 
8. IALTERNATEAIREFIELDS x xxx 	 x x x xx 
x x8.2 PARALLELTRACKS 	 x x x 
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TABLE B-] 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd) 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN PURPOSE ISINFO INFORMATION 
Re- D. -- A'r~!AIRCAFTJ A qure sred Acu-r 
r i -

COMPONENT ELEMENT o 0 000 ct C g 6 

8.6 CONTROL TIME MAN 
8.6.1 PathEStretching x x x 

8. 6.2 G/ Speet!Control 
 x g x x x 
8.6.3 Holdin Poftlm: x x x x x 
 x x x 
8.7 NAV/SYS PERF.VALIDATION 
8.7.1 FixPaA x x x x x xI URx 
8.7.2 AIRDo S 
 x x x x x x x x x x x 
8.7.3 Velcity Se or x x x -x x X x 9 
 x x
 
8
 
.7.4TireCheek 
 x x x x x x x x x x x
 
8.7.5Di tonvR.f. xx 
x x x x x x x
 
8.7.6ToSP,f. Check x x x
 
8. 8 CHART PROCEDURES 
.8.1 Mo,eeDI., X 
 o g x x x
 
8
 
.8.2 Piloto .
 x xx x x gxxx 
8 .3 En o x xxx x x x xx 
8.S.4' Tim A. x xxxxx x xx x x x
 
8.8.5 rlofRt x xx xx 
8.8.6 UPperArChrk C x xx x 0 x O xx 
9.0 SPECIAL PROCEDURES 
9.1I NOISE AMATEMENT 
9.8.I TakeOff&AcclxratxPo0 
x x
 
9.1. 2 Sonlc B.o 
9.1.3 I SpeT Clib Proced. x x x x xx x x
 
TO.I CLEARANCE INFORMATION 
O. 1. xxx x x 
8.8. 2 Receiv xex x x x xx x xx
 
10.1. 3 Acko leofpeLo-x b cd x x x x 'C xx x x 0 
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TABLE B-i
 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd)
 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN PURPOSE IS INFO INFORMATION 
SOURCE- USE 
rnCAF - Rt.Pr - -AI wtL 
-rCRFT 4TC uit., lerd A... Fme­
racyu~c 2 uz 
GROUPS. .&cw - -
J0vlat fet E-~ - T!TEE .. i -,AHueC 
 £ 
Z -COMPONENT ELEMENT 
10. 1. 4 Evaluate Effect an Fuel, ETA/RTA, x x o x o so so s x so x xx 
Elf, Altitude Ca., 
0.1.5 InertinloNav.Sis,CheckCo acnx x x x x x 0x x 9 
10.2FLIGHTTPLANSTOREANDRETRIEVE Xsx x x S S S Is 9 0 
10.3 TACTICAL MODS TO FLIGHT PLAN 
10.3.I SstemRec. & Displays Rqst.toGo x x . x . 0 0I 
Over, Go ound, Speed up, Chang
 
Altitude, tc.
 
IO.3.2Sy.Accnow. 
 Sc XX X x xX 
10.4SYSTEM REPORTING CAPABILITY
 
10.4.1PosiionTsne X xx x x x xx s 
10.5 STANDARDVOICECAP. 
 Xxxxxxx x xx 

11.0 AERONAUTICAL DATA 
11.1 NOTAMS & AsoFre. x Is 
11.2 REGULATIONS
 
1t. 2.1 PARs61, 91, t23, 135 
 x so s 
1.2.2 ICAO CAI -5 
11.2.3USIl -113,201-254, 301 -304,
 
401 -412
 
11.3 ADVISORIES ureoheneox x x 
11.4 ENROUTE ATERMINAL NAV AIDS so 
1.5AIRFIELD DATA sx x s 
11.5.1 Ru.nw. Coditino x x x 
11.5.2 Radio &Ap. Fao., Fae. x x x S 
11.6 AIRCRAFT &ENGINE LOG o Sc .o .
 
12.0 ATC-RELATED CONTROL INFORMATION 
12.1AIR-AIRCONFLICT PREDICTION
 
1.1 of Cloure Between Vehlu12. Rate Scc x S Sc Sc X Sc X X S 
12.1. 2Rdius ofTurn Sc Sc Sc X so Sc XSc c 
12.1.3 ProsImy to Other VehiclesPW xX x X X XX x x x xxxx 
or CAS 
12.1. 4 Othier Vehicle Intention (Ecerao- Sc Sc X Sc X cXx X 
tion of VW. Vector) 
12.1. 5lssoLWeather xX XX Sc Sc X SScc X X 
12. 2 AIR-GROUND CONFLICT PREDICTION 
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TABLE B-1 
PILOT INFORMATION NEEDS (cont'd) 
COCKPIT INFORMATION WHEN 
-
C~~~~ ---
PURPOSE IS INFO SOURCE -
SORCcyuUSEa 
f n~ 
UE 
GROUP & 
COMPONENT ELEMENT2z 
12.2.1 DetectHighGund x x x xx x x x x 
12.2. 2DetectObstclesinFlight Plan 
12.3 TACTICAL SITUATION 
12.3.I Termhal Sit. for Planned ETA 
12.3.2 Any Sp.cTi Focto Inhibting 
Movement Enrout. 
12.3.3 Rerouting &/orSpeed Conrol, Path 
Sfrelchir, Holding & Sequencing 
xx 
x x 
A A 
x x 
x xx 
x x 
X A 
x x 
x 
x 
A 
A 
A A 
x xx 
xxx 
A A A 
X A 
x . 
xx 
A A 
A A 
x 
A 
X 
x 
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APPENDIX C 
NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
This Appendix presents a summary of the methodology used in computing 
the 1975 to 1985 navigation/traffic control system requirements. The results, the 
navigation and communication requirements, are reviewed in Volume I1,Sections 
3.5 and 3.6 respectively. 
Traffic activity forecasts were also used to compute navigation and 
communication requirements. Aviation activity for selected ATC Sector and Center 
areas is described in Table C-I in terms of two categories of users, one called 
general aviation and a second called air carrier and military. The traffic for each 
of the selected categories was tabulated in terms of peak-minute activity. The 
values listed were obtained from a preliminary report provided by the Technical 
Monitor. The major concern was to determine the min/max range of peak traffic 
to be anticipated for 1985 (as shown in Table C-Il). 
C.] TRAFFIC ACTIVITY FORECAST 
The traffic activity forecast for 1985 at six arbitrarily selected ATC centers 
is presented in Tables C-I and C-Il. The peak-minute densities are tabulated for each 
100 square miles of a typical sector within the selected center. For example, the typical 
sector in the Salt Lake Center is expected to service 0.313 general aviation aircraft per 
minute per 100 square miles in 1985, and 0.085 air carrier and military vehicles. When 
the total number of sectors within the Salt Lake Center is multiplied by 1/100th of the 
average total area/sector, 17,300 nmi, times the peak minute GA traffic, 0.313 aircraft/ 
100 nmi, the result shows that 1,139 GA aircraft are expected under Center Surveillance 
during peak-minute activity. Similarly, a peak-minute air carrier and military aircraft 
traffic load of 307 aircraft-per minute is calculated. This process is then repeated 
for each of the six Centers. 'The results, tabulated in Table C-Il, indicate a potential 
peak-minute min/max GA aircraft load of 1,139 to 8,544 vehicles. The range for military 
and air carrier vehicles is 303-457. 
C-I 
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Table C-Ili presents a summary of peak hour operations at three major terminal 
areas taken from an FAA forecast (57). Overflights, arrivals and departures have been 
combined in the illustration. 
Three factors significant to this study are noted: 
(1) 	 Air carriers are forecast to continue to use predominantly 
IFR clearances. The ratio of VFR to IFR operations will be 
of the order of 1/10. 
(2) 	 In contrast, General Aviation will continue to rely upon 
VFR flight rules to facilitate their movements. The ratio 
of VFR to IFR operations is forecast to be 8/1 to 10/1. 
(3) 	 The traffic congestion problems of the New York TMA, 
circa 1968, will be duplicated'in Detroit by 1980. The 
present Detroit situation will be duplicated in Cincinnati 
by 1980. 
The U.S. has twenty-two centers of air transportation activity which generate 1% 
or more of the nation's scheduled air carrier domestic service. These centers or communi­
ties, termed Large Hubs, sustain many airports of widely different characteristics. The 
airports are classified as follows: 
Type Code Definition
 
AC Air carrier
 
GA 	 General Aviation 
R 	 General Aviation airport which relieves 
traffic congestion at an air carrier airport 
P 	 Airport identified as potential candidate 
for air traffic control services or navaids 
(T) 	 Airport with ATC tower 
C-2 
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TABLE C-I 
TYPICALCENTER 
1985TRAFFIC 
ACTIVITY 
FORECAST 
T tl1 
Typi.al \t=1 AV SectorCeol , TYPe Ar o 
.tile 
Saltak, Lo, 
CnTr Hgh Altitde 17,300 
Through 
OaklTnd 1-GA 1,170C nhur Tlmltmnin, 
(:)klmm! L-GA 
ACTIVTY ActuZd. 18,750Though 
Kan. City Mm GA 
Cnter High Alitde i8,200Through 
PeakMinute 
''1 General1IM". on. Aviation 
U1t. Traffic 
173 0313 
I1 6.2 
188 0384 
i82 1." 
Pial Minute 
Air Carre,e [it., 
Traftic 
0 05 
I 02 
0.06 
0083 
Ptak Mi ie 
GAuner, nhr 
Snre'[lnc. 
1139 
2449 
8544 
PoakMirnte Air 
Corer &Miltaryunder Citr 
Surveilanca 
307 
406 
412 
Kaias City 
Center 
Houston 
Cnter 
MedGA 
Tranilloning 
ModGA 
tvAltaude 
7,M 
9,700 
78 
97 
39 
0 80 
0.19 
008 3034 
-
303 
Chicago 
Center 
HighGA 
T n isoming 
770 7.7 17 L4 5382 454 
Cettr LohrAltbde 
S ighrGA 
3,400 U' 4.2 040 4060 457 
TABLE C-Il 
SUMMARY OFSurniiltnce'OF 1985 198 
TRAFFIC 
ACTIVITY 
FORECASTS 
Average 1985 
Peak Mircute 
GA Aieraft 
Under Center 
s ..; ... 
1139-8544 
Average 1985 
PeaekMinute 
Military & 
Air Ctrrie 
UinderCetrcUo .naoSrveillance 
3D3457 
Average 1985 
Peak Minute 
GA 
Spread 
r 100 manT.10Wm 
0.3-17 
Avcrco 1985 
Peek Minute 
Military & 
Air Cortic 
Spread. . 2 per10 nni2 
0o-.4 
1985 Peak 
Hour General 
Aviation Hab 
Activity 
913-5985 
8985Peae 
Hor M;lit or 
& Air Carrier 
Hub Activity 
66-502 
TABLE C-1Il 
BUSY HOUR 
OPERATION S 
EXTRAPOLA-
TED INTOAIRCRAFT 
mix ­
1965-1985 
Hi est Activity 
Foracat Factor N85 yak195 1970 1975 18 I 1985Air 
usy Carier 176 213 277 372 502 
Hour 
Operations GA 1130 1962 2923 4365 5985 
A 67 83 107 133 168Au --
Corie. I pl 6 0 170 3 341 
ModerateActivity 
Detroit965 1970 17 90 
40 41 57 69 
40 681 1035 1607 
10 13 16 18 
30 28 41 5 
18 
81 
2519 
20 
61 
95 
20 
194 
4 
16 
Minimum Activity 
Cinc9nnati17 95 18 
27 37 50 
249 389 611 
7 10 11 
20 27 39 
9. 
66 
913 
12 
Gecnral 
Aviation 
General 
Aviation 
to Alir 
Carrier 
Ratio 
GA3(C) 
_ 
GAl 
GA2 (D-E) 
GAl, 
GA2, 
GA3, 
Air 
Carrier 
7 
1123 
79 
1880 
199 
2724 
360 
4005 
556 
5429 
12/I 
2 
406 
1 
30 
651 
77 
958 
145 
1462 
236 
2283 
31/1 
8 
193 
8 
6 
243 
16 
373 
32 
579 
18/ 
53 
860 
14/8 
Air 
Carrier 
rowh 
GAGrowth 
GA, 
Air 
Carier 
GAI,GA2 
8 3/1 
5/1 
I 
I 
2/1 
6/1 
8 
8 
2.5/1 
3/I 
3 3/1 
4.7/1 
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VTOL/STOL airports were not considered in the FAA forecasts [Ref 571 and have not 
been added to the data appearing in Table-C-Ill. 
The large hubs which were selected for the aircraft activity forecast were 
New York, Detroit and Cincinnati. Of the twenty-two large hubs, New York is the 
most active, Detroit the tenth most activetand Cincinnati the least active. 
The number and types of airports vary with each large hub. All air carrier 
airports are assumedto have ATC manual control towers which are capable of providing 
departure and approach service. As a result, large hub air carrier airports frequently 
must support the reliever airports, those airports without departure or approach control. 
The numbers which precede the airfield designators appearing below indicate the number 
of airfields of the type listed to be found within the hub. 
New York (L) (Highest Activity) 
Airport types and number in the hub: 
3 AC (T) (LaGuardia, J. F. Kennedy, Newark) 
2 AC (T) R (Islp, White Plains) 
2 GA (T) R (Teterboro, Morristown) 
1 PR (Linden, N. J.) 
6 R (Caldwell,N. J.) 
Detroit (Average Activity) 
Airport types and number in the hub: 
I AC (T) (Metropolitan) 
1 AC (T) R (Willow Run) 
2 GA (T) R (Detroit City, Pontiac Municipal) 
I P (Pontiac) 
2 R (Grosse lie/Flat Rock, Plymouth) 
C-4­
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Cincinnati (L) (Lowest Activity) 
Airport types and number in the hub: 
I AC (T) (Greater Cincinnati) 
I P R (New Cincinnati Airport) 
I GA (T) R (Cincinnati Municipal) -
Analysis shows that the activity experienced within the New York Hub during 
1965 is representative of what will be experienced at Detroit in 1980. Cincinnati is 
expected to experience in 1980 the traffic load experienced at Detroit in 1965. Thus it 
is possible to forecast Detroit's needs of 1980 by looking at New York's problem today. 
Similarly, a 1980 Cincinnati traffic activity will approximate that of Detroit in 1965. 
From this discussion it can be seen that if implementation of area navigation capability 
can solve the traffic saturation problem in New York in 1968, it will provide a 1980 
solution for Detroit and Cincinnati. (Recall also that there are 9 hubs larger than Detroit.) 
The second design implication is that VTOL and STOL aircraft should utilize facilities 
other than those required by CTOL. Access to rural strips and reliever airports is manda­
tory. 
NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS 
Navigation requirements,.in terms of system 3a accuracy, are generated from 
six related sources: 
(1) traffic activity forecasts 
(2) Flight plan control (ETA) 
(3) separation standards and surveillance needs 
(4) approach and landing criteria 
(5) all-weather landing criteria 
(6) radar surveillance data complement 
The navigation accuracy constraint is given in terms of the vector: 
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aAT 
aCT 
ah 
UA 
where 	 0aAT = 3a along track error
 
"CT = 3a cross track error
 
"h = 3a altitude error
 
aA = 3cr heading error.
 
The navigation equipment accuracy is specified by the above vector. 
Throughout the derivation of the navigation requirements, the along track, cross track, 
and altitude components are derived from the following equations: 
'AT = 1/10 SAT
 
aCT = 1/10 SCT
 
ah =1/10 sh
 
where sAT = an along track distance
 
SCT = a cross track distance
 
sh = an altitude
 
The 1/10 factor is used to define navigation equipment errors which will be 
insignificant with respect to: 
(1) flight technical errors 
(2) human blunders 
(3) display instrumentation, control and guidance errors 
C-6 
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This constraint was made significantly stringent so that the requirements would be 
maximum and safety factors could be incorporated. 
C.21 	 Navigation Requirements - Traffic Activity Forecasts 
Traffic activi-ty forecast inputs to the definition of navigation requirements 
were computed from three data sources: 
(1) 	 1985 peak minute density (overs, departures, and 
arrivals) per 100 square nmr 
(2) 	 1985 peak minute densities (overs, arrivals, departures) 
under surveillance per ATC center 
(3) 	 1980 peak hour operations (arrivals, departures) with­
in a Large Hub. 
The aircraft classes, because of performance limitations or ATC constraints, 
are restricted to the general speed and altitude regimes: 
General Aviation: GAl, GA2 
speed 180 kts 
altitude z 6 kft to 11 kft 
Military, Air Carrier, and GA3 
(1) 	speed z 300 kts 
altitude = 11 kft to 18 kft 
(2) 	 speed = 600 kts 
=altitude 18 kft to 45 kft 
Along track and cross track navigation accuracy and performance require­
ments were derived from the following equations: 
aAT = 1/10 SAT 
= aCT 1/10 sCT 
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SAT = along track separation 
sCT = cross track separation 
Table XVIII (Section 3.5, Volume II)summarizes the results. 
Case 1: Peak Minute 100 sq nmi Density 
General Aviation: 
(1) 	 g = GA aircraft density 
g < I per flight level 
(2) 	 sCT = 10 nmi 
(3) 	 sAT = min [ (5mmn) V,Area] 
g > I per flight level 
(4) 	 Area 
)CT int ) SAT 
(5) 	 SAT = V (5 mn) 
where: 
Area = 100 sq nmi 
V = aircraft speed as a function of altitude regime, 180 kts 
FL = number of flight levels, 11 between 6,000 ft and 11,000 ft 
min [a, b] implies a or b, whichever is minimum 
Air Carrier: 
(1)p = air carrier and military aircraft density 
p < I per flight level 
(2) 	 sCT = 10 nmi 
(3) 	SAT = min [ (ta) V, Area 
SAT 	 pp 	 > I per flight level 
C-8 
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Area 
__L _ 
(4) sCT - Tnt (p/L SAT 
(5) 5AT = Vta 
where:
 
100 nmi
Area = 
V = aircraft speed; 300 kts (11,000 ft to 18,000 ft), 
600 kts (FL 180 to 450). 
FL = number of flight levels, 15 and 19 respectively 
ta = 5 minutes and 15 minutes per low altitude 
and high altitude, respectively 
Case 2: Center and Hub Aircraft Densities 
Arrivals and Departures: 
SATSCT [ Ag + Ac+ Av + As] [TD + TA]
 
where:
 A = .2Hub, Center area nmi 
N = number of aircraft under surveillance 
=Ag, Ac, Av, As number of general aviation and commer­
cial airfields, vertiports and stolports respectively 
within the Hub 
TD
, TA = number of departure and arrival tracks respectively 
Overflights: 
General Aviation:
 
A FL
 
SATSCT = (n., + ng V )
 
where:n number of GA IFR flightsgi
ngV = number of GA VFR flights 
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FL = number of GA flight levels (10) 
a AT = V (in minutes) 
Aircarrier and Military:
 
A (FL- + FLt )
SAT sCT - (n + n + n + n) 
where: 
n = number of military IFR, VFR flights 
n = number of CTOL IFR, VFR flights 
n = number of VTOL IFR, VFR flights 
n = number of STOL IFR, VFR flights 
SAT= V (5 minutes), V (15 minutes); low altitude and high 
altitude respectively. 
FL- = number of Flight Levels 11 kft to 18 kft 
+FL number of Flight Levels FL 180 to FL 450 
C2.2 Navigation Requirements - Flight Plan Control 
Estimated time of arrival at a fixed waypoint is one of the principal means of 
coordination between the aircraft flight profile and the traffic control system. The way­
point can be located in the enroute airspace in the terminal area, or in a holding pattern. 
The pilot complies with the submitted and approved flight plan by monitoring his own 
ETA to the next waypoint. The traffic control system, for its part, resorts to surveillance 
data to estimate the aircraft's arrival at the assigned waypoint. When the traffic control 
system utilizes surveillance data derived from the airborne system as well as ground based 
computer flight plan data, ETA is the variable which measures system performance. 
Errors in the variables used to compute ETA are factors which help to define 
system requirements. By specifying the tolerance on ETA that is acceptable to the traffic 
control system for safely controlling the flow of traffic, system requirements can be 
further specified. 
The four geometric systems which are employed by user aircraft are the 
C-10 
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rho-theta system, along track/cross track system, rhumb line, and great circle system. 
With suitable signal processing, these coordinate systems generate aircraft steering 
signals for control of the aircraft in the horizontal plane. Conventional guidance signals 
which the pilot uses to update the aircraft steering signal are cross track distance or track 
angle error, both of which are expressions relative to desired course or track. To further 
determine the aircraft's status along a given track, the pilot requires knowledge of 
distance-to-go. To comply with a pre-submitted flight plan, the estimated time of 
arrival at the next waypoint is then computed from distance-to-go, ground speed and . 
present time. 
The expression for ETA is derived independently of the navigation system of 
equations. 
1r= ETA 
DTG + t 
+DTG = [(POD -XAT) 2 + (YCT)2 (L z)2]l/2 
where:
 
DTG = distance to go
 
POD = initial leg length 
XAT = along track distance 
cross track distanceYCT = 
Az = altitude difference between aircraft position and 
waypoint command altitude 
t = time 
Linearizing the equation, assuming differentials to be gaussian random 
variables with zero'mean, and computing the variance of ETA, yields the error equation: 
a = [(CIa)2 + (C2av)2 + (C3 aAT)2 + (C4 oPOD)2 
+ (C5 aCT)2 + (C6 rh) 2 ] 1/2 
C-11 
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where: 
C C6 are error sensitivity coefficients 
C1=1 
DTGC2 V 
C YCT I 
C3 -DTG V9
 
4 =1 
5 V 
c z 1 
6 =(T- ) 
a. the 3ca parameter of the i th variable 
"V is inpercent 
The navigation requirements in terms of cross track error CCTs and along 
track error aAT' can be computed from the error equation. By selecting a?, evaluating 
the coefficients, the system error budget is computed. 
To define the navigation equipment errors, a ratio of 1/10 is used. The 
statistical addition of the navigation equipment errors to other system errors will result 
in an insignificant contribution from the navigation system. Therefore, the equipment 
errors will be insignificant when compared to: 
(1) flight technical errors 
(2) human blunders 
(3) display instrumentation, control and guidance errors. 
Current air traffic control practice is used to specify ETA. Current IFR flight 
plans must be maintained to a coordination factor value of + 3 minutes of ETA. Therefore: 
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* 	 = 1/10 ETA 
= 0.3 minutes for air carriers 
and
 
a = 1/10 (6*)
 
= 0.6 minutes for general aviation
 
To evaluate the heading accuracy requirement, the following equation is 
used: 
aCT
 
-A DTG
 
To evaluate the ground speed accuracy requirement, the following equation 
is used: 
AVS V x 100'
_V I 
where AV = 10 kts, true airspeed 
The value of AV is based upon the current traffic control practice, viz. that 
aircraft true airspeed must be within + 10 kts below FL 180 and + 0.01 Mach no. (approxi­
mately 6 kts TAS) for jet aircraft to maintain the IFR flight plan. 
Table XIX, Section 3.5, Volume II summarizes the results. Table C-IV presents 
the sensitivitycoefficients which were computed for-the following data. 
Case 1: GAl, GA2 
Conditions for computing general aviation requirements are: 
(1) VFR controlled airspace 
(2) V = 150 kts 
(3) DTG = 20 nmi, based on VOR(T) nominal range 
(4) track angle - 2* 
* Representative, of the capability of General Aviation VFR-rated pilots. 
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TABLE C-IV Sesit.vty ETA ETA ETA ETA ETA ETA User Require..n N VactorT M Tee Speed Tmck Length Trocc Alttude Tor T 
coCross Le A n C 
REQ IREME N T Synch Error Error Error Error Error i" I0 i deg 
REQUIREMENTS- GAI, GA2 1 8 0014 0.40 040 3x10 06 05 05 40 
ETA SENSITIVITY G 0.00 0 ' ­7FACTORS VOL3, Slot, 55100 02002 0 033 05 II080 
FACTORSVTOL, STOL, SST 
(Lowaltitude 
enroute) 
- 7  
GA3, CTOL Je1, I 47 0005 0.13 0.13 10 033 0.5 23 080 
VTOL, STOL 
(High .litude 
enroute) 
7 
SST I 20 0.002 005 0 05 x 10- 0.33 16 44 0150 
Also for terminal ar eowith Alt < 10,000 l. e uol to Iowaltiude enroute 
Case 2: GA3, CTOL, STOL, VTOL, SST (low altitude) 
(1) IFR in low altitude (12,000 ft to FL 180) controlled enroute airspace 
(2) IFR in high altitude (FL 180 to FL 450) in controlled enroute airspace 
(3) V = 300 kts (low altitude) 
(4) V = 480 kts (high altitude) 
(5) DTG = 35 nmi, based on VOR(L) nominal range 
(6) track angle = 20 
Case 3: SST 
(1) IFR in high altitude (> FL 450) controlled airspace 
(2) V = 1200 kts 
(3) DTG = 600 nmT, based on report points every 10* of longitude 
(4) track angle = 20 
C.2.3 Navigation Requirements - Separation Standards and Surveillance Needs 
Navigation requirements can be further derived from traffic control separation 
requirements which are specified in traffic control procedural manuals. The FAA estab­
lishes separation requirements throughout all controlled airspace, terminal area departure 
and arrival, holding patterns and enroute airspace.' Factors which determine the sepa­
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ration requirement values include-these: () whether traffic is converging or diverging; 
(2) whether traffic is crossing at the same altitude levels; and (3) relative speeds (rate of 
closure) of all same-track aircraft. Separation requirements, expressed in terms of cross 
track separation (nmi), along track separation (minutes); and altitude separation (ft) are 
translated into navigation accuracy requirements by applying the 1/10 ratio. These 
requirements, in terms of time, become navigation requirements if the vehicle speed is 
known. 
Thus,
 
aAT = 1/10 SAT
 
"CT = 1/10 sCT 
ah = 1/10 sh 
where: 
SAT =V TAT 
SAT = along track separation distance 
TAT = along track separation time 
sh = altitude separation distance 
V = aircraft speed 
The rationale for using existing separation requirements to aid in defining 
NAVTRACS navigation requirements is that the separation requirements have evolved 
from ihe existing safe system. Other alternatives (Section 3.1.4.2) can increase 
system capacity without extensive changes in the safe separation standards. Therefore, 
the navigation data, linked to the ground system, refines aircraft surveillance data­
for all aircraft cross sectional area and weather conditions. This can do much to 
decrease the controller's workload, and leads to increased capacity. Therefore, 
separation requirements of the existing system supply a realistic input to the 
definition of navigation requirements. 
Table XX (Section 3.5, Volume II) summarizes the navigation requirement 
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factors 	that are derived from separation standards and surveillance data. 
C .2.4 Navigation Requirements - Approach and Landing Criteria 
Another input to the definition of navigation requirements is provided by 
approach and landing requirements. As a minimum, the navigation system must provide 
accuracy sufficient to permit the pilot to fly the aircraft to a point where the landing aid 
is intercepted. The envelope of this point, then, serves as one measure in defining the 
navigation system accuracy requirement. This approach-related requirement becomes a 
tighter constraint on the total navigation system requirement if the accuracy of the 
navigation system must also be acceptable for landing. The landing requirement is 
derived from the size of the runway width or the VTOL pad diameter. The accuracy 
requirement in both cases must specify a sufficiently broad spectrum of signals to properly 
drive the aircraft dynamics. 
Thus, for approach, 
aAT = 1/10 SAT
 
'CT = 1/10 sCT
 
ah 
 1/10 sh 
where: 	 sAT = along track spacing set by approach control 
sCT = cross trdck distance at a point in the landing beam envelope 
sh = vertical distance at a point in the landing beam envelope 
Case 1: AILS Geometry 
At 15 nmi from the runway, the glideslope envelope requirements are: 
SsCT =+ 0.6nmi; sh + 400ft 
Case 2: ILS Geometry
 
At 20 nmi from the runway, the glideslope envelope specifies:
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sCT = + 3.3 nmT . 
sh = 400 ft 
For landing, the runway and pad sizes set the requirement: 
STOL, CTOL, SST, GA3 runway width = 150 ft 
VTOL landing pad diameter = 50 ft 
Tables XX and XXI , Section 3.5, Volume ll,summarize the navigation 
requirement data generated by the approach and landing constraint. 
C.2.5 Navigation Requirement - All-Weather Landing Criteria 
Positional navigation requirements can be derived from the all-weather 
landing requirements. The legal minima for instrumented runways specify runway 
visual ranges and action decision heights for all-weather landing. The runway visual 
ranges and decision heights can be translated into along-track navigation requirements; 
the decision height into altitude requirements. The runway width, or VTOL pad diameter, 
determines cross-track constraints. 
Thus, 
"A S1/10AT
 
aCT = 1/10 sCT
 
ah = 1/10 sh
 
where: 	sAT = runway visual range 
sCT = runway width, or VTOL pad diameter 
sh = decision height 
Table XXI , Section 3.5, Volume Ilsummarizes the all-weather landing 
requirement. 
C.2.6 Navigation Requirement - Taxiway Requirement 
Another input to the specification of navigation requirements is taxiway 
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width. CTOL, STOL, SST and GA3 taxiways are nominally 75 ft wide. The taxiway 
width of a typical vertiport is predicted to be 50 ft. The navigation requirement, then, 
is: 
aAT 1/2 sCT 
aCT 1/2 sCT 
where: sCT = taxiway width 
These navigation requirements are tabulated in Table XXI , Section 3.5,
 
Volume II.
 
C.2.7 Navigation Requirement - Accuracy Relative to Surveillance Radar 
Navigation requirements are also determined by the accuracy attained by 
surveillance radars. As a minimum, an advanced area navigation/traffic control system 
would supplement the radar surveillance data with the airborne derived aircraft position 
data. Such a service would afford completeness in coverage for varying weather con­
ditions and varying cross sectional areas. The radar surveillance data, range and bearing, 
must be converted to position information in the aircraft geometric system of navigation. 
The position accuracy is the factor providing the navigation requirement constraint. 
Thus, 
SAT = aCT = aRADAR 
where: a0 RADAR = 3a aircraft position error derived from radar data. 
Radar Surveillance Fixing Errors:
 
Component errors:
 
Surveillance radar azimuth angle error 
Surveillance radar siting error to True North 
Train and elevation siting errors 
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Vertical anomalies',in siting 
Radar 	range resoldtibn 
Radar 	site/center parallax errors 
Radar 	siting errors to center 
Processi ng: 
Beacon processing 
Primary radar processing 
Display: 
Display range resolution 
Display bearing resolution 
Display trace area 
Display trace electronic processing 
Tie-in to Area Navigation System 
Relative position errors to the center. 
The following errors are typical of current ATC equipment: 
ASR-4 	(Sband) 
Beamwidth 1.20 
Range 	Resolution 0.083 nmi. 
Targets on scope 
707-727 aircraft bloom to 3.50 bearing and 0.5 to 0.75 
nmi range 
Controller can see center of target to 10 azimuth and 
0.062 	nmi range 
ARSR 	 (L band)
 
Beam width 20
 
Range Resolution 0. 167 nmi
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Targets on scope
 
50 bearing
 
I nmi range 
Controller can read center of target to 1.50 to 20 
azimuth and 0.125 to 0.25 nmi range. 
Beacon Processing of Secondary Radar 
Center digitally tot 0.250, range to 0.033 nmi. 
With improvements to± 0.250, range to 0.01 nmi. 
Radar 	Processing 
Bearing to 0.20' and range to 0.062 nmi. 
The Flight Information Manual requires fixing to CEP = (500 ft, 3% R) 
whereR is range to known station. Experimental data shows a JFK fix of 1 nmi at 
105 nmi. 
Table C-V summarizes the worst case conditions. The ARSR target is 200 nmi 
from the surveillance radar, and the ASR target is 50 nmi from the surveillance radar. 
Table 	XXII, Section 3.5, Volume II summarizes this particular navigation 
requirement. 
Table C-V 
RADAR FIXING ACCURACY 
Rodor ase I Aircr'aft PositionError 
At Site 3 6 rn 
ARSR 	 At Cent r 3.6 i.. 
Nrocestrg 3 6 wnit 
Dispry8.5 inI 
At Sit 0.7 in;
ASR At Cente, 07 i 
P c~esnirg 0.8 ril 
Display 2
.7 ni 
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COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS 
Air Traffic Control system communications include air-to-ground surveillance 
reports, requests for acknowledgement of commands, identification, and advisory messages. 
The ground-to-air messages include command, acknowledgements, identification and 
advisory messages. Section 3.6, Volume II, defines message content and bit require­
ments. 
Bandwidth requirements depend upon the number of users in the system at a 
given instant of time: The system communications capacity in bits/sec is computed from 
the number of users in the system at a given instant of time, the user speed and the 
airspace in the terminal area. The airspace is organized into arrival, departure and 
enroute tracks. 
C. 3.1 Communication System Capacity 
The system capacity is defined by the equation:
 
NA (Bits per user)
 
=C Interrogation Rate 
where: 
C system capacity in bits/sec 
NA = number of instantaneous users requiring service 
The interrogation rate is the time interval required by the traffic control and 
surveillance system to adequately define vehicle position -both present position and 
forecast position. Rates differ according to type of aircraft class. 
Air carrier C = 1,000,bits/sec 	 as developed in the 
following subsectionsGeneral Aviation C = 21,000 bits/sec 
C.3. 1.1 Number of Users Requiring Service 
The number of users requiring service, NA , 	 is computed in a steady state 
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system from the peak hour operations expected in tne system. It can be shown that... 
0 
N 	 L N 
NA 	= L---­
where: N = busy hour operations
 
V = steady state speed
 
L = the length of arrival, departure and enroute tracks
 
in the terminal area, nominally 50 nmi
 
The worst case, as presented in Table C-3, is given by the busy hour opera­
tions, expected in New York in 1980.
 
0 
N = 	 372 (air carrier) 
0 
N = 	 4,365 (general aviation) 
The operations are divided into arrivals, departures, low enroute and high
 
enroute code settings.
 
C .3.1.2 Interrogation Rate 
The interrogation rate strongly influences the data link bandwidth requirements. 
Tradeoffs to decrease the interrogation rate for a single aircraft include: 
(1) 	 Code set - arrivals, departures, ground traffic, enroute-low, 
enroute-high, flight level 
(2) 	 Ground system dead reckoning - ground computation of 
aircraft position computed from the last surveillance 
report, and the aircraft flight plan 
(3) 	 Compliance with the flight plan - per the Limit Logic concept 
which enables tighter flight plan. tolerance 
(4) 	 Channel allocation 
Table C-VI summarizes the interrogation rate tradeoff based on ground dead 
reckoning. 
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TABLE C-VI 
TERMINAL AREA INTERROGATION RATES 
Interrogation Rate - sec - Sampling Criteria 
Code Speed 0.1 nmi GND DR GND DR 
min accuracy 1 nmi 2 nmi 
Arrival- 300 kts 
Destination (0.14nmi/sec) 1 7 14 
Departure-
Destination 
300 kts (0.14 nmi/sec) 1 7 14 
Enroute- 300 kts 
Low (0.14 nmi/sec) 1 7 14 
Terminal 150 kts 
Area (0.04 nmi/sec) 2.5 25 50 
For comparison, the sampling rate of Secondary Surveillance Radar is: 
6 rev/min = 10 sec 
18 rev/min 3 sec
 
A nominal interrogation rate of 10 sec for both general aviation and air carrier
 
aircraft has been used for the purposes of the following calculators.
 
C.3.1.3 Data Link Bandwidth Requirements
 
Case 1: General Aviation
 
Speed: 150 kts
 
NA: 1455
 
Message Content: 145 bits (Section 3.6) 
C = 21,000 bits/sec 
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Case 2: Air Carrier 
Speed: 300 kts
 
NA: 62
 
Message Content: 162 bits (Section 3.6) 
C = 1,000 bits/sec 
These bandwidth requirements are worst case conditions, but canbe accommo­
dated with a VHF channel and certainly a UHF channel. Tradeoffs in interrogation 
rates and in message content can reduce the required communication capacity of general 
aviation aircraft to 4,000 bits/sec. 
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APPENDIX D 
PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS 
To understand the need for automation of navigation and communication func­
tions and equipment operation, it was necessary to develop an appreciation of the tasks
 
performed today by aircrew personnel in managing their aircraft.
 
The workload methodology was based on four sources of information: synthe­
sized task times experimentally determined in pilot studies (Ref. 75) which specify pilot task 
time in performing mechanical functions; results of a series of field trips in which aircrew 
personnel were aarefully questioned about the manner in which they performed their iobs; 
the refinement of certain workload and pilot utilization estimators developed by personnel 
of this organization; and data obtained from a series of simple, timed,,paper and pencil tests 
utilizing a paper cockpit mockup. The subjects were licensed aircrew personnel, each of 
whom had significant experience with the tasks under investigation. 
The resulting information provides the baseline workload estimates for the 
remainder of the study, aspects of which are reported on elsewhere in this document. 
Two present-day aircraft, a four-engine CTOL jet transport and a single­
engine GA2 aircraft, provided the baseline information. The pilot tasks in the CTOL jet 
were assumed to be sufficiently like those of the sophisticated GA3 aircraft that an 
assessment of GA3 was not made. Task times for GA2 aircraft were assumed to be suffi­
ciently like those of GAl that a separate workload assessment was felt not to be 
necessary. 
Operator tasks and task times for the VTOL and STOL aircraft were developed 
from a review of NASA documents and similar literature. Workload for the SST aircraft was 
developed from an extrapolation of operational experience of PNSI personnel, review of 
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ARINC documents and airframe manufacturers' documents, and the results of an on-going, 
in-house study of Concorde performance utilizing an IBM 360-44 computer. In summary, 
pilot monitor and control workload estimates were prepared for four aircraft types (Tables 
D-VII, D-VIII, D-IX and D-X); task times were estimated for the communications task 
(Tables D-V and D-VI); and for twenty navigation-related tasks (Table D-Ill). 
D.1 PILOT/WORKLOAD MODEL 
The pilot workload dnalysis requires a model of the human operator. Pilot 
performance was evaluated for the aircraft control and monitor, navigation management 
and pilot/ATC communications tasks utilizing the rationale presented in the following 
paragraphs. Experienced aircrew personnel were utilized as subjects. 
D.1 .1 Operator Transfer Function 
Reference 76 provides a general low-bandwidth system transfer function: 
K (1+ rAS) e -Ds
 
G (s) = "
 
(I + rLs) (I+r Ns) 
where 'rA = operator anticipation time constant, 0 to 2.5 sec. 
TL = operator error smoothing lag time constant, 0 to 20 sec. 
IrN = operator short neuromuscular delay, 0.08 to 0. 12 sec. 
K = operator gain, I to 100 
D = operator transportation lag, 0. 16 to 0.24 sec. 
Generally, this linearized transfer function provides a model of a motivated, 
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well-trained operator in performing simple tasks such as closed loop tracking utilizing 
compensatory displays. 
Event sequence times, incorporating the visual, manual and audio task 
times, were developed for this study from extensive operational experience. 
D . I. I. I Human Response Times 
The time delay is given by time elapsing prior to pilot responding to display 
information [Ref 71]: 
Reaction time depends on: 
Age: 20-40 years,
 
Sense: aural visual,
 
Stimulus intensity,
 
0.23 to 0.30 secondsPractice, 

Preparedness,
 
Motor Unit responding
 
Speed of Perception to Action: 
Brain perception of what eye sees 0.1 
Cognition 0.4 
Decision 4-5 
Motor response 0.5 
Vehicle reaction 2+ 
7-8 seconds 
Man's Response Latency: 
* Go/No Go situation 0.2 
.Response rate for successive stimuli 0.1 
Reaction 	time for simple muscular 
movement 0.22 
0.5 seconds 
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D. 1. 1.2 Operator Execution Times 
Table D-1 lists operator execution times and standard deviations for the 
execution times [Ref 75] used in development of the pilot workload estimates appearing 
in this Appendix. 
TABLE D-1 
OPERATOR EXECUTION TIMES 
Average Average
Operator Action Execution Time Standard Deviation 
sec. sea. 
Set Toggle Switch 1.1 0.76
 
Set Detent Selector Switch 2.1 0.51
 
Set Rotary Control 8.6 3.00
 
Set Thumbwheel 8.6 3.00
 
Push Button (or Foot Switch) 4.2 1.02
 
Key Board Push Button, N digits 3.2+ 1.1 N 1.1 + 0.4 N 
Lever (Throttle Setting) 3.0 0.48 
Joy Stick Setting 3.8 0.48 
Read Instruments, N Instruments 0.6 N + 0.6 0.2 N + 0.2 
Communication, N Words 0.66 N + 0.6 0.34 N + 0.4 
Ignore Nonessential Subtask when 
Situation is "Highly Urgent" 0.6 
D. 1.1.3 Synthesized Task Times 
Operator experience in association with the above execution times, visual 
scan times, communication times and response tmeswere combined to provide the 
navigation management, communication management and pilot task times. 
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Task times were developed and then subjected to review by experienced 
professional airmen. 
D.1.2 Operator Workload Model 
Two figures of merit were applied to quantify workloading: 
(1) task time 
(2) operator % utilization 
Workloading was first assessed for operator defined task times. Subsequently, a figure of 
merit was devised based on % utilization of the operator's faculties. This figure of merit 
was computed from the equation: 
(1) % Utilization - TaskTotal UtilizationUtilization x 100 
where Task Utilization = weighting factor per task; 
Total Utilization = weighting factor for % utilization of the 
operator's total faculties 
Table D- II identifies the weighting factors. As an example, the task which requires 
one hand and voice use yields: 
15
 
% Utilization =1 x 100 = 54% 
Total utilization depends on crew composition and crew functions. 
Use of total faculties dictates that: 
Pilot/Copilot Total Utilization = 28 
Navigator Total Utilization = 20 
* Reference (77) substantiates these weighting factors. 
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TABLE D-II 
OPERATOR UTILIZATION CHART 
U. Task Combination 
D- K 1o~ . o K K KK x X 11 1 
2 . x x x x x A 
1 1 0 I 2 22 n l 
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To compute average % utilization for a series of tasks, the operator utilization must be 
averaged over the complete task interval. Therefore: 
(2) Average % Utilization T U dt 
where 	 T = the total period 
U = task utilization factor in terms of percentage 
D .2 	 NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT - TASK, EXECUTION TIME AND 
% UTILIZATION ESTIMATES (See Table D-1ll and D-IV) 
All tdsk 	times and workload assessments reported in this study were based on 
carefully evaluated opinion of experienced aircrew members. Utilization of the private 
pilot in the performance of comparable tasks was increased by a factor of one-third to 
one-half, depending upon an assumption regarding experience and proficiency of the 
pilot. The effect on task times of inflight emergencies was not considered. 
D.3 	 COMMUNICATION TIMES - NON-AUTOMATED SYSTEM (See Table D-V) 
The communication times appearing in Sections D.3. 1 and D.3.2 are the 
baseline estimate for message times for the Event Sequence Diagrams shown in Appendix A. 
D.3. 1 Typical Air-to-Ground and Ground-to-Air-Communication Times for 
VFR Flights 
The use of voice air-to-ground (A-G) and ground-to-air (GA) communica­
tions is now the standard means of transferring data from the pilot to the controller and 
vice versa. As radio frequencies become more congested, the total time a frequency is 
in use for A-G and G-A communications becomes a matter of concern. This section gives 
typical exapiples of A-G and G-A communications occuring on a VFR flight. The 
execution time for these A-G and G-A communications is also listed. (See Table D-V.) 
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TABLE D-I1
 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT TASK SUMMARY
 
Minimum Automation Task Time, sec. % Utilization
 
Navigation Management Event Ave. Min. Pilot Navigator
 
In Flight Weather Evaluation 794 395 26.6 37.33 
Inertial Navigation System Management 597 238 32.6 45.71 
Doppler/Computer System Management 819 492 27.4 38.4 
Loran A Manipulation 220 94 35.8 50.1 
Loran C 265 255 26.3 36.8 
Automatic Direction Finder 234 134 28.6 40.0 
Fixing Radar 416 244 31.7 44.4 
Weather Avoidance Radar 179 86 27.4 38.3 
VOR/DME 245 139 26.5 37.1 
CLC Management 194 117 23.9 33.5 
Determination of Magnetic Course 146 72 33.4 47.5 
Altitude Change Enroute 168 99 26.1 36.6 
Monitoring Flight Plan Enroute 
(Fuel Managemenl) 455 170 39.3 55.0 
Copying and Acknowledging ATC 
Clearances (Oceanic) 124 59 28.6 40.0 
Turbulence Penetration 17 9 19.4 27.9 
Reroute by ATC During Enroute Phase 353 200 31.6 44.2 
Radar Identification in Transition Zone 92 74 28.6 40.0 
Altitude Change in Transition Zone 55 34 26.8 37.5 
Navigation Management in Transition Zone 745 466 34.4 48.2­
*Navigation Management of MMD 73 73 28.6 40.0 
t No track monitor function 
D.3.2 Typical A-G and G-A Communication Times for IFR Flights 
Table D-VI gives examples of typical A-G and G-A voice communications 
required for navigation and control of the aircraft during a typical IFR flight. 
D.4 PILOT CONTROL AND MONITOR TASKS 
Tables D-VII through D-XI tabulate pilot and copilot manual control and 
visual tasks. The event times relate to the missions and aircraft flight profiles illustrated 
in Section 2. Communication and navigation management tasks are purposely omitted 
from the scheduled tasks, so that an estimate of the residual workload experienced by the 
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TABLE D-IV 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT - MINIMUM AUTOMATION 
"" Utelezaion, 
Evns Tak Time Fcinter Uteflon 
Erect To Time Foo=e 
In Flight Weather Evoluotien Check ex. 1.2 3 - S Cckaepsto* DoxlerCucxxeir Systeox Check Joixone .eliie~a 1.8 3 
aoec e/n lit 'on 1.8 3 Menogement (Cone'd) Determin 
e 
fix (Rhe-theto, hyperbolic) 8-I80 8421Ma~kein Flight winottier obervalo 10c] 3 
Plot DR pyrition 20 1T15-30 8Rated 
60-240Mali.it fnlight wemiher Plot fix 11 
meson.remnt (tamp; wI) 3 8"60 3 Rev,.e STE ( .crachrocke.r) 30-60 111 
Record 5-10 a Determine along track error 10-30 I I 
Rapeot 25-40 2 Calculate cor.-e chnose 0-5 TI 
Get foect (.gletrprei.ioly Inilial. cour change 43 8 
obtined or byrdio 30-30 Correlate ld, driftl, ad track in 
Modify forecest 60-120 mutecoupled mode 74-10 3 
Mofify ground speedif neceesry 15 11 Resetdivrce olong crack 4 3 8 
Modify e t as nece ry 0 II Rereit cmas tr&indication 43 8 
Modify fuel calcltors 60-120 33 Reset requred tack, trubla sot 4 3 8 
2 
Rerlslots drift (genera vohon) 45 I Rerycle bralers 4 .. 8 
Relolela -h, (general wietiox) 540 3Stch off and on 1.1 a 
Copyforecasts 60- 8 Check site way point 30-90 8 
Rcornd 3-5 8 
Ave 794 sc 
Mee 103 Are 819 tee 
Mi 395 Max 1034 
PIlot/Cpinlt 26 6% Min 492 
Nai gte, 37.3% Pelos/Copilot 27.4%
 
Navigator 38.4%
 
Utilieriox
 
Evext Task Time Factor
 
Ierl Neovlgutim Syon tea hand y 1.3 8
i Srlh an to a Uthzmiion 
Moxagerinen Align rnodem,gyro ccempmt nv xoda 2.2 8 Event Task Time Factor 
2 
Pegern way point() 4 e 8 Lrxen A ta.nipulanc Smethen 33 7 
Fiat DR posiifo 20 Esihmie 0-3 I I tT DR peiton for fie 
Determinetternel tsx 8-I.- It Prei relative igot eaegth nd 
floe fix LOP's eVOR/DME, lae. mix for ... 0-60 
t 
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Oereaie along tracke 20-30 Deraex Mndxpplysky w e corr. 20 II 
Denharri~nisia .inch eror 20-40 If lReda  record ime meddopler
Dtenees tckngles eror 0-d ]e DR,.ie 
Detenrene ormok mingle aerr 5 3 Add c..s track e applicable 10 11 
UpeatePret poseeenby enoerieng - Fee,LOP 30-30 3I 
crect co,-rd eterehilenmemory 43.3 P 
Cemelris mgne icn edngw th Ave 220,m. 
platform. mneodg 30-30 3 Mx 34. 
Check .imwxponei X-90 II Min 93 7 
Record 3-5 Pdot/Copeot 35 8% 
Ave 430 c cwgote 50.1% 
Ma 522 ...-. .. 
Mi. 23M Utlllzetion 
lim e Fator P lo /C p lo l 32 M Eire n, Tal 
Nanvigaor 45 71% Lema C Sn7tch peer -ON 1 I 7 
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Wern ip 300 0 
-Salai loan 2.1I 8 
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Dopplee/Coanetr Sysie Silch ox 2.2 8 . no ec h - M 2 1 7
I ectee.h 
angenciot Text 240 7 *Se recximitch - AIS 2.1 7 
Slme grount sieed maildnft 4 7 'Select hmebase - 1 2.1 7 
Set reqed counan 10-30 8 SIem metier aise grapi to left of scome 30 8 
Setreqined distne 30-30 8 Set borndith control - r-de 2 1 7 
D0txnrmieyehm0.hcking err (STE) is II Select temeboe - 2 2.1 7 
Offset co xpie foer SIE 4.3 8 Al onterpose uiih g-&ar 20 a 
Caeck bdeg. 1.2 3 Selec itmebise - 3 22 7 
Check drill 1.2 3 Ali, gaie mi third cycle of ini pulse 20 8 
Check tnck ugle ethrgs 1.8 3 Set Luceinsweitch - A 2 1 7 
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PNSI-TR-69-0301-11I 
TABLE D-IV (cont'd)
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT - MINIMUM AUTOMATION 
thltloton Uihhztt,an 
,en_.t Tak Tit Focter Even..t T Tinte Facto 
Loets C (cc.) 	 Set reoutl ntch - A I1 7 Fiin Radar Set CRT ;nirnsiy 10 
Set Itndidthccnraol-narown- 2 1 7 Set ilt 5 
S..ectlhmbase- 1 2 1 7 Set curs o a 
S .lt • V... f feeoSelect npp nro.a l 5 8 
orpest Onsaeadt O 8 Tur.e far -nd neT m 8 
Slewpul. gcpa to left OFscope 10 8 Adjuset zimulh wro on template 10-30 
Sitbndadt ¢e.nol -srde 2.1 7 COrIlte wIflo nop 60.240 II 
Select imiebae - 2 2. I 7 Identify return 20 8 
Align puoiswith gates 20 8 Mentroreiotoc hading 5-10 8 
Salect enebose- 3 2 I 7 Checa n/c edieggrd ore'n 1.2-3 
Align ga.ti drd cycle of firs pulse 20 8 Determire beoing to plotand recrd 0-l0 1 
Recor tise. iffease 10 Deerenine rauge and reord 10-30 11 
$et flrclo m-ith4 2 7 Check n/ altude cvet ground l.23 8 
Seeredout mItcl4 I.1 7 Detennine ground! mrNge 30-60 a 
Read and record 01 p 3.8-10 11 
aCo Iecai-pIdon!doingr, -up Priod 	 Read and record tin 3.2-5n 
Plas LOP nrdrange 300 I 
Setbandwidt cottol-eannw 2 I 7 	 Ant ¢c16 
Selectenbuse - I 2 1 7 ao, 58 
Stew untl opcraxinte lice difference Mii 244 
oppars onnreadout 10 8 rlot/Coptot 31.7% 
Slew lre, to leftfocpe 8 our 4%'I. u, IO 
Sot bandidit, contral - wide 2.1 7uatr i44 
Select hieboase-2 2. 1vent Tan~c Time Factor 
Al.gn put.s ovionae 20 8 Weather A.ia-e Set CRT inennoty 10 8 
Select line - 3 2.) Rodar SetCRT tI, 5 8 
Aiign gat. with n0rdcycle of fnt pulse 20 8 St CRTrane 5 8 
Recotd hou difference to a Set CRT gain 10 8 
Mot position 20 I1 Toe for echo 30-120 8 
Ave M5 St foccnor I.1 7 
Mao 575 Select detour heading 10-30 3 
Min M55 	 Sleetheod"m
 
-1I 
NRt adt r 3 /S t auto. 5-30 3 
U61-11-la Ave )79 see 
Treat Turdk Tim. Factor btan 271 
RlnoAco piFer 26. aaduc 
ri ti'ctl 	 SDiemae t alstoA D gndttcinreqdd 10 c M6n ono r m . u nn 
1 0 -2 0 td e f/ya sl5 - 7 *4% Se lvi t i nor a t r 
Idensof, ntat~ono 1o0 0 Ncnog w83 
Aditel furnain to ADF 1i 7. 	 a t-9t6 
RecedAoF benrto andn eond 
5-10 B
 
Readon m nacrof¢e 3 2 8 oooO#DW~ Select stao ansI) 
 5-20 3 
Delsutretm ioc1 dua r-	 anrd Us frUn e es VOR/D 8 6 8 
doonati.n far plot',,l 10 8 Idenhofy stahon(sl 5-W0 0 
° 
Adid 1t0 far ibran, 1. plot .f Ust con~red ro.,n 4.3-IL6 8 
Obenn1I.al izerneedle or track bar I 2-3 3Align platter to grid northt 5 II Adjust hoeadlngas mnes r 5-10 8 
Det.,mune DR pontlen and raed 	 toelate rnv/conpueer diihnco to 
auto- 5-10 a go with DMt dnone and record I 8 8 
t 
maonuol- 4-480 I. 	 A ,endca.oJetr O1re 4.3 8dien id 
Plot LOP 10-20 I1 Read and record VOR rodial and DM9 
ronge 5-10 8 
Ave 234iec Oentnineercd osardtDRpontion 
Mau 3 nato. 5-10 8 
M sn 1 3 4 -a r o l - 60- 1 0 I1 
Pilot/Cnpiloe 28 6% 	 Read d recod ies, 4.2 B 
Nornitotor 40.0 Fat range and aeing 30-60 II 
Ann ZASse 
Man 376 
MT 139 
ajf leaded towar or oaay frot VORTAC Plot/Copdot 26.5% 
D avigtor 371% 
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PNSI-TR-69-0301-III 
TABLE D-IV (cont'd) 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT- --MINIMUM AUTOMATION 
Uhlz... 
Event Tonic 1cmi Facto. 'Event . Took Tine Factor
Utilizetion 	 c 
I rareac hnoelaw nt Select shat.s) 15 - 3 Montoring Flight Plan Enroure Rtoni tas idedicaton n 
. 10-160&dcal anc 30-90 I I imanl agement) woypolntel$ ond aloDithtrie ofltloo 
l o andl rcardoffal radial and d.stanc 8.6 a 	 tetn1ine oRaedPra 	 iTti thme 20-240 Il* 
Set VOfOME fisu,.ndes. 4.3,.6 8 Cemai bumroff 10-20 N 
Idenhiy ohattn(.) 5-30 Ipr f 02~hpord u 

Set de0 mic 0mPlannedWs ff 10-20 a 
ESitbllsh expected fuel cansuevton 
Oberve local.er needle or HSI 1.2 3 	 ahead 60-11 IU 
,parm OME and comvmptr dcuhooc Cetennin uel car ditinatior i. 
if headed tocord or insay fran statin 1.8 3 FOD 0-120 II 
5 
Correct coputer distance .1 Ave 43 .c 
neceonary 4.3 8 
Read nedrecord0Rposaton 3.8 8 	 Mos 740 
Min 170
Rteadcr recard me 3.2 8 
PmIt/Copilal 39.3% With dualVOR/DME fitdeterine 
Ahoe-Ieta t fro indepedent saa 5-10 8 Navigator 55.0% 
Coevelote wurl CLd deried [Rpon. 30-60 II
and aplia-D.dert 
on nuaeitro
of Ave 1ks 
A,,. 194se. 	 so i I.. or L-**Dienth. earicnal metho~ds, HSC welgt, e 
F ac rro 

Asi 11 7 r engri d 
plot/Cop.ot 23.M ruoC.v/vo Actnarledgidg 	Aide w2i8 a6poit /nCam 
ATC n (e Coner, rr l) t)1045 8 33 5% ATC CleaNorances
rlec tr-
gr so 	 . . . . . . . .. hhonio 
link 	 Factor Evtm kT) 10a45 t 
Dnoret~ at. I Mosinee Erisrtablesand/a, rad..nay. Fb~ 60.180 11 c},ong bac c Farp O~l 
CoAionul-.i~zrm-n- Ib.1hltter I I 8. -rie¢ 
and caliJcishon of 	 caiRecord cvalihonor 5l40 8 	 o Ave 12A-9ue: Icivd 
vem.e 	 189hijenus nrd course or aute 
PcSlo,/Ccailt 28 6%
Alitot/Cophloh 9,Cid 
Navgatou2- 8 	 Noliafor ,0.m3 
Retorti a C-c0 pc vlarv .. 
EeEvent Ttasrc TTe Faptod 
3-2 0
s thAle x c lS 8ls Tlrbu l n Pr apiande Ma0 o le d 
Chec kcg etes 2.4 3 mt o 72 
e k 

Ch e ors 2 A 3 rec/cTloC 3AS0-60t c.ar 
24 3Check oltrmer
A dgrtor t17.5M 
Er 	 Talk Tme Facto 	 n ute pas ll Tread ctor 
Adttde ChanrgeeEnmuo Inht ro¢u.t f rleracte,or Auopolemc cle nd riporr e t 
anlrepoeteaaing leel 0-30 8 Deovnee lhold d r s 
, Itua 
o 3 er I D. t lltroiATC 25-60 	 in t 
Re,.ust Illde chnn rtornirnole nislarcilionioic/dsic12o 
edve ATCching i 30-20 6 plSee 2cAIi 

Nt/Cco'lc 19.mmoAeallyodrs co1TO column 8 8 

AdMuoot28dutle, iib/iuestni) 3-20 8 I ot l .r.9 
Lca off o, nob on mnol do controloncolum 3 8 a~eckl tersh vorlowsal hrhWes as t 

real by ATC 

reilt ciolyo 
10-20 6 Even Toi* 	 Tar. Factor 
the,na transition' and reportAdjust throttles uttron ahuig non 	 Altitude Acknoawledge clearance 
level 	 3-20 zo eort r nt olevel 10-I5 7 
AdviseAIC upon neochun ifreqlt/aP 10-20 6 1nt..te -1. pdot clib ent 
annual, d,.,l- . 1 c lu rA, 38 8 LavigFa ,I, pr, tor m3r66%y to 
col-m 8 	 throttls 8adjustcanonto 3 8 	 A /,.s  3-20 
A16 
 t'...I FFon utOot1. .,anuoo 8A 6,e 	 dus tr~lr .[c~.1- 18 8 
hax in 	 vupon 3-20 8Adjust throtles tachinrine 1-ve 
Asi 9" 	 reathin, 10-15 6tenorst rew leve 

P'[ot/Cop'lot 76 1% 
e 
Nawgn~ser , '6% A- 56 as. 
hiax 78 
Mm 34 
P1ol/Capalot 26.8% 
Navgator 37.5% 
- Transitonceonic/Conientoi 
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PNSI-TR-69-0301-111 
TABLE D-IV (cont'd) 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT - MINIMUM AUTOMATION 
t..zf-on 	 me Fco
T~k
i• m
•Event Taste *UIm.FItala EventTakie 	 Utlaio 
Radaoridrnititcat.on in the makecntact with apprapoat ATC Noat¢n Syanlo,Mnag wnlnt Progr rv./carnputer
 
transatan zone center tItn in VHF rang. i0-15 8 in Tmnattina cane*(Dopper! INS 42 ta
 
a ident.Fcation an "ranipondr 4.3 8 Car ,teror INS)
 Dopler 24.3-44 3 8 
Receive and cop ATC cleran as fi 
apphcbla (Asrwayn drect rott) 20-45 8 
Vortc 29-81.4 I1 Read back ATC clearana Z45 8 
- - 2 3 LOPS on 42.6-205 II 
Avn 91.8 s.c 	 2 a.3 LOPS AMV 120-t33 I1 
Mi.	 Vor74 30-60 
2R2 or 3 LOPS loran 20-90 11 
N i r 2o3 LOPS ADF 20-60 I] 
OeDetnnneDR pasitsan and plot 20 11
 
a oeani4/Catnhrsnlal Transitian Deltemine along scadserror '0-30 i
 
ULt,lzation OeteIne aron track ero, 300 It 
Event hae Time Factor Reset distanceaotgtack 4.3 8 
Reserd.s.nc. ao track 4 3 8 
Enroute Phase Copy clearance W-45 8 Deteannia o charge 1045 11 
Rnrante by ATC in Acknoledge ATCcall 10 6 
Read back clearance 0-45 8 	 Initiate co-e ctge 4 3 8 
or Co.relate 
n a co ple m ade 74-10 3 
Protun .owpoint: 	 hd, drift and reck net 
(1) 	INS 

Oet eo . 30-120 II 
 Deete i te. k argte error 
15 l] 
o~s o-ordinate 
Check o way point 30-SO 1t Pea- c-ordnates 1040 	 0 
a Record 3-5 8 Alter cn Ire to HSI 10-30 
(2) Doppler/Cscp.er 	 Ave 745 nec 
program mrcisventage af Max 105 
eenpoter 20 a0 Min 466 
DeterminepresentDR poe. 2-10 It Plot/Copslot 34 4% 
Pilot preent pa 20 I1 NavIgator 48.3% 
Detasmmnethe-theta d.a. 
ta,-at/tabltt 1040 ns 
Altel.e, ca e 8-is a Tine ttizatanEvent/PI rat Pi8es. Tak 	 (see) Factor 
Rrptogto' Inactive tog. of 
cmputer 20-60 	 8 (MavirN Map Disply 
- - Nv.a1. Managnent Event) 
Ave - (1) 185 sc 
(2) n5 Pre-T1 iand Tai Select FiX ode 2.1 8 
2 
Ma (1) 80 ec 	 Selectn'cpoint 8 6 8 
(2) 325nt Slew pen 120 8 
Kn - (iH 120 ea Select OP node 2.1 8 
(2) iso sec TC and Enrn.1se and Landing Select aypont 8.6 8 
Pslot/Copllot 31 6% Unpragraned Waypoitt Selectnav. ad 8 6 8 
N-igaor 42% SelectWPode 2.1 a 
Slew per 12.0 8 
Selet t ypain 8.6 8 
Retoan . i.ypn 8 6 8 
Ave 73.3 
riloVtcpilat 28 6% 
Navigator 40.01 
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TABLE D-V
 
TYPICAL VFR A-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS 
TYPICALVFRA-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS TABLEV (cond) yol yem U 
lype Sen 
Sy ste mw tie Pr e eftt 
Flight 
Pe a. 
ave 
N o 
of 
Croni 
Actual Coo municatton /ordt Time 
Sec 
'Words Time 
Se c 
j-
Type 
FBigtravoone-rvvo-seX-aoleree 
Mavre No Care, 
Aa..tn W 
'05 
Tor 
Sec 
Sars ee 
Sec 
20 A G Cleveland Center this sCes 
mnr--91 
6032 
0 0 IS 0 0rv 
31 G A November6032travoClevelondCenter 0 0 8 58 
I C'A A7IS 50 J3 6 50 336 32 AIG Cessna6032 Bravo VFR Deit Wayne 
2 A/C Cleneland Ground Control Ihtsis 
Cesar. November6032Bravo. 0 0 II 7 8 
level at sxlhosnd fivehundred 
wey reles wesof Cleveland 
3 G/A November6032 BravoCleveland 
Grond 0 0 8 58 
Hapeit Headeeg 
Re 1eWhoeadves.;es 
2 
22 
1-en-zero 
is1 28 190 
4 A/0 Cesar 6032 Br..o VFA De. 
wa yh 9 6d5 
33 G/A November 6032 Bravoturnleft 
eadi2ghor -lm, F r e d ., 
0AC ee 0 25 9 6f5 -arZerhioan 10 7 2 16 11.1 
o GA November 032 Brvoclearedlo 34 A/C O-sght-eo 3 28 3 .5 
and eano Corato ver one-ane- 35 G'A November 6032 Bravo Rodar coatr 2 I 9 8 58 
7ner-pomt-lhree wen ready 20 138 26 17 7 u 36 GA Novetrber6032 Bravotwentymiles 
6 AG One-oe-.er.ponr-lhree 5 3 9 5 39 , hoaeast ofDetrate Wayeconrot 
7 A/C eroe Ground tierss Cc-
Bravo Woold eke In go 
32 
General 
0 approach cotrol one-two-three­
pamt-svee. 14 9.8 20 138 
Aveoteon Terminalvia laxeways Alpdeo 37 A/G Oe-tr-tthree-poenl-even, 5 39 5 3,9 
and Clerlma Holdshorttaewvy 
ChrhleForBeaumont 451 22 15 1 32 21 7 
38-40 G/A Naveveber 6032 Bravo ntrfec Eleven 
clock We'Abes enie0eD tafis sio 
a GA Rtr I 12 I 1,2 moerig, 27 18 4 45 303 
41-43 A/C Neotvaaeela'r 6 45 6 4 5 
9 A/G Cleveland Toner hes esCesma 6032 44-46 G /A November 6032 Bravotffic no lcager 
Bravo VFR Detroet teady o go 5 3 9 15 105 a 15 105 33 22.3 
10 G/A November 6032 Bravocleared for 
erveiol nnletfaelonronwy 
II A/G 
IaI A 
beeding Cated departre cotrol 
one-liwo-ihree-polnt -even 
net-hrepm-.vn5 
Ove-lo- i - en3n 
15 lO5 39 
215 1443 9 
47 
4848 
ATIS 
A, C DeIeAGdlolAFoe h Control elif o troths, 
603 Bravo 
50 
0 
33 6 
0 
50 
II 
33.6 
7.8 
12 A/C Cleveland Departue Cortsrohiseo 49 G/A November 6032 Bravo Deroitt auotach 
Cessre 6O32 Bravo ul oi Borno. control. 0 0 9 6.5 
13 G/A 
mao-oe No tronsponder 7 
November6032 Bravo climb1. and 
;7.nma~ ~hrato 
tan, triee lihoend Tare regl-
5 2 
~ 
18 
~ 
52.4 
~ ~ ~ 
A/G
~ 
tCrne 032 Bravo reen-t ie Sfe-rah
~ nnt.,.h. ...mdF.. hroe-three-er 
dere vs level ots x-thousnd-feve 
t 
contact 
v z 
14 98 20 13,8 
nodenredLnding
d 
16 22 is I 
I4 A/C Caseoc6032 Brvov level 
ot rd 
aire. 
4 32 10 7.2 
51 G/A November 6032 Bravo turn ighthoed­
eig era-eta-ero degreesfor edenlefi­
cataon 9 65 15 105 
Is G/A Roger. I 1.2 I 1 2 
16 G/A November 6032 Bravo 
2 
0 miles west 
at l Rmda serveces terminated, 52 A/C Zero-sin-zero 3 2 5 3 2 5 
Frequescy chat' eo vprosedReotme 53 G/A November 6032 Bravo Radar 
.-.nIma l , 14 9 0 20 138 oroce Bounme nvegoen 4 3 2 10 7.2 
17 A/G Roger I 5 2 I 1.2 54 G/A November 6032 Beavofyey e, 
18-21 G/A Novemober6032 Bravo trafec Eleven 
ocockWest bttnd3mles Slow, 
Satieont of lad _ ontactJver 
oe-ane-onemer-palnt-one. 12 e5 It 2.4 
movng 36 24 3 do 402 55 A/C One-one-niner-pon-noe 5 39 5 3.9 
22-25 AJC Negateec lacm 6 4 5 6 4 5 - 56-59 G/A November6032 Bravo traffec eleven 
26-29 G/A Navemlber6032 Bravo traffic no 
longer a factor 20 138 44 29.6 
en 
60-63 A/G 
clko- Wetboud thre e 
Negatlve contact 
elts slew 
MoOO*536 24 3 
8 5 8 
60 
8 
40.2 
5 8 
64-67 G/A November 6032 Bravo tlffec no 
20 13.8 44 296 
TABLE D-VI
 
TYPICAL IFR A-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS 
TABLEV (ond)S sse 	 TABLEVI (cont'd) Z 
Type 	 TABEVoil Syseel TYPICALIFRA-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS 
Flight Message of 1 Actual Communcl Words Time tWds t,e 
Photo No Corm See Sec System with Presont 
To- =--Sele -t 1 e Ca1 System 
68 A - Detral Tower stihso Cesno 6032 Type 	 ISelet y Cell StAculCmmncto ,,,od ,m /Words Tund 6 
Bravo 5 nIes Southeost level n six- Ftrght Mausnge f Atal Ccunication
rheoand-fivo-hundrd Landi I1 78 20 138 Prose No Came, ,e 	 o 
69 G/A November 6032 Bsavo Reporlleft 9 G/A - November 6032 Bravo New York
 
d nunwo oe Number Crn..nd 0 0 9 65
 
four to land tO 7 2 16 I I 	 B0 AG Cessna6032 Bravo with clearance IFR 
70 A/G Rage, 12 I 12 	 DeteorWayne 5 39 J II 79 
71 A/G Cessna6032 Bravo Downwind runway I I G/A November 6032 Bravo cleared o r n­
two-o e 4 32 10 7,2 i w po Advon
 
72 G/A November 6032 Broi number Ihr to tower isat you ore an IFRDeparture 16 II 2 22 Is I
 
Sflowi Bosch Baron a 5 14 9.8 12 	 A/ Deirtl Ground Contel tha is Cssno 
E 3 A/G Casos 6032 Bravo We hove hm 3 2.5 9 65 	 6032 Brono Would o tax 7e 1o 
a four 7 52 lB 82.5
 S 74 C/A "Rger I 1.3 I 12 13 G/A November6032 Bravo cleared hangar
 
75 G/A November6032 Bravo cleared to land 3 25 9 6.5 four 0wAprandoCtvolhe 8 59 I 14 9.8
 
76 G/A November6032 Brae turn off next 84 A/C Roge I 13 I I 126
 
toxiway ontact groundoe-two-on
pint-seven 	 I 7 8 87 11877 A/C One-fao-one-port-seven 1 39 5 3 9 	 15 A/C New York lower Ihs is Cessna6032 
77 AG0.....r-adr~n5 39 5 3 NewYorkTower- -7 -Brao 0 0 9 6,5
 
Aloha nderlined words would Se ellmiated in On ouo.led syslam 393 I 6 16 G/A November 6032 Bravo New York
 
Tower 	 0 0 9 6 5 
TABLEVI 17 A/G Cessna 6032 Bravo ready t go

TYPICALIFRA-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS
 A1I 	 G/A November6032Bravo cleared for 
ytew P sake-off MakeSIDOparOire Con-
S y temw th PO r dn loa t Deparwre Control one-two-one-
Type elective Coil $yer point-live 14 9.8 20 13 B 
Plght Message of Actuat Commumcalon 'Words T.me 'Words Time , 
Phase No. Cmom I Sec Sec 19 A/G Cessna 6032 Bravo rolling I 13 7 5 2 
I G/A ATIS nformeton 50 336 50 336 20 A/C 	 DepartureControl this i Cessa 6032
 
Bravo. 0 0 80 72
2 A/G 	 New York Ctnaranc Dehtvry this 21 G/A November6032 Bravo Departure
 
is Cessna 6032 Brvo.IFR Detrit Ccon Radar ronlo
 
Wayne 0 0 Is s0 5 UiJgo and matorilon two thousond
 
3 G/A November 6032 Bravo weI have feel Mastain headim one,-stx-Zero 16 11 2 24 164
 
- 07711a-or 4 32 10 .2 22 A/0 Ces.n 632 Brav level at two
 
O 4 A/G November 6032 Brovo ready to twsd heding Ote-sx-tero 5 9 14 98
-	 8 
ZCopy 	 3 26 9 65 23 G/A November 6032 Bravo climb to and 
- 5 G/A November6032Bravocleared 	 Om in I., 1uflTcan feet Turn 
x DetraitnWne. Toners I le ten, ,rgh eadingoc-eiht-zero Reuime 
Flight planned route Expecst 5 ilght ploonedroute at west tres t 20 138 26 178 flight level one-eit~-sra after 24 A/G Cessna6032 Bravo out of two For our 
Tannersvle. Contact Departure n ihsard. iR.,h ea,d ng -a.ht
 
Control one-ona-tner-point-ze9
 
Squock one-lblen-cerorzero 39 19.7 35 237 o7 
. . .. ... 	 25 A/G Cesora 6032 Bravo lev.l at four 
6 A/G Cessna6032 Bravo cleared Detroit* H n-ers 7 5,22 13 9.2
 
SWar , Tonmovte en. Flght
 
planned .te Espect flight level 26-31 G/A November6032 Bravo isaffi. eleven
 w 
are-eeteer after Tannrsvilie j lo e en West bound slo 
Contalct Deporlrn Control one-ore- , moving. 9 6 5 15 105 
ni,-n= °n-two Squock a-ihree- 8 	 32-38 A/G Negaotve Contact 2 I 9 2 19zero-cero 	 29 19.7 35 237 9
 
GC/A November 6032 Bravo e alearcea

-- A Noebr63 -- rv erdo ,Tn. 	 i no 5 3,9 11 79 
Szcorrectas read 6 47 12 B85 oeafsr.5 3 I 7
 
8 A/c e otaCsed Controlthis8s45 G/A November 6032 Bravo oval West
8f A/G New York Ground Control s Vt O CTuCtNon York CentesCessa 6032 Bravo 0 0 12 8.5oasene 	 -4ner-pai .ero-five 14 98 20 13 8 
TABLE D-VI (cont'd)
 
TYPICAL IFR A-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS
 
V I I z 
TABLEVI (esntrd) Syste withI Present TABLE VI (cnt*d) System with pretont sm 
Type Selective Call Syste.leet Typo Cal Systi ! 
Flight Ms of Actual Co mumnicaton Woods Time Wrds I Tme Flight Message of Actual Cemmunicaton 'Words Trme I 'Word, Time 
Phase No Cone Sec. Sac phaoe No Cm. S 
6 G N York Centerilkis Corna 6032 
BOraoanoc-ono-cner-ot-er 0 0 16 112 
68 
I69 
c/A 
A/G 
Roger 
November 6032 Bravo level atrnine, 
1 13 
c 
S47 G/A November 6032 Bravo this s New72 
4 Ysls Center Change to code one-e02BarehirnBral dt dar c/A Roger 1I 3 
11 79 22 I5 I 
71 c/A November6032 Boao contaet Detroi 
apzcno a _iopoi. 
48 G/A November6032Brava contactNewv 
4 
York conter onae-o-tree-pois-
five-five 10 72 16 112 
2 72 A/ 
c/A 
live'fve 
Ose.o-swo-n-pont-live-five 
November 6032 Bravo trafficceleven 
106 7246 166 11246 
49 
50 
A/G 
A/c 
One-swo-three-pont-ive--ive 
N w York ..st r this s Cesona 6032 
6 4 6 6 46 omclock weod 
moveg 
3 miles slow 
368 24 45 9 600 40,25 
Bravo level at Flight-level one-
-zero aver Sole. as fifWeen 
77"80 
81-84 
A/0 
c/A 
Negahve Contact 
November 6032 Bravo traffie no 
asttae aRdvoler 
Litchfield nest 
wanly -two 
18 12,5 29 197 - l . 
o20 138 44 29.6 
51 G/A Roer 6032 Bravo 1 1.3 6 46 85 A/G Delvt opproochcontrol I "'s in e 
52 A/c New York center this is Cessna 6032 
Brv anM-trep 0 ~tf~efve0 6BRooe-tolrepm he- 0 0 16 I2five11 2" 6M algr e I-to-ieWpolevel a tcicer thousandvocc 1 v4e­ 4 2-212 2 21 14.5 
53 
14 
55 
55 
G/A' November 6032Bravo Squak 
uRadarcontact. 
c/A November 6032Bravo contact 
.FlNvlembsernt-o-ra-oons-ptc0sfve-ve 
A/c 
A/G One-twa-siu-pomt-five-tv 
dont 
-
4 3 2 
9 6 
9radntlalvae 
6 46 
5 
10 
6 
I 
7 2 
05 
4 6 
i 06 
807 
c/A 
0/A 
November 6032 Bravo change code to 
zero-oce-zero-se Sq 
u 
e 
a 
k dent 
RoomrCanot 
Novmber 6032 Bravo etr a haldrog 
oernothe oneMo-sven degree 
VOR Turs. Right 
stamlasnn er-thousand, 
11 
18 
7.9 
12.5 
17 
24 
11 
164 
56 A/G Cleveland center this Cessna 6032 88 A/C Cessna6032 Bravo ane-lwo-even 
Bravo one-two-six-pcont-hve-flive 6 46 16 II 2 7ereerus lem VOR. Turns 
57 G/A November 6032 Bravo Cleveland Rigl Niner Ihousand II 79 17 11.8 
Center Change code to zero-one- 89 G/A November 6032 Brevo descend to and' 
seven--0 Squock 'dent Rader Wainta seven thousand Report pss­
contact 11 7.9 19 13 1 ng eight thousand 10 7 2 16 11 3 
58 G/A November 6032 Bravo change 90 A/G Cessno 6032 Bravo out of mtnerfor 
eq-eeeye e-hevn-potntn- .r..e 5 3 9 11 7.9 
59 A/C 
Five 
On-w -seven-psont-,rne-five 
8 59 14 94 91 A/G Ceson 
e 
6032 Bravo possing hru 
4 32 t0 7.2 
60 A/G Cleveland Center this is Cessna 6032Bravoonetwo-seven-fotnt -ve 0 0 16 II 2 92 G/A Roger I 3 I 13 
61 G/A 
Brv 1nr-vrwni-ie ' 
November 6032 Bravo $quack tatn 
i0 16 12 93 A/c Casino60322Bravo levelat seven 
seod 4 3 2 10 7.2 
SRodore 
a 
tnt. I6 46 10 7.2 94 G,A Roger I 13 1 1.3 
62 G/A November 6032 Bravo descent to and 95 G/A November 6032 Bravo descend1a 
maintate visor thiousod Report
leaving fourteen and sninern Iholand 1musend -a ian lv- n d fret.-foo, 
Current altimeter three-zero-pint- i - Report leavng sIn thousand II 7 9 17 11 a 
62 A/c 
earo-on. 
7G- 7 
Cesna 6032 Orovo out f fltght level 
1 8 
.. 
25 
.. 
24 16 4 9 A/c Cesn- 6032 Bravo out of seven Poor
live 5 39 11 7.9 
onisn-o fer liousand 6 4 6 16 I. 2 97 A/c Cases 6032 Bravo pas ht u. 3 2.6 9 65 
64 G/A Roger I 2 I 1.3 < 98 G/A Rogr I 1 3 I 1 3 
65 I A/G Cessna6032 Bravo pasmn
eenTlo.isf theur- 39 I 1 79 I 99 A/c Coco 6032 Bravo level at livethousand 4 32 10 72 
.66 G/A Ree, I 121 I 12 tOO G/A Roger I 13 1 1.3 
67 A'G Cessna6032 Bravo passing three 11 G/A November 6032 Bravo descend to and 
ev df3 79 maintain shedicussed. Report 
-e9 leaning four thousand Espet 
*Alpha enderlinedwords wold be eliminated is en ulmoated system esrecerunway Mo-sree zero­ 2 1 
smve-shrn-fiv. 20 13 0 26 117 81 
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TABLE D-VI (cont'd)
 
TYPICAL. IFR A-G AND G-A COMMUNICATIONS
 
Flght 
Phate 
Messge 
No 
Type
of 
Caome 
TABLEVI 
Actual Co 
( ut'd) 
snttln 
SysleMwith 
moe, T... 
See. 
Present 
'Word; Tmee 
Sec 
102 A/0 Cessno6 0 3 2 Bravo out of firefor 5 3 9 I1 7.9 
three 
103 A/G Cesnao 3 
2 
Brovopassing tlrufour 3 26 9 65 
104 G/A Roler I 1.3 I 1.3 
105 A/G Cssea 6032 e.voIevel o, three 3 26 9 65 
106 G/A November 6032 Bravo tur right 
_headlr oe-esght-zerq 6 46 12 8.5 
107 A/G ,Oe-eightmero* 3 26 3 26 
108 G/A November 6032 ravo urnrght 
eadn two-five-zero. 6 4 6 12 85 
109 A/G Two-frve-zero 3 26 3 29 
110 G/A November 632 Bovo turn left 
hedIng two-tour-zero. ntercebt 
ILS Repot towlrer p retieree outer 
alkernibound Con..t ,oer. 
one-ter-opa n-three 22 151 28 19.1 
III A/G Two-four-zero one-ose-iner-poTnl­
three 6 46 6 47 
112 ATIS 50 336 50 336 
113 A/G Detrotl'er thl, Cessna 032 
Brovosno ndovertheI ter malref 5 39 Is 105 
114 G/A November 6032 Brao you ore number 
o toe ft so[ o.onvair 9 65 15 10.5 
]is A/G Rog er r o I3 I 13 
116 G/A Nombr______ ceae to land 3 26 9 65 
0 
0117G/A Na -br60 rvo onfcground 
control - pont sveo. 8 5.9 -14 99 
11 A/G One.ltvweon--oin-uve 
n 5 39 5 39 
alpho underlined words vouldbe eemeate outmonited rsiem 
pilot in the control and monitor of his vehicle is possible. Communication and navigation 
management workload is assessed independently of the control and monitor workload. 
D.4.1 VTOL Aircraft 
'A time line analysis for VTOL aircraft is shown in Table D-VII. Pilot and 
copilot tasks of a lift fan VTOL include the manual vehicle control and visual monitor 
tasks. 
D'.4.2 STOL Aircraft 
.Jable. D-VIII summarizes a lypicajl set of control and-monitor tasks for a STOL 
aircraft. The vehicle selected for evaluation was a turbofan STOL operated over a 
500 nmi stage length. 
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TABLE D-VII
 
VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Time Pilot Visual Task Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration - Start Time Task Duration 
Pre-Taxi -12.0 
-11.6 A/C Configuration 0.3 -11.7 Brakes set 0.1 
-11.3 CHK Thrust Det Pos 0.1 
-11.2 Ground Control 0.3 
-10.3 Fuel Mgmt 0.1 -10.9 Intercomm 0.3 
-10.2 
-10.0 
Aft. airspeed 
Roll-Pitch-Yaw Trim 
0.2 
0.2 
-10.2 
-10.0 
Set Alt. airspeed Indicator 
Set Roll-Pitch-Yow Trim 
0.2 
0.2 
- 9.4 Alt. Hdg. Inds 0.1 
- 9.3 Turbine on Start 0.1 
- 9.2 No. I Engine Start 0.2 
- 9.0 No. 2 Engine Start 0.2 
-8.8 No. 3 Engine Start 0.2 
- 8.6 No. 4 Engine Start 0.2 
- 7.7 Adj Cant Auth 0.1 
- 7.6 Chk Fit Controls 0.1 
- 7.5 Engage Automatic Stabili-
Taxi 
- 6.1 
- 7.4 
- 7.1 
- 6.1 
Cyc WG Position Control 
Pre-taxi Chk List Complete
Scan Taxiway 
0.3 
1.0 
0.2 
- 7.4 
- 7.1 
- 6.1 
zation Equipment
Cyc WG Position Control 
Pre-taxi Chk List Complete
Taxi to Position, Control 
0.1 
0.3 
1.0 
0.2 
Pre-Toke-
Off - 5.9 
- 5.7 Monitor Heading 0.1I - 5.9 Fuel Ch out 0.2 
Taxi 
- 3.8 
- 5.5 
- 5.1 
- 4.7 
- 4.3 
- 3.8 
Eng No. I Instruments 
Eng No. 2 Instruments 
Eng No. 3 Instruments 
Eng No 4 Instruments 
Scan Taxiway 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
1.0 
- 5.6 
- 5.5 
- 5.1 
- 4.7 
- 4 3 
- 3.8 
. 
Set Brakes 
Eng No. 1 Chk out 
Eng. No. 2 Chk out 
Eng. No. 3 Chk out 
Eng No. 4 Chk out 
Taxi to Spot 
0 1 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
1.0 
- 2.2 Monitor Fan RPM-Temp, 
-
-
2.9 
2.3 
Eng RPM to 60% 
No. I Eng Div Valve to Fan 
0.2 
0.1 
Engine Instruments 0.7 
- 2.1 No. I Div Valve to Norm 0.1 
- 2.0 No. 2 Div Valve to Fan 0.1 
- 1.9 No. 2 Div Valve to Norm 0 1 
- 1.8 No. 3 Eng Div Valve to Fan 0.1 
- 1.7 No. 3 Div Valve to Norm 0.1 
- 0.5 Monitor Engine Instruments 0.2 
- 1.6 
- 1.5 
- 0.5 
No. 4 Eng Div Valve to Fan 
No. 4 Div Valve to NormEngs to 60% 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
- 0.2 CHK Fan RPM 0.1I - 0.3 All Div Valves to Fan 0.2 
Take Off 0.0 
- 0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.8 
CHK Eng Instruments 
CHK Thrust Req-Avail 
Lift Off Scan 
Monitor Attitude, Heading, 
0, 1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.0 
0.3 
0.8 
Throttles to Take-off Power 
Lift Off Throttle 
Control Attitude, Heading 
0.2 
0.5 
1.9 
Clear to 
2.4 
Altitude 
Monitor Thrust 
1.9 
0.1 2.4 Adj Thrust 0.1 
1000 ft MOCA 2.5 2.5 Flight Instrument Scan (5 sec 2.5 Increase Along Track Airsreed, 
every 20 sec) 2.0 Altitude 0.1 
2.6 	 Attain WG Lift, Angle of 
Attack 0.1Conversion 2.7 
 2.7 	 Div 2 Eng Aft 0.22.8 	 CHC Div Pos 0.4 
2.9 	 Div 3 Eng Aft 0.2 
3.1 	 Increase Mrspeed,Altitude 0.2 
3.3 	 Div 1 Eng Aft 0.2 
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TABLE D-VII (cont'd)
 
VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Time Pilot Visual Task " Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
3.5 Div 4 Eng Aft 0.2 
3.7 Adi Climb Thrust 0.1 
3.8 Maint Climb A/A-Art 0.2 
Acc. to Climb 3.9 
4.0 
4.2 
4.2 
Monitor Climb A/A-Attitude 
Autopilot 
Monitor Eng Inst, Flight 
0.2 
3s 4.2 Engage Autopilot 3s 
Instrument (scan) 0.1 
9.5 Attain Cruise Altitude 0.1 
Cruise 9.7 
9.8 Scan Flight Instruments and 
9.6 
9.7 
9.8 
Attain Cruise Speed 
Reduce Throttle 
Engage Autopilot 
0.1 
0.1 
0. I 
Engine Instruments (5 sec every 
20 sec) 10.5 
9.9 Monitor Autopilot Hold mode 0.1 
10.0 Throttle 0.2 
10:2 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 
Cockpit 0.2 10.2 Cruise Check 0.5 
30.2 Monitor Mach Meter, Engine.
Inst. 0.1 30.2 Throttle 0.1 
Descent 52.3 52.3 Scan Flight Inst., Engine Inst. 
52.4 
(5 sec every 20 sec) 
Pitch Thumbwheel 
4.0 
0.1 
52.3 
52.4 
Reduce Thrust as Req 
Pitch Thunibwheel for 
0.1 
Desired ROD' 0.1 
52.5 Fit. Inst., Mach Meter, IAS 0.1 52.5 Throttle 0.1 
54.5 Throttle 0.1 
54.6 Fit. Inst., Mach Meter, lAS 0.1 54.6 Set Altimeter 0.1 
54.7 Altimeter 0.1 
57.7 Fit. Inst. Mach Meter, IAS 0.1 57.7 Throttle 0.1 
Terminal 
Area 
57.8 57.8 Pitch ThumbwheeI 0.1 57.8 Pitch Thumbwheel for 
Desired ROD 0.1­
57.9 Fit. Inst., Mach Meter, lAS 0.1 57.9 Throttle 0.1 
Conversion 63.1 63.1 Speed Brakes On 0.1 
63.2 
65.8 
Slow toApp Speed 
Throttle Conversion Speed 
2.6 
0.1 
65.9 
66.2 
Divert Eng to Fans 
CHK Fan RPM-temp 
-0.3 
0.5 
65.9 
66.2 
Divert Eng to Fans 
Descend to Conversion 
0.3 
Altitude 0.5 
66.7 Complete Conversion 0.2 66.7 Complete Conversion 0.2 
66.9 Increase Throttle 0.1 
67.9 Monitor Hover Indicator 0.1 
Land 68.0 68.0 Land 0.1 68.0 Land 0.1 
68.7 Thrust to-idle 0.1 
68.9 Both Diverter Valves to Rear 0.1 
70.0 Taxi to Park Area 1.5, 70.0 Taxi to Park Area 1.5 
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TABLE D-VII (cont'd)
 
VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Time Co-Pilot Visual Task Co-Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Pre-taxi -12.0 
-10.6 
-10.5 
-10.4 
Lights 
CHK Fire Warn Sys Off 
CHK Comm-Nav Insts 
0 1 
0.1 
0.1 
-11.6 
-10.6 
-10.4 
Radio Master On 
CHK Worn Lights 
CHK Comm-Nov Insts 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
-10.2 Altitude, airspeed 0.2 -10.2 Set Altitude, Airspeed 0.2 
- 9.7 CHK Anti-ice 0.2 
-
-
9.3 
8.2 
Attitude - Heading Indicators 
Monitor Fuel Mgmt System 
0.1 
0.3 
- 8.7 Bott-Gen On 0.1 
Taxi - 6.1 
- 7.6 CHK Hydraulic System 0.1 - 7.6 CHK Hydraulic System 0 1 
Pre-Take-
Off - 5.9 
Taxi - 3.8 
- 2.4 CHC Louver Door Inds 0.1 
- 2.7 All Louver Doors Open 0.2 
- 1.2 WG Position Indicator 0.1 
- 1.4 Set WG to Take Off Position 0.2 
- 1.0 Fuel Controls 0.3 - 1.0 CHIC Fuel Controls 0.3 
Take Off 0.0 
0.07 Electronics Panel 2s 0.07 Switch front Tower to Dep. 
0.3 
0.4 
Gear Posifton Indicators 
Electronics Panel 
0.1 
2s 
0.2 
0.4 
Control 
-Gear Up Handle 
Switch Landing Beam to 
2s 
0.1 
0.44 
0.59 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
8.6s 
8.6s 
0.44 
0.59 
VOR Freq 
Select-Nav. Freq. 
Select Comm. Freq 
2s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
0.73 Scan Flight Inst. and Engine 
Inst. (5 sec every 20 sec) 2.3 
Conversion 2.7 
2.8 Close Louver Doors 0.1 2.8 Close Louver Doors 0 I 
2.9 CHK Louver Door Indicators 0.1 
3.8 
6.0 
7.0 
7.03 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst. 
Cockpit 
Altimeter 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
30s 
5s 
2 s 
8.6s 
3.8 
6.0 
7.0 
7.03 
Climb Check 
Set Altimeter 29.92 
Switch to Next Comm. Freq. 
Select Comm. Freq. 
0.5 
0 1 
2 s 
8. 6 s 
9.3 Notify Pilot 1000 ft. to 
Cruising Altitude Is 
9.6 Set WG Pos to Hi-Alt Cruise 0.1 
9.5 
9.6 
Switch to Ext Fuel 0.1 
Set WG Pos. to Hi-Alt Cnise0. I 
Cruise 9.7 
9.8 Scan Flight Inst and Engine 
10.2 
Inst. (5sec every 20 sec)
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 
10.5 
10.2 Cruise Check 0.5 
10.75 
10.77 
Cockpit 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
0.5 
2s 
8.6s 
10.75 Switch to Nex. Nov. Freq. 2 s 
25.0 
25.03 
45.0 
45.03 
50.0 
50.1 
50.13 
51.0 
. 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Fuel Gouges, Writing Board 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
2s 
8.6s 
10s 
2s 
8. 6 s 
8.6s 
10.78 
25.0 
25.03 
45.0 
45.03 
50.0 
50.1 
50.13 
51.0 
Select Next Nov Freq. 8.6s 
Switch to Next Com Freq 2s 
Select Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
Switch to Next Nov. Freq. 2s 
Saloct Next Nov. Freq. 8.6. 
Fill Out Fuel Sheet 10s 
Switch toNext Comm. Freq. 2s 
Select Next Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
Select Approach Control 
51.15 Electronics Panel 2 s 51.15 
Freq. 
Switch to Next Nov. Freq. 
8.6s 
2s 
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D.4.3 SST Aircraft 
Table D-IX "presents typical SST pilot and copilot control and monitor tasks.
 
The workload is evaluated with respect to a 3,400 nmi transoceanic mission. Workload
 
was estimated to be minimal as a consequence of the extensive use of automation.
 
D.4.4 CTOL Aircraft 
Table D-X presents the results of an analysis of the visual and manual 
workload experienced by the pilot and copilot of a CTOL class of aircraft. The analysis
 
was done for a 4 -engine jet transport. A three-man crew was assumed - the third
 
member being the flight engineer. The long haul mission profile is shown inl Sec. 2, Vol.11.
 
D.4.5 GA2 Aircraft 
Table D-XI lists pilot and copilot control/monitor tasks for a GA2 type of
 
aircraft. The analysis was done for a single engine, constant speed propeller, retractible
 
gear aircraft operating on a VFR flight plan. The mission profile of 190 minutes is
 
taken as representative. The manual and visual workload experienced by the pilots of a
 
twin-engined aircraft is estimated to be only slightly greatet; thus the workload figures
 
for the selected aircraft were assumed to be an adequate approximation of the workload
 
figures for any GA2 vehicle.
 
While the GAl class of aircraft is theoretically less difficult to fly and to 
navigate than is the GA2 class of aircraft, most GAl pilots have fewer total flying 
hours per year and generally operate as one-man crews; thus, the demands on the GAl pilot will 
probably be as great or greater than is the case for the GA2. 
This relative lack of experience on the part of the pilot flying GA1 
aircraft means that he will probably be just as busy as a GA2 pilot; thus the workloading 
analysis for a GA2 aircraft is a reasonable approximation of the workloading for a GA1 
aircraft. 
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TABLE D-VIII STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
TABLE VII -(cont'd)

VTOL LIFT FAN PILOT AND-COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
Phase Time Co-Pilot Visual Task 
 Co-Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task 	 Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Cruise 51.30 Electronics Panel 8 
.6s 51.30 Select Landing Freq. 8.6s(cont.) 52.1 Change to Int Fuel 0.152.2 Fuel Pressure 0.1
 
Descent 52.3 52-3 
 Scan Flight Inst., Engine 
Inst. (5 sec every 20 sea) 1.3 
52.5 Altimeter 	 5s 52.5 Set and Cross-check Altimeter 5s62.0 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 62.0 	 i-Range Check 
CockpitConversion 	 63.1 63.1 WG Position for Landing 0.3 63.1 Set WG Position for Landing 0.3 
65.7 Flaps Down 0. I 
65.8 Flap Indicator 0.1 
66.2 Electronics Panel 2s 66.2 Switch to Landing Freq. 2s66.7 Gear Handle 3s 66.7 Gear Down 3s66.8 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 66.8 Landing Check 20s 
Cockpit, Writing Board 20s
Land 68.0 68.0 Electronics Panel 2s 
 68.0 Switch to Tower Freq. 2s68.1 Electronics Panel 8. 6s 	 68.1 Select Ground Control Freq. 8.6s 
68.2 Call Out Threshold and 
68.3 Monitor Engineinst. and 	 Final Approach Speed 2s 
Watch for Pad 0.5
Taxi 70.0 70.0 CHK Valve Position 0.1
 
70.2 CHK Louver Door Indicator 0.2 
70.6 Close Louver Doors 0.170.7 Electronics Panel 2s 	 70.7 Switch to Ground Control 2s 
70.8 Thrust Control 2s 70.8 Thrust Control - Forward Idle2s 
71.5 Cockpit 	 1 71.5 Shut Down Check List I 
TABLE Vill 
STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Pilot Visual Task Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time 	 Task Duration Start Time ,Teek Duration 
-0.44 Hold BrakesTake-Off 	 1os
-0.41 Call for Flaps 250 Isand -0.40 Engine Instruments 10s -040 	 Advance Throttles 2sDeparture 	 -027 Scan Runway 16s -0.27 Release Brakes Is 
-0.27 Control Column, 2.0 
Rudder, Throttles 
-0.15 Acknowledge IsV10.00 	 Flight Instruments 1.5 0,00 	 Acknowledge VR, Rotate 3s 
0.08 	 Call for Gear Up Is 
(Right Hand T.umb Up) 
0 18 Call for Flaps - 10 IsClear to 0.30 Engine Instruments 3s 0.30 Reduce Power to Climb 3s1000 ft SettingMOCA 0.31 	 Call for Flap Retraction Is1.5 	 Autopilot 3s 1.5 Engage Auto Pilot 3s1.55 	 Pitch Thumb Wheel & los 1.55 Adjust Pitch Thumb Wheel 1Is 
Flight Inst. for Desired ROC 
1.72 	 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 2.8
 
Instruments (5 sec) every
 
20 sec.
 
1.72 	 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 0.5 1.72 Climb Check 0.5 
Cockpit
6.00 Altimeter 5s 6.00 Set Altimeter 29.92 5s 
12.20 	 Acknowledge 1000 Feet to Is 
Cruising Altitude12.22 	 Pitch Thumbwheel 12.22 	 Adjust Pitch Thumbwheel 10s 
for Zero ROC 
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TABLE D-VIII (cont'd)STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
TABLE VIII (cont'd) 
'STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Pilot Visual Task 	 Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time 	 Task Duration Start Time Task Duration. 
12.85 	 Flight Inst., Engine 15s 12.85 Cruise Check 0.5 
Inst., Cockpit 
37.0 	 Monitor Mach. Meter, lOs 37.0 Throttle los 
Engine Inst. 
Descent & 64.2 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 5 64.2 Advise Crew of Descent 2s 
Landing Inst. (5 sec) every 20 sec. 
64.23 	 Engine Instruments 3s 64.23 Throttle 3s 
64.7 	 Pitch Thumbwheel lOs 64.7 Adjust Pitch Thumbwheel 10s 
for Desired ROD 
64.9 	 Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, 10s 64.9 Adjust Throttle los 
]AS

66.9 	 Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, 1Os 66.9 Adjust Throttle los 
IAS 
67.1 	 Altimeter 5s 67.1 Set & Cross-check 5s 
Altimeters 
Terminal 70.8 Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, 10s 70.8 Adjust Throttle 10s 
Area ]AS 
70.9 	 Pitch Thumbwheel 0.1. 70.9 Pitch Thumbwheel for 0.1 
Desired ROD 
71.0 	 Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, 0.1 71.0 Throttle 0.1 
[AS 
76.1 	 Flight Inst., Engine 1 76.1 Call for In-Range Check Is 
Inst., Cockpit 
77.9 	 In-Range Check 1 
Approach 
78.9 	 79.4 Monitor Airspeed 2s 79.4 Call for Flaps 150 Is 
79.5 	 RMI 5s 79.5 Move Hdg. Bug to 0.1 
Required Heading 
80.5 	 Auto Pilot 3s 80.5 Auto Pilot - Hdg. Sel. 0.1 
80.6 	 Monitor Airspeed 2s 80.6 Call for Flaps 250 Is 
Final' 81.9 Auto Pilot 0.1 81.9 Auto Pilot - Turn 0.1 
Approach 82.0 Turn Knob 0.1 82.0 Turn Knob 10.1 82.1I 	 Monitor Airspeed 2s 82.1 Call for Gear Down Is 
82.5 Auto Pilot 3s 82.5 	 Auto Pilot - Land 0.1 
82.6 	 Monitor Airspeed 2s 
82.6 	 Call for Flaps 350 Is 
82.6 	 Flight Inst., Engine 20s 82.6 Landing Check 0.3 
Inst., Cockpit 
82.7 Monitor Airspeed 2s 82.8 	 Hand on Throttle 1.3 
82.8 Monitor Flight Inst. 2.25 82.8 	 Call for Full Flaps Is 
83.5 	 Repeat Threshold & 
Final Approach Speed 2s 
83.6 Approach Lights & Runway 45s 83.6 	 Auto Pilot - Disengage Is 
83.6 	 Control Wheel, Rudder 
83.6 Throttle Back 2s 
Land 83.8 83.8 Call - Buckets Is 
83.8 	 Brakes 0.3 
Taxi 84.1 Taxi Way 	 84.1 Rudders & BrakesThrottle 3m87.1 	 Cockpit y. . Shut Down Check List Im 
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TABLE D-VIII (cont'd) 
STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
TABLE VIII (cont'd)
 
STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
Phase Copilot Visual Task Copilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Departure -0.27 Monitor IAS, Engine 
Inst., Flight Inst. 
- 0.5 -0.41 
-0.17 
-0.02 
Flap Handle 250 
Notify Pilot V1 
Notify Pilot VR 
3s 
Is 
is 
0.07 Electronics Panel 2s 0.07 Switch from Tower to Dep. 2s 
Cont. 
0.10 Gear Handle 3s 0.10 Gear Up-Handle 3s 
0.20 Gear Position Indicator 3s 0.20 Flap Handle 100 3s 
0.33 
0.38 
& Flap Handle 
Flap Handle 
Electronics Panel 
3s 
2s 
0.33 
0.38 
Flap Handle 
Switch from 
0' 3s 
2s 
0.41 Electrical Switch 2s 0.41 Seat Belt-Smoking Switch 2s 
0.44 
0.59 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
8.6s 
8. 6 s 
0.44 
0.59 
Select Nav. Freq. 
Select Comm Freq. 
8.6s 
g6s 
0.73 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 2.9 
1.72 
Inst. (5 sec) every 20 sec. 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst. 0.5 1.72 Climb Check 30s 
6.00 
7.00 
Cockpit 
Altimeter 
Electronics Panel 
5s 
2s 
6.00 
7.00 
Set Altimeter 29.92 
Switch to Next Comm. 
5s 
2s 
Freq. 
7.03 Electronics Panel 8.6s 7.03 Select Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
12.18 Notify Pilot 1000 Feet Is 
to Cruising Altitude 
12.22 Scan Flight Inst. & Engire 12.9 
12.85 
Inst. (5 sec)'every 20 sea. 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 0.5 12.85 Cruise Check 0.5 
13.35 
Cockpit 
Electronics Panel 2s 13.35 Switch to Next Nay. 2s 
13.38 Electronics Panel 8.6s 13:38 
Freq. 
Select Next Nay. Freq. 8.6s 
29.0 Electronics Panel 2s 29.0' Switch to Next Comm. 2s 
Freq. 
29.03 Electronics Panel 8.6s 29:03 Select Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
37.00 
37.03 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
37.00 
37.03 
Switch to Next Nav.Freq. 
Select Next Nov. Fieq. 
2s 
8.6s 
38.0 Fuel Gages, Writing Board l0s 38.0 Fill Out Fuel Sheet los 
52.00 Electronics Panel 2s 52.00 Switch to Next Comm.Freq 2s 
52.03 Electronics Panel 8.6s 52.03 Select Next Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
52.17 Electronics Panel 2s 52.17 Switch to Next Nav.Freq. 2s 
52.20 Electronics Panel 8.6s 52.20 Select Next Nov. Freq. 8.6s 
58.50 Electronics Panel 2s 58.50 Switch to Next Comm.Freq 2s 
58.53 Electronics Panel 6.6s 58.53 Select Approach Control 8.6s 
Freq 
58.67 Electronics Panel 2s 58.67 Switch to Next Nav.Freq. 2s 
58.70 Electronics Panel 8.6s 58.70 Select Landing Freq. 8.6s 
Descent 64.2 Scan Flight Inst., Engine 5 
67.1 
Inst; (5 sec) every 20 sec 
Altimeter 5s 67.1 Set & Cross-check Altimeter 5s 
76.1 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., t 1 76.1 In-Range Check I 
Cockpit 
79.4 Flap Handle 3s 79.4 Flap Handle [50 3s 
80.7 
81.8 
Flap Handle 
Electronics Panel 
3s 
2s 
80.7 
81.8 
Flap Handle 250 
Switch to Landing Freq. 
3s 
2s 
82.1 Gear Hardle 3s 82.1 Gear Down 3s 
82.6 
82.6 
Flap Handle 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 
3s 
20s 
82.6 
82.6 
Flap Handle 350 
Landing Check 
3s 
20s 
Cockpit, Writing Board 
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TABLE D-IX
 
SST PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
TABLE VIII (cont'd)
 
STOL TURBOFAN PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
Phase Copilot Visual Task Copilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
82.80 Flop Handle 3s 82.80 Flap Handle Full 3s 
82.85 Electronics Panel 2s 82.85 Switch to Tower Freq. 2s 
82.88 Electrohics Panel 8.6s 82.88 Select Ground Control 8.6s 
Freq. 
83.5 Call Out Threshold & 2s 
Final Approach Speed 
83.0 Monitor Engine Inst. 
Watch for Runway 
& 1.25 83.55 
83.8 
Seat Belt & Smoking Switch 2s 
Throttle 45s 
83.80 Thrust Control 2s 83.80 Thrust Control - Reverse 2s 
Idle 
83.83 Engine Inst. lOs 83.83 
83.96 
Advance Throttles 
Retard Throttles 
10s 
3s 
84.0 Electronics Panel 2s 84.0 Switch to Ground 2s 
Control 
84.1 Thrust Control 2s 84.1 Thrust Control - Forward 2s 
Idle 
Taxi 87.1 Cockpit 	 1 87.1 Shut Down Check List 1 
TABLE IX 
SST PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Pilot Manual 	TaskPHASE 	 Pilot Visual Task 
Start Time Task 	 Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Take-Off, 	 -0.66 Hold Brakes losClimbaO -0.63 Engine instruments 10s -0.63 Advance Throttles 2s 
Accelerate -0.50 Scan Runway 33s -0.50 Release Brakes Is
-0.50 Control Column, Rudder, I.5m 
Throttles 
-0.33 	 Acknowledge V1 Is 0.00 	 Flight Instruments I.0m 0.00 Acknowledge V , Rotate 3s 
0.08 	 Call for Gear LJp Is 
(Right Hand Thumb Up)
° 0.18 	 Call for Flaps - 10 Is 
0.26 	 Engine Instruments 3s 0.26 Reduce Power to Climb 3s 
Setting 
1.00 	 AFCS 3s 1.00 Engage AFCS 3s 
1.05 	 AFCS 10s 1.05 Adjust AFCS IDs 
1.72 	 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 10. 7m 
Instruments (5 sec) every 
20 sec. 
1.72 	 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 30s 1.72 Climb Check 30S 
Cockpit 
2.40 	 AFCS ls 2.40 Adjust AFCS lOs 
5.50 	 Altimeter 5s 5.50 Set Altimeter 29.92 5s 
13.70 	 AFCS ls 13.70 Adjust AFCS los 
29.95 	 AFCS lOS 29.95 Adjust AFCS lOs 
42.20 	 AFCS 10S 42.20 Adjust AFCS los 
44.20 	 Acknowledge Cruising Is 
Altitude 
44.53 	 AFCS los 44.53 Adjust AFCS los 
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TABLE D-IX (cont'd)
 
SST PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
TABLE IX (cont'd) 
PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
PHASE Pilot Visual Task Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Cruise 44.70 Scan Flight Instiuments 41.Cm 
& Engine Inst. (5 sec) 
every 20 sec. 
44.70 Flight Inst, Engine Inst., I5s 44.70 Cruise Check 30s 
Cockpit 
Decelerate, 
Descend and 208.7 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 6 .5m 
208.67 Advise Crew of Descent 2s 
Land Inst. (5 sec) every 20 sec. 
208.7 
210.7 
AFCS 
AFCS 
1os 
IOs 
208.7 
210.7 
Adjust AFCS 
Adjust AFCS 
]os 
]os 
223.57 Altimeter 5s 223.57 Set & Cross-check Altimeters 5s 
224.5 Call for In-Range Check Is 
224.7 Flight Instrument, Engine lm 224.7 In-Range Check Im 
Inst., Cockpit 
227.49 RMI 5s 227.49 Move Heading Bug to Ss 
Required Heading 
227.57 AFCS 3s 227.57 Adjust AFCS 3s 
231.4 AFCS 3s 231.4 AFCS - Turn 3s 
231.45 Turn Knob 30S 231.45 Turn Knob 30s 
231.5 Flight Instrument, Engine 20s 231.5 Landing Check 20s 
232.0 
Inst., Cockpit 
AFCS 3s 232.0 AFCS - I13 3s 
232.2 Call for Gear Down Is 
233.2 Monitor Flight Instrument I .5m 233.2 Hand on Throttle 1 .5m 
233.2 Repeat Threshold and 2s 
234.45 Approach Lights & Runway 45s Final Approach Speed 
234.45 Disengage AFCS Is 
234.45 Control Wheel, Rudder 45s 
234.45 Throttle Back 2, 
234.7 Touchdown 
234.7 Call - Buckets Is 
234.7 Brakes 18s 
Taxi 235.2 Taxi Way 235.2 Steering Wheel, Brakes 3m 
and Throttle 
238.2 Cockpit 238.2 Shut Down Check List Im 
PHASE Copilot Visual Task Copilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Take-Off, -0.50 Monitor IAS, Engine 33s 
Climb and Inst., Flight Inst. -0.35 Notify Pilot V Is 
Accelerate 
-0.02 Notify Pilot V Is 
0.07 Electronics Panel 2s 0.07 Switch from Tower to Dep. 2s 
Cont. 
0.10 Gear Handle 3s 0.10 Gear Up Handle 3s 
0.41 Electrical Switch 2s 0.41 Seat Belt - Smoking Switch 2s 
0.59 Electronics Panel 8.6s 0.59 Select Comm. Frequency 8.6s 
0.73 Scan Flight Instrument & 1 lm 
Engine Inst. (5 sec) 
0.86 
every 20 sec. 
Electronics Panel 8.6s 0.86 Switch from ILS Frequency 8.6s 
to-Waypoint 
1.72 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 30s 1.72 Climb Check 30s 
5.50 
Cockpit 
Altimeter 5s 5.50 Set Altimeter 29.92 5s 
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TABLE D-IX (cont'd)
 
SST PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
TABLE IX (cont'd)
 
SST PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
PHASE Copilot Visual Task Copilot Nanual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Take-Cff. 
Climb and 
Accelerate(Contd.) 
6.00 
6.03 
44.70 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Scan Flight Inst. & E;gine 
2s 
8.6s 
41m 
6.00 
6.03 
44.00 
Switch to Next Comm. Freq. 
Select Comm. Frequency 
Notify Pilot - Coming Up
on Cruising Altitude 
2s 
8.6s 
Is 
44.70 
Inst. (Ssec) every 20 sec. 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 30s 44.70 Cruise Check 30s 
45.50 
46.04 
Cockpit
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
8.6s 
2s 
45.50 
46.04 
Switch to Next 
Switch to Next Comm. 
8.6s 
2s 
46.07 
60.00 
Electronics Panel 
Fuel Gages, Writing Board 
8.6s 
Ils 
46.07 
60.00 
Frequency
Select Comm Frequency 
Fill Out Fuel Sheet 
8 6s 
los 
78.07 
110.07 
110.10 
110.24 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
8.6s 
2s 
8.6s 
2s 
78.07 
110.07 
110.10 
'110.24 
Switch to Next Waypoint 
Switch to Next Comm. Freq. 
Select Next Comm. Freq. 
Switch to Next Waypoint 
8.6s 
2s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
120.00 Fuel Gages, Writing Board 10s 120.00 Fill Out Fuel Sheet los 
142.24 
142.27 
142.41 
175.00 
175.03 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
2s 
8.6s 
142.24 
142.27 
142.41 
175.00 
175.03 
Switch to Next Comm. Freq. 
Select Comm. Freq. 
Switch to Next Waypoint 
Switch-to Next Comm. Freq. 
Select Approach Control 
2s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
2s 
8.6s 
175.17 
180.00 
Electronics Panel 
Fuel Gages, Writing Board 
8.6s 
los 
175.17 
180.00 
Frequency 
Switch to Next Waypoint 
Fill Out Fuel Sheet 
8.6s 
los 
Decelerate, 
208.00 
208.03 
208.17 
208.31 
208.70 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Scan Flight Inst., Engine 
2s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
6.5m 
208.00 
208.03 
208.17 
208.31 
Switch to Approach Control 
Select Tower Freq. 
Switch to Next Waypoint 
Select ILS Frequency 
2s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
8.6s 
Descend and 
Land 223.57 
224.50 
Inst. (5 sec) every 20 sec 
Altimeter 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 
5s 
Im 
223.57 
224.50 
Set & Cross-check Altimeter 
In-Range Check 
5s 
Im 
225.50 
231.50 
Cockpit
Electronics Panel 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 
2s 
20s 
225.50 
231.50 
Switch to ILS Frequency 
Landing Check 
2 s 
20s 
Cockpit, Writing Board 
232.22 Gear Handle 3s 232.22 Gear Dawn 3s 
232.30 
232.35 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
232.30 
232.35 
Switch to Tower Freq. 
Select Ground Control 
2s 
8 6s 
232.75 
Frequency
Seat Belt & Smoking Switch 2s 
232.90 Call Out Threshold and 2s 
233.20 Monitor Engine Inst. and 1.5m 
Final Approach Speed 
Watch for Runway 
234.70 Thrust Control 2s 
234.65 
234.70 
Throttle 
Thrust Control - Reverse 
45s 
2s 
Idle 
234.73 Engine Instruments lOs 234.73 Advance Throttles 10s 
235.00 - Electronics Panel 2s 
234.89 
235.00 
Retard Throttles 
Switch to Ground Control 
3s 
2s 
235.17 Thrust Control 2s 235.17 Thrust Control - Forward 2s 
Idle 
Taxi 238.20 Cockpit Im 238.20 Shut Down Check List Im 
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CTOL (GA3) PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
TABLE X CTOL (GA3)'PILOT'AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Pilot Visual Task Pilot Manuol Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Take-OfI 
-0.66 Hold Brakes Ios 
and -0.63 Engine Instruments 10s -0.63 Advance Throttles 2s 
Departure -0.50 Scan Runway 33s --0.50 Release Brakes Is 
-0.50 Control Column, 2 .0m 
Rudder, Throttles 
0.00 Flight Instruments 1.5m -0.33 0,00 
Acknowledge V1Acknowledge VR, Rotate 
Is 
3s 
0.08 Call forGear Up Is 
0.26 Engine Instruments 3s 
0.18 
0.26 
(Right Hand Thumb Up) 
Call for Flaps - 100 
Reduce Power to Climb 
Is 
3s 
Settin 
1.5 
1.55 
Autopilot 
Pitch Thumb Wheel & 
3s 
lOs 
0.31 
1.5 
1.55 
Call. or Flap Retraction 
Engage Auto Pilot 
Adjust Pitch Thumb Wheel 
Is 
3S 
lO 
Flight Inst. for Desired ROC 
1.72 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 180s 
Instruments (5 see) every 
20 sec. 
1.72 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 30s 1.72 Climb Check 30s 
8.00 
Cockpit 
Altimeter 5s 8.00 Set Altimeter 29.92 5s 
13.40 Acknowledge 1000 Feet to Is 
13.42 Pitch Thumbwheel 13.42 
Cruising Altitude 
Adjust Pitch Thumbwheel 10s 
for Zero ROC 
Cruise 13.80 Scan Flight Instruments 24 .22 
& Engine Inst. (5sac) 
13.80 
every 20s 
Monitor Mach. Meter, 15s 13.80 Throttle 15s 
Engine Inst. 
14.05 Flight Inst., Engine 15s 14.05 Cruise Check 30s 
58.8 
Inst., Cockpit
Monitor Mach. Meter, los 58.8 Throttle lOs 
Engine Inst. 
Descent & 
Landing 
105.7 
105.73 
Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 
Inst. (5sec) every 20 sec. 
Engine Instruments 
165s 
3s 
105.7 
105.73 
Advise Crew of Descent 
Throttle 
2s 
3s 
106.23 Pitch Thumbwheel lOs 106.23 Adjust Pitch Thumbwheel 10s 
for Desired ROD 
106.4 Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, l0s 106.4 Adjust Throttle lOs 
108 4 
[AS
Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, 10s 108.4 Adjust Throttle los 
108.57 
]AS 
Altimeter 5s 108.57 Set & Cross-ch :k 5s 
110.4 Flight Inst., Mach. Meter, l0s 110.4 
Altimeters 
Adjust Throttie 10, 
LAS 
111.7 Flight Inst., Engine Im 111.7 Call for In-Range Check Is 
112.73 
Inst., Cockpit 
Monitor Airspeed 2s 
111.7 
112.76 
In-Range Check 
Call for Flaps 150 
im 
Is 
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Phase 
Descent & 
Landing 
(tont'd) 
Taxi 
Phase 
Departure 
TABLE D-X (cont'd)
 
CTOL (GA3) PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
TABLE X (cont'd) 
CTOL (GA3) PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Pilot Visual Task 	 Pilot Manual Task 
Start Time 	 Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
5s112.79 RMI 5s 	 112.79 Move Hdg Bug to 
Required Heading 
112.87 Auto Pilot 3s 	 112.87 Auto Pilot - Hdg. Sel. 3s 
112.92 Monitor Airspeed 2s 	 112.95 Call for Flops 250 Is 
Auto Pilot - Turn 3s115.0 	 Auto Pilot 3s 115.0 
2s 	 115.05 Turn Knob 45s
115.05 	 Turn Knob 

115.5 	 Monitor Airspeed 2s 
115.53 	 Call for Gear Down Is 
116.0 	 Auto Pilot 3s 116.0 Auto Pilot - ILS 3s 
116.47 	 Monitor Airspeed 2s 116.5 	 Call for Flaps 350 Is 
116.63 	 Flight Inst., Engine 20s 116.63 Landing Check 20s 
Inst., Cockpit 
117.47 	 Monitor Airspeed 2s 117.5 Hand on Throttle 2 .95 m 
117.5 	 Monitor Flight Inst. 2.25m 117.5 Call for Full Flaps Is 
118.0 	 Repeat Threshold & 
Final Approach Speed 2s 
119.75 	 Approach Lights & Runway 45s 119.75 Auto Pilot - Disengage Is 
119.75 	 Control Wheel, Rudder 
119.75 	 Throttle Back 2s 
120.0 	 Touchdown 
120.0 	 Call - Buckets Is 
120.20 	 Brakes 18s 
120.50 	 Rudders & .Brakes;Throttle 3m120.50 	 Taxi Way 
123.5 	 Cockpit 123.5 Shut Down Check List im 
Copilot Visual Task 	 Copilot Manual Task 
Start Time 	 Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
-0.50 	 Monitor LAS, Engine 33s 
Inst., Flight Inst. -0.35 Notify Pilot V1 Is 
-0.02 	 Notify Pilot VR Is 
0.07 	 Electronics Panel 2s 0.07 Switch from Tower 1o Dep. 2s
 
Cont.
 
0.10 Gear Handle 3s 0.10 	 Gear Up Handle 3s 
0.20 	 Gear Position Indicator 3s 0.20 Flap Handle 100 3s
 
& Flap Handle
 
0.33 Flap Handle 3s 0.33 	 Flap Handle 00 3s 
0.38 Electronics Panel 2s 0.38 	 Switch from ILS Freq. 2s 
to VOR Freq. 
0.41 Electrical Switch 2s 0.41 Seat Belt-Smoking Switch 2s 
0.44 Electonics Panel 8.6s 0.44 Select Nay. Freq. 8.6s 
Freq. 	 8.6s0.59 Electronics Panel 8.6s 0.59 	 Select Comm. 
0.73 	 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 197s 
Inst. 	 (5 sac) every 20 sec. 
Climb Check 30s1.72 	 Flight Inst., Engine Inst. 30s - 1.72 

Cockpit
 
5s 	 8.00 Set Altimeter 29.92 5s8.00 	 Altimeter 
9.00 Electronics Panel 2s 9.00 	 Switch to Next Comm 2s 
Freq. 
9.03 Electronics Panel 8.6s 9.03 Select Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
13.38 	 Notify Pilot 1000 Feet Is 
to Cruising Altitude 
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CTOL (GA3) PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD
 
TABLE X (cont'd) 
CTOL (GA3) PILOT AND COPILOT WORKLOAD 
Phase Copilot Visual Task . Copilot Manual Task 
Start Time Task Duration Start Time Task Duration 
Departure 13.80 Scan Flight Inst. & Engine 24.22m 
(Cont'd) Inst. (5 sec) every 20 sec. 
14.05 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 30s 14.05 Cruise Check 30s 
Cockpit 
14.55 Electronics Panel 2s 14.55 Switch to Next Nov. 2s 
Freq. 
14.58 
29.0 
Elechjonics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
8.6s 
2s 
14.58 
29.0 
Select NexlNov. Freq. 
Switch to Next Comm. 
8.6s 
2s 
29:03 Electronics Panel 8.6s 29.03 
Frey. 
Select Comm. Freq. 8.6s 
59.00 
59.03 
60 00 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
Fuel Gages, Writing Board 
2s 
8.6s 
10s 
59.00 
59.03 
60.00 
Switch to Next Nov.Freq. 
Select Next Nov. Freq. 
Fill Out Fuel Sheet 
2s 
8.6s 
Wos 
80.00 
80.03 
Electronics PanI 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
80.00 
80.03 
Switch to Next Comm.Freq
Select Next Comm. Freq. 
2s 
8.6s 
80.17 
80.20 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
80..17 
80.20 
Switch to Next Nav.Freq. 
Select Next Nov. Freq. 
2s 
8.6s 
100.00 
100.03 
Electronics-Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
100.00 
100.03 
Switch to Next Co.m. Freq 
Select Approach Control 
2s 
8.6s 
100.17 
100.20 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
100.17 
100.20 
Freq
Switch to Next Nav.Freq. 
Select ILS Freq. 
2s 
8.6s 
Descent 105.7 Scan Flight Inst., Engine 165s 
108.57 
Inst. (5sec) every 20 sec 
Altimeter 5s 108.57 Set & Cross-check Altimeter 5s 
111.7 Flight Inst., Engine Inst., im 111.7 In-Range Check 1m 
Cockpit 
112.78 Flap Handle 3s 112.78 Flap Handle 150 3s 
112.95 
114.97 
115.55 
Flap Handle 
Electronics Panel 
Gear Handle 
3s 
2s 
3s 
112.95 
114.97 
115.55 
Flap Handle 250 
Switch to ILS Freq. 
Gear Down 
3s 
2s 
3s 
116.5 
116.63 
Flap Handle 
Flight Inst., Engine Inst., 
3s 
20s 
116.5 
116.63 
Flap Handle 350 
'Landing Check 
3s 
20s 
Cockpit,-Writing Board 
117.5 Flap Handle 3s 117.5 Flap Handle Full 3s 
117.55 
117.58 
Electronics Panel 
Electronics Panel 
2s 
8.6s 
117.55 
117.58 
Switch to Tower Freq. 
Select Ground Control 
2s 
8.6s 
Freq. 
118.0 Call Out Threshold & 2s 
118.5 Monitor Engine Inst. 
Watch for Runway 
& 1. 25 m 118.05 
119.95 
Final Approach Speed
Seat Belt & Smoking Switch 2s, 
Throttle 45s 
120.0 Thrust Control 2s 120.0 Thrust Control - Reverse 2s 
Idle 
120.03 Engine Inst. los 120.03 Advance Throttles 1os 
120.30 Electronics Panel 
3s 
2s 
120.19 
120.30 
Retard Throttles Switch to Ground 3s 2s 
Control 
120.47 Thrust Control 2s 120.47 Thrust Control - Forward 2s 
Idle 
Taxi 123.5 Cockpit Im 123.5 Shut Down Check List Im 
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TABLE D-X1 
GA2 P1 LOT WORKLOAD 
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APPENDIX E 
NAVTRACS GROUND- AND AIRBORNE SYSTEM COSTS' 
Costs of ground and airborne equipments - e.g., Omega, VORTAC, 
Decca, Loran C, and NAV SAT ground stations - including-both developmental and 
maintenance costs, were compiled and tabulated, in Appendix E. Avionics equipment 
costs for air carrier and general aviation installations are also tabulated. Costs were 
compiled from a series of references including Ref.[52]and Ref. [93. 
E.1 AREA NAVIGATION SYSTEM COSTS 
Table E-l lists area navigation system costs, including unit cost and annual 
maintenance. Airborne avionics costs for air-carrier and general aviation are separately 
tabulated. 
TABLE E-I (**)
AREA NAVIGATION SYSTEM COST 
GROUND STATION AIR CARRIERAND GA3 GAI, GA2. 
Unit Cost No. Gf Annaol Maint- Unit Cos Annual Maint. Unit Cost Annual Mamnf 
SYSTEM xI03 Unlh 3 x 100 x 103 x To' 32103 10 
LORAN A 700 1 
2 
W 3 85.44 
92.35 
4.0 to 
9.5 
8.0 1.5 to 
4.0 
1.0 
LORAN C 3,145 6 
4,15 7 
7,105 8 
25 
217.9 
5 
198.8 4 15K 10 - 51 --
OMEGA 9,O0D 3 0.3 * -
VORTAC 213 1850 29.3oS 15 2.5 3.9 2.0 
CONSOL 900 9 95 - - - -
INERTIAL - - 85 to 
DOPPLER 50 
NAV SAT * -12 1 ­
(R.,93 ) 
* Estimate NAVSAT( .52) 70 t ,to33 6-i 
** (See footnotes on ILS 235 **14 14 14 *I4 
-'following page.) AILS ­ - - -
DECCA 1,500 
PAR 
-tOD 5 
­
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1 Foreign based 
2 -Contiguous U. S. 
3 43LU. S. Funded 
4 Atlantic Ocean Area 
5 Pacific, Ocean Area 
6 Temperate Zone 
7 Tropic ,Zone 
8 Arctic Zone 
9 Doesn't include annual charges for control circuits, site, leasing, etc. 
10 Has cycle matching-feature 
11 No cycle matching 
12 Cost broken downas follows: 
Rand D $ 66,000,000 
Spacecraft 14,000,000 
Ground Station 15,000,000 
Ground- Station Operations 10,000,000/year 
$106,000,000 
13 Lower figure is based oh ground baised computations 
14 ILS capability is usually contained in the equipment used with the VORTAC system 
15 Includes Operators 
E-2­
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APPENDIX F 
CANDIDATE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
F. INTRODUCTION 
This Appendix presents the results of a review and analysis of nine 
candidate navigation aids which was undertaken to determine their suitability for use 
as primary aids in the navigation ATC system. The contractor was obligated to examine 
the four systems listed as items 2, 3, 7 and 8, below. In addition, growth versions of 
three of the systems were postulated and evaluated. They are listed as items 4, 5 and 6. 
Omega and VOR/DME, systems I and 9 respectively, were also evaluated for complete­
ness. 
Ground Based Time Difference Aids (GBTD) 
1 VLF/CW (Omega)
 
*2 LF/CW (Decca)
 
*3 LF/Pulse (Loran C)
 
Differential Time Difference Systems (DTD) 
4 VLF/CW
 
5 LF/CW
 
6 LF/Pulse
 
Other Systems 
*7 Navigation Satellite
 
*8 Radio-Inertial
 
9 VOR/DME 
*Indicates the systems for which an evaluation was required 
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Operational advantages, disadvantages and principal differences of each of the systems 
are discussed and a detailed accuracy analysis is presented. 
F.2 GROUND BASED TIME DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS 
Time difference position fixing (PF) systems have several 
attributes that make them worthy of consideration for an advanced 
navigation-air traffic control system. The following paragraphs 
contain some of the principles of operation upon which time difference 
systems are based. The attributes and deficiencies of these systems 
are presented to demonstrate the physical advantages and limitations 
of time difference navigation aids. No comparison as to the relative 
merits of existing time difference systems or concepts is to be implied; 
however, examples of existing systems are used where appropriate. 
F.2.1 System Constraints 
This study is structured around the pilot's requirements for a 
future navigation/air traffic control system. Some physical parameters 
of a ground based time difference system can be ascertained from three 
of the navigation operational requirements. These three requirements 
are: 
(1) Line of sight independent 
(2) Minimal number of ground stations 
(3) Satisfy accuracy constraint 
The combination of the first two requirements implies that 
beyond-the-horizon coverage is desirable. This constrains the operating 
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frequency of the system to frequencies in the VLF and LF spectrum. 
The choice of operating frequency within this spectrum is basically a 
trade-off between accuracy and coverage area. The fundamental merits 
and deficiencies of ground based time difference systems are discussed 
in the remainder of this section. 
F.2.2 Principle of Operation 
This section contains a description of the geometry of TD systems 
and a discussion of the radio signals. 
F.2.2.I TD Geometry 
A user's line of position (LOP) is formed by measuring the differ­
ence in the time of arrival of synchronized signals emanating from two 
remote transmitters. The line of constant time difference is a hyperbola 
with the two transmitters as foci. Hence these systems are often called 
hyperbolic navigation aids. The intersection of two hyperbolic LOP's 
yields the user's position. In most applications three transmitters are 
used. One transmitter designated the master station is used in both of 
the time difference measurements. The other two stations are called 
slaves. The master and slave stations are collectively called a chain. 
The lines between the master and slave stations are called baselines and 
the extension of this line beyond the stations is called, the baseline exten­
sion. The geometric properties (called GDOP for geometric dilution of 
precision),of time difference systems are such that the highest position­
fixing accuracy is available in the area between the baselines and little 
or no coverage is obtained on or near the baseline extensions. Figure F-I 
indicates a typical hyperbolic system geometry. The angle between the 
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baselines is usually between 1200 - 150'. This range of angles 
represents a compromise between coverage and accuracy. The coverage 
area can be increased significantly when a third slave station is added 
as shown in Figure F-2. A signal flow diagram for a ground based TD 
system is shown in Figure F-3 The monitor station provides the time 
synchronization for the chain. The monitor station receives the signals 
Hyperbolic LOP 
Baseline Extension 
M = Master StationA, B= Slaye Stations 
Figure F-1. Typical'Hyperbolic System Geometry 
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'Figure F-2. 'Inree Slave Configuration 
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Figure F-3. Ground Based Time Difference System 
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in the same manner as a user aircraft. However, the monitor receiver 
is in a stationary environmentr thus the time difference signals are 
nominally constant. Variations in the received signal are caused by 
the reception of atmospheric noise and drifts in the local oscillators 
of the master and slave stations. The atmospheric noise has a much 
higher frequency content than the oscillator drift. The oscillator 
drift can thus be identified by filtering the received time difference 
signals and comparing the output to a standard time difference reference. 
Synchronization data is then data-linked back to the slave stations for 
correction. 
F.2.2.2 Radio Frequency Signals 
The radio frequency signals are the medium through which the 
user aircraft obtains its position data. Therefore it is important 
to know how environmental and physical factors affect these signals. 
Among the important factors that are discussed in this section are: 
(1) propagation media (groundwave, skywave) 
(2) signal modulation (pulsed, CW) 
(3) atmospheric noise 
(4) diurnal variations 
(5) surface irregularities (conductivity, mountains) 
(6) aircraft dynamics 
F.2.2'2.1 CW Signals 
Both pulsed and'CW signals may be used in TD systems. Phase 
comparison of the TD signals is a relatively straightforward signal 
processing function. However, the phase repeats at a distance of X/2 
along the baseline,where X is the wavelength of the signal. This 
repetition of the Phase produces ambiguities in the time difference 
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readings which must be resolved. A widely used technique for resolving 
these ambiguities is multiple frequency transmissions. A frequency of 
f+ Af is transmitted during part of the transmission period where f is 
the nominal operating frequency and Af is a fractional frequency 
deviation on the order of . If to .2f. Phase comparisons can be made 
at the frequency Af and the ambiguity can be resolved to the wave­
length coresponding to Af. 
F.2-2.2.2 Pulsed Signals 
Pulsed signals have some operational advantages over the CW 
signals. Ambiguity resolution is unnecessary if the pulses are separated 
sufficiently in time (approximately 1 ms for each one hundred kilometers 
of baseline length). In addition, pulsed signals can be used to discriminate 
against skywave contamination in those systems that rely upon groundwave 
propagation; However, the pulse measurement quite definitely has limita­
tions. Leading edge comparison is not sufficiently accurate for navigation 
,purposes due to the limited available bandwidth in the VLF and LF signals. 
In order to retain pulse advantages but also yield accurate navigation 
data, phase measurements are made on the carrier frequency and the pulse 
envelope is used to resolve the ambiguity. The pulse systems incur a 
penalty with respect to the CW systems in the rejection of atmospheric 
noise. The signal is available for only a fraction of the transmitting 
period. Consequently, the average power at the receiverlinput is far 
below the peak received power. To offset this reduction in average power, 
high peak power and long averaging times are required. The long averaging 
times can create instability in high performance aircraft receivers. Often the 
receiver must be supplied with external velocity inputs. 
F.2.3 Accuracy of Ground Based TD Systems 
The accuracy of a ground based TD system is a function of many 
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parameters. Several of these parameters are discussed and first estimates of 
the magnitude and variations of several error sources are presented. 
F.2.3.1 General Discussion of Errors 
In order to discuss accuracy and errors, it is first necessary to define 
what is meant by these words. In order to define an error, it is necessary to 
observe a measurement and compare this measurement with some reference 
standard. The choice of the reference is obviously very important. The posi­
tion reference that is used in this report for enroute flight legs is geocentric 
latitude and longitude as obtained from an accurate survey. An information 
flow diagram of the TD receiver and coordinate converter with error inputs 
is shown in Figure F-4. 
ENVIRONMENT 
TERRAIN CONDUCTIVITY 
IONOSPHERE REFRACTION 
RECEIVER VELOCITY OF EARTH'S 
NONUNEARITY PROPAGATION SHAPE 
RECEIVER NOISE ALTITUDE CHAIN 
RESOLUTION EFFECTS SYNCHRONIZATION 
TD SIGNAL ITIME DIFFERENCE GEOMETRY ANDToSTE
 
ATMOSPHERIC NOISE - RECEIVER 9PROPAGATIONFOD)E
 X, 0 (l + ERO 
/c NAMICS JTRANSMITTER LOCATIONS RECEIVER 
TRANSMITTER XO 
SURVEY ERRORS 
Figure F-4. Information Flow Diagram for TD System Errors 
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The geometry and propagation model indicated in the center of the 
diagram may be a stored computer program in an onboard or ground computer, 
or it may be a chart that was prepared from a geometry and propagation model. 
The error in position as found from the receiver/coordinate converter is a 
function of the ability of the'receiver to: 
(1) provide sufficient resolution 
(2) discriminate against atmospheric noise 
(3) contribute minimal internal set noise 
(4) accurately track aircraft maneuvers .... 
and of the coordinate converter to utilize an accurate model of the 
geometry and propagation variables in order to minimize errors due 
to: 
(1) velocity of propagation as a function of distance 
(2) aircraft altitude 
(3) atmospheric refraction 
(4) terrain anomalisms such as mountains 
(5) conductivity variation in the earth's surface 
(6) oblate earth 
(7) ionospheric variations. 
Two additional error sources may occur due to improper chain 
installation and operation. These are: 
(1) 	 errors in the synchronization of the transmissions 
from the master or slave stations 
(2) 	 survey errors in the location of the transmitters. 
F.2.3.2 Error Classification 
Errors in navigation systems are described in several ways. 
Some authors prefer the terms random and systematic errors.; others 
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prefer, to use bias rather than systematic errors; in addition, the terms 
predictability and repeatability, and relative error, are often used. In this 
report the latter terms will be used in the following way: 
(1) 	 repeatability errors: those errors which affect a user's 
ability to repeat a flight path at a different time 
and measure the same time differences. 
(2) 	 predictability errors: those errors which affect a user's 
ability to predict values of time differences at a given 
point. These errors are essentially constant with time 
at a given point. 
(3) 	 relative errors: those errors which affect the ability 
of two users at different points to obtain their relative 
position from the TD measurements. An important 
consideration for relative error is the gradient of 
predictabil ity error with -distance. 
The error sources for three TD concepts are discussed in the following 
paragraphs.
 
F.2.3.3 CW System/VLF Receiver 
VLF systems make use of stable skywave signals. The earth 
and ionosphere form a spherical waveguide in which the VLF signals 
propagate for very long distances. Several modes are present in this 
waveguide just as in typical microwave waveguides. However, at 
long distances one mode is dominant. For instanceat ranges greater 
than 600 nmi for a 10 KHz- signal, one mode is dominant and navigation 
information can be obtained from phase measurements upon this signal. 
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F.2.3.3. 1 Dynamic Error and Atmospheric Noise Error Trade-Off 
The navigation receiver is assumed to have a phase locked 
tracking loop for each transmitter. The transfer function for this loop 
is assumed to have Type 2 feedback control system characteristics. 
An analysis of such a tracking loop is contained in Section F.2.5. The 
receiver constant B is established as a trade-off between dynamic 
response errors and atmospheric noise errors. From Equation (62), 
Appendix F, Section F.2.4 .1, the dynamic response error is: 
,t= a (1 
cB2 
where a = aircraft acceleration (m/sec2 
c = velocity of propagation (300 m/ps) 
B = receiver constant (rad/sec) 
and from equation (27), the rms noise error is­
. 0502 	 (2)t-	 f s 
where 	 f = carrier frequency
 
B = receiver constant
 1 
n = rms noise field strength density (pV/m/Ha 2) 
S rms signal field strength (pV/m). 
Pessimistic noise and acceleration figures are used in the following 
analysis to yield a result for the receiver bandwidth. The three-sigma 
acceleration is assumed to be a 2g lateral acceleration upon-the air­
craft. The transmitter is assumed to produce a 10kHE signal with 
10kW of-radiated power. The 10kW figure is the operational goal 
of the Omega system and thus represents a realistic SOA power output 
The atmospheric noise is taken from CCIR Report No. 322 [79]. The 
noisiest four-hour period during the year in the New York City area 
is the time from 0000 to 0.400 hours during a summer night. A log 
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normal distribution curve was computed as per instructions in the 
report and the hourly average noise-value, exceeded only 1%of the 
timewas estimated and used in the computations. This value was: 
1 
n = 53 pv/m/(Hm) 2 (3) 
The field strength was computed from a formula from Watt and Plush 
[811. 
E K+ Pr - 10 1sl10 (fkHz) - 10 og 1 0 [a sin d/a] -ad/lOOC (4) 
where E 
Pr = 
fkHz 
a 
d = 
K = 
a = 
vertical field strength (db above 1 pv/m) 
radiated power (db above 1 kW) 
carrier frequency (kHz) 
radius of the earth (= 6,400 kin) 
distance from the transmitter (km) 
constant (94.8 db - night, 97.5 db - daytime) 
attenuation constant. 
Watt and Plush use an extrapolated value of a = 4.5 db/1000 
km; however, later theoretical and experimental estimates are a = 
3 db/1000 km. Using the later value for a and a distance of 6000 nmi, 
S z 10 E/20 = 14.8 Pv/m (5) 
The dynamic error and the rms noise error were equated to estimate a 
trade-off receiver constant. As a result 
B = .106rad/sec 
and St 6.0ps 
A time error of 6.0 ps corresponds to a phase error of 220 at 
10 kc. This is certainly marginal performance for the VLF receiver. 
Much better performance could be obtained by reducing the receiver 
constant Bto improve the noise performance and by providing rate 
aiding for the tracking loop to improve the dynamic response of the 
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receiver and thus reducing the steady state acceleration error. This 
requires some onboard computcdtion facility to resolve radial and tan­
gential velocity components. 
. In addition to the atmospheric noise anddynamic response 
errors, several other error sources influence the TD system. 
F.2.3.3.2 Diurnal Variations 
The reflecting height of the ionosphere varies with the time 
of day. This is due to the solar energy incident upon the free elec­
trons in the ionosphere. This, in effect, changes the dimensions of 
the waveguidewhich in turn changes the phase of the transmitted 
signal. Correction tables for this diurnal phase shiftbased upon an 
ionospheric model/can be calculated. Such corrections have been 
calculated for the 10.2 kHz Omega signal. Swanson [821 has indi­
cated that from 13,000 hours of measurements from widely separated 
locations the rms LOP variations range from 3 ps during the day 
(13.6 kHr) to 6 ps at night (10.2 kH;). The total change in phase is 
on the order of 50 ps. The correction of the diurnal shift is a func­
tion of time of day and user's position. Corrections would contribute 
to pilot workloading if manual look-up and addition tasks were required. 
No additional workload for navigation tasks are required for the user 
who has stored-corrections in an onboard computer or for the user who 
is connected to a ground computer via a data link. 
F.2.3.3.3 Precipitation Static 
The discharge of charged water vapor particles upon the receiving 
antenna has produced sufficient noise to cause loss of signal in early 
aircraft antennas. Development of properly shielded antennas has shown 
promise of reducing this problem. 
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F.2-.3.3.4 Resolution and Instrument Error 
Resolution of the phase-locked tracking loop is approximately 0. 1 Ps. 
Internal receiver noise also produces a very small error in the output time 
difference measurements. 
F.2.3.3.5 Mode Interference 
The spherical waveguide produces at least two prevalent 
modes. In some regions close to the transmitters, both modes are 
present and 'can cause erroneous phase measurements. 
F.2.3.3.6 Phase Anomalies 
Sudden ionospheric disturbances have been observed to 
introduce time shifts of up to 50 Ps. The peak of the disturbance 
may occur as soon as 15 minutes after the beginning of the disturbance 
and the entire disturbance has been observed as long as 1.5 hours. 
Magnetic storms and meteor shower ionization have been obser­
ved as causing phase anomalies. Pierce [83] observed phase jitters(at 
night of 5 ps during magnetic storms; and Chilton [84] 
observed deviations of 14 psfrom the monthly average for meteor 
shower ionization. 
Errors of the magnitude of those caused'by SID's, and to a 
lesser extent the magnetic storms and meteor shower ionization,would 
cause large errors ofup to 10 miles in the PF capability of the system. 
These errors are not within the accuracy constraints for the 1975-85 
navigation accuracy requirement. Thus corrections 
for phase variations due to phase anomalies must be incorporated into 
any VLF system for use as a - primary navigation aid. Either reliable 
prediction procedures must be incorporated or ground station calibration 
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procedures must be defined to reduce errors caused by phase anomalies. 
F.2,3.3.7 Coordinate Transformation and Station Locations 
Coordinate transformations must relate the time difference 
measurements to points on the earth through some algorithm and a 
model of the geoid. The standard model of the geoid for survey 
purposes is an ellipsoid of revolution about the polar axis, or it is 
also called an oblate spheroid. Land surveys have made use of 
different major and minor axes of the ellipse in various areas of the 
world. Mathematical expressions are available for computation of 
distance and azimuths on the surface of the ellipsoid. Simple 
spherical trigonometry can produce errors of 9 nmi at a distance of 
6000 nmi, so correction terms are necessary if spherical trigonometry 
is used. An error of one hundred parts per million is assumed. 
Transmitting station positions must be known to a high degree 
of accuracy if the user is to find his position accurately. With the 
geodetic survey satellites such as SECOR, the limitation in station 
location is the accuracy with which the control stations are known 
[Ref 85]. An accuracy of 10 parts per million has been assumed. 
F.2.3.3.8 Summary of VLF Error Sources 
A design point system with the following parameters was analyzed: 
System VLF time difference 
Frequency 10 kHz 
Transmitter power 10 kW 
Design range 600-6000 nmi 
Aircraft acceleration 29, 
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Receiver Tracking Loop Type I1, critically damped, 
feedback control system, no 
rate aiding
 
Noise environment G000-0400 hrs summer night, 
New York City; hourly average 
noise exceeded only 1% of the 
time. 
The time difference accuracies are for independent paths: 
2 2 2
 
TD1 = P1 + P2(6
a I a I+ a P2(6) 
2 2 2aTD2 'P3 + OFP2 (7) 
where aTDi = standard deviation of i th time difference 
api = standard deviation of j th path error 
Scott [84] has shown contours of constant error due to GDOP. 
Most areas lie inside a contour of K = 1.0 where 
K = d rms/cAt
 
where d rms = rms radial error
 
c = velocity of propagation
 
=0At time difference error (aTDI = aTD2 = 'AT) 
Expected performance of the VLF time difference system would be 
estimated as shown in Table F-!. 
F.2.3.4 LF System/CW Receiver 
Low frequency PF systems make use of the phase of a very 
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TABLE F-I"
 
VLF/CW SYSTEM ERRORS
 
Time Time Diff Location 1* Location 2** 
(Us) (p5) (nmi) (nmi) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0.5 0.71 0.115 0.115 
Atmospheric Noise - Location 1 2 2.83 0.458 
Atmospheric Noise - Location 2 6 8.49 1.375 
Acceleration Error 1.5 2.12 0.343 0.343 
PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Diurnal Phase Shift 
Uncorrected 50 70.71 11.45 11.45 
Night Corrected 18 25.46 4.14 4.14 
Day Corrected 9 12.73 2.07 2.07 
Transition Corrected 12 16.97 2.76 2.76 
Oblate Earth - Location 1 0.00011 0.42 0.07 
Oblate Earth - Location 2 0.00011 0.85 0.14 
Station Location 0.5 0.71 0.12 0.12 
Phase Anomalies (SID) 50 70.71 11.45 11 .45 
POSITION ERRORS: REPEATABILITY .58 1.42 
PREDICTABILIY - Day 2.15 2.52 
Night 4.18 4.38 
Transition 2.82 3.11 
SID 12.19 12.26 
D = Mean Distance to Transmitters 
Location I - D = 3000 nmi 
**Location 2 - D = 6000 nml 
stable ground wave signal to obtain position information. The LF 
systems are capable of medium range applications. The range of a 
CW system for aircraft operation is 10-200 miles from the transmitter. 
The range is limited by altitude errors due to slant range effects at 
close range and skywave contamination at night at long range. 
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F,2.3.4.1 Atmospheric Noise and Dynamic Errors 
The following system parameters are compatible with present 
off-the-shelf equipment and are chosen for error analysis:' 
System: LF-CW Time Difference 
Frequency: 100 KC 
Power: 600 W radiated power 
Range: 200 miles over land (a = .005 mho/meter) 
Aircraft Acceleration Limit = 29 
Atmospheric Noise: 13.7 pv/m in 1Hz bandwidth 
(hourly average noise exceeded only 1% of the time 
in New York City area during the noisiest four-hour 
period of the year - 0000-0400 hours, summer night 
[Ref 791)
 
Signal Field Strength: 515 pv/m @200 miles [Ref 861
 
Equating the time errors for a CW receiver for atmospheric noise and 
dynamic lag due to acceleration from Section F.2.5, the trade-dff 
receiver constant is 
B= 1.88 rod/sec
 
and the corresponding design error is
 
St < .0185 ps 
This is a very acceptable upper bound on the error. Consequently, 
rate aiding appears unnecessary for a CW receiver that operates within 
the above constraints. 
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F.2.3.4.2 Ionospheric Effects 
The primary limitation upon LF/CW ground wave systems is 
the interfering effects of the reflected signal from the ionosphere. 
This reflected wave has an arbitrary phase shift with respect to the 
ground wove and thus causes phase errors. This effect is shown in the 
phasor diagram of Figure F-5. 
Es 
Eg 
Figure F-5. Sky Wave, Ground Wave Phasor Diagram 
The resultant phase error 0 is 
0 =ta- Es sin 0 	 8 
O= tan1- I Eg + Es cos ) 	 (8) 
where 	 Es skywave field strength
 
Eg = ground wave field strength
 
0= arbitrary phase angle
 
The maximum phase error is 
=sin 1 Es) 	 (9) 
Williams [ Ref 871 presents the formula 
2Eo D2 _ 
Es =- T 2 2 (10)D2+ AHD 
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For distances up to 200 miles the ground wave field strength is 
approximately 
EoEg u - so that for small angles 
2S=2qD
 
D2 + 4H2 
 (12) 
The resulting time error is plotted in Figure F-6. At night the reflection 
coefficient increases significantly from the day value. The increase in 
time error is sometimes referred to as the "night effect". 
At distances greater than 200 nmi, the ground wave assumes a 
greater attenuation rate than that of Eo/D. Meanwhile the-skywave is 
approaching an attehuation rate proportional to I/D and at a distance of about 
400 miles the nighttime skywave and the ground wave are equal in 
amplitude. 
0.7 ' i i a i' I 
0.6 
0.5 
NIGHT0.4 
0 0.3 
0.2 
DAY 
0 .1 ­
0.0 
0 40 80 120 160 200 
DISTANCE (MI) 
NIGHT-p=0.25 H=90km 
DAY -i 0.05 "H=70 km 
Figure F-6. Sky Wave Error 
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The error growth in Figure F-6 is approximately 
St = 0.0008D ps day
 
St = 0.0033D ps night
 
F.2.3.4.3 Resolution Error and Receiver Noise 
The state of the art in the phase detection of phase locked 
loops is about one part per thousand. Thus a conservative value of 
resolution error and set noise is 
a t = 0. 02ps 
F.2.3.4.4 Velocity of Propagation 
The velocity of propagation of the LF ground wave is a 
function of several parameters. Johler et al (Ref.86) have presented 
theoretical calculations for the magnitude of the phase error due to 
(1) distance from the source 
(2) atmospheric refraction 
(3) different surface conductivities 
The authors use a time correction tc which should be subtracted from 
the predicted time measurement to yield the correct propagation time 
at a distance D. 
For typical land conductivities (a = .005 mho/m) and propagation 
distances of up to 200. mi 
= 8 7Hstc 1.23+ .
The gradient of the correction is 
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.009 ps/mile @D = 10 miles
 
Atc:
 
AD
 
.002ps/mileO @D = 200 miles 
Hence the assumption of a constant velocity of propagation (hence 
a constant gradient of tc) is in error. Scott [ Ref 88 ? has obtained 
excellent agreement with the theoretical values of tc as calculated 
from the formulation of Johler et al[ Ref 86 ] by using a least squares 
fit of the form 
A 
tc= + B + CD (13) 
where the constants A, Band C change with conductivity and altitude. 
The knowledge of what value to use for conductivity is also 
important in determining which value of tc to use. If a path is assumed 
to be of conductivity a = 0.005 and the actual conductivity is a = 0.002 
the resulting time error at 200 miles is 0. 93ps. This effect can produce 
large predictability errors in the time difference measurements. 
Propagation paths of mixed conductivity are more likely to occur than that 
of constant conductivity. An error of 0.4 ps for the velocity of propagation 
was assumed for these mixed paths. 
Atmospheric refraction affects the velocity of propagation to a 
small extent as does the vertical lapse rate of the atmosphere. These 
effects are small, however, when compared with conductivity variations. 
F.2.3.4.5 Altitude Effects 
As an aircraft approaches a transmitter two phenomenon occur. 
First, the slant range from the source to the aircraft begins to deviate 
from the ground range. The second effect is that the receiver begins 
to receive signals from the near field of the source. Both effects can 
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produce large time anomalies from the typical model of the phase fronts 
of the signals. Hence it is desirable to operate at least a few wavelengths 
removed from the transmitters. At altitudes less than 25,000 ft., which 
include terminal area altitudes, altitude compensation is innecessary. At 
25,000 ft. a 10 increase in the ground-level error will result. The error is 
within the 1975-85 accuracy requirement. 
F.2.3.4.6 Phase Anomalies 
Phase anomalies have been domonstrated theoretically by 
Johler- and Berry [ Ref 89 J, Wait [ Ref 90] and several other 
theoreticians. Phase anomalies due to conductivity boundaries have 
been observed by Williams [ Ref 87 1and others. Anomalies due 
to terrain features such as mountains have been observed by O'Day 
Ref 91 1. 
Johler and Berry simulated the effect of a gaussian shaped 
ridge upon the phase and amplitude of the LF ground wave. Their 
theoretical work showed sudden deviations of approximately 0.3 ps 
near a 0.5 km ridge. This effect was also apparent at an altitude 
of 10 km. Deviations of over 1.5ps were calculated for a ridge of 
height 2.5 km. 
Wait's paper describes the phase variation upon crossing a 
conductivity boundary. Wait's curve for q = 0.03 is typical of a. 
land-sea boundary at 100 kc. This curve indicated a deviation of 
0. 15 ps at a distance of 4.7 mi past the boundary. The phase anomalies 
are not entirely local effects. 
O.' Dayobserved phase variations of Decca signals in an Arizona 
field test. Phase variations of 0. 1 to 0.25 lanes (= .12 to .30 ps) are 
indicated over broad areas of the, test region. A very interesting demon­
stration of the phase variation is shown by the data taken along the 
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Hachita Road. The phase deviation changed by as much as 0. 15 lanes 
in four miles which indicates some high frequency error components. 
Since the principle use of LF navigation has been over water, very 
little experimental work has been documented as to the magnitude and 
frequency spectrum of these errors. Volz [ Ref 92 1has demonstrated 
that the Arizona data of 0' Day's exhibited spatial correlation tendencies. 
Thus there is some experimental evidence that error reduction is 
possible through the use of these spatial correlation properties. 
However, data is very scant in this field, and more experimental 
work is necessary both in coastal and mountainous areas and in 
urban and rural areas to validate this hypothesis. A description of 
hdw such error reduction techniques may be applied to TD systems 
is described in Section F.2.4. 
F.2.3.4.7 Station Location and Chain Operation Errors 
Chain synchronization errors can be made small by using a 
stationary monitor station to record TD readings. The TD measurements 
are compared to a standard, and corrections are sent to the transmitters. 
Some degradation can be expected at night when skywave contamination 
reduces the system repeatability. Since the stations are separated from 
50 to 100 miles, a satellite survey accuracy of 10 parts per million 
yields an error of only 5 feet. 
F.2.3.4.8 Ellipsoidal Earth Corrections 
Simple correction terms can yield moderately accurate distance 
.1 mile) and azimuth computations for distances on the ellipsoid of 
up to 200 miles. More sophisticated solutions are possible for the users 
with sufficient computer capability. 
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F.2.3.4.9 Summary of LF/CW System Errors 
Estimates of time error, time difference error, and position fix 
errors for several sources of LF/CW system errors are presented in 
Table F-Il. The position fix errors are given for two typical points. 
TABLE F-I1
 
LF/CW SYSTEM ERRORS
 
Time Time Diff 
(ss) (Ps) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0.02 0.028 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% 0.0001D 0.0001D 
Aircraft Maneuvers - 0.5g 0.01g 0.014g 
Skywave Contamination - Day 0.0008D 0.0011D 
Skywave Contamination - Night 0.0033D 0.0046D 
Atmospheric Refraction 0.01 0.014 
Chain Synchronization 0.01 0.014 
PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Velocity of Propagation 
Aircraft Altitude (D > 10) 
0.42 
2.5H /D 
0.56 
3.5H-2/D 
Terrain Anomalies 0.3 0.42 
Conductivity Variations 0.15 0.21 
Oblate Spheroid 0.0001D 0.00010D 
RELATI"E ERROR GRADIENTS 
Velocity of Propagation 
Terrain Anomalies 
0.04/mile 
0.03/mile 
0.056/mile 
0.0 42/mile 
Conductivity Variations 0.015/mile 0.021/mile 
Oblate Spheroid' 0.0001/mile d.0001/mile 
POSITIONWERRORS: REPEATABILITY - Day 
Night 
PREDICTABILITY 
TOTAL - Day 
Night 
D = Average Distance to Transmitter in Miles 
g = Aircraft Acceleration in g's 
H= Aircraft Altitude in Miles 
Location 1 Location 2 
(ft) (ft) 
42 126 
21 126 
11 32 
168. 1008 
693 	 4158 
21 63 
21 63 
840 2 2520
52.5H1 78.8H 
630 1890 
315 945 
21 126 
177 1028 
695 4163 
1096 3291 
1110 3448 
1298 5307 
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in the primary coverage area. The higher accuracy figure is for a 
point in the center of the coverage pattern, and the lower accuracy 
figure is for a point in the fringe of the coverage area. 
F.2.3.5 LF SYSTEM/PULSE RECEIVER 
The CW receiver was Iimited in range by skywave contamination. 
The range of LF systems can be extended by a factor of five if pulse 
signals are transmitted. The skywave signal path is several miles longer 
than the ground wave path. At 1,000 miles the skywave path is approxi­
mately 11 miles (60 ps) longer than the ground wave path. Thus, if 
measurements are made upon the pulse before the arrival of the skywave, 
the results contain no skywave contamination. Loran C uses a sampling 
point that is 30 ps from the beginning of the pulse. The sampling process 
yields a much lower average power input into the receiver. In order to 
offset this problem, the peak radiated power of the transmitters are very 
high. Some Loran C transmitters utilize-4 MW transmitters. This may 
not be a practical radiated power for transmitters in populated areas. 
Antenna nonlinearities produce harmonics of the LF signal which could 
interfere with the operation of users of these harmonic frequencies. 
Nevertheless, a 4 MW transmitter is assumed in the following analysis. 
F.2.3.5.1 Atmospheric Noise and Dynamic Errors 
The following pulse PF system is considered. 
System: LF-Pulsed time difference with phase measurements 
upon the carrier frequency 
Frequency: 100 kHz 
Power: 4 MW Radiated power 
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Range: 1000 miles over land 
Pulse Repetition Rate: 100 pulses/sec 
Atmospheric Noise: 13.7 pv/m in a, IHE bandwidth 
(hourly average noise exceeded only 1% of the.time 
in the New York City area during the noisiest four 
hour period of the year - 0000-0400 hours, summer 
night [Ref 80 
Signal Field Strength: 926 pv/m at 1000 miles [Ref 86 
Utilizing the atmospheric noise 'Equation (55) and the dynamic error 
Equation (62) from Section 2.4.2 2, the receiver constant B is 
B=.574 rad/sec 
and the corresponding time error at the design point is 
St = 0.20 ps 
The error is acceptable for the 4 MW transmitter. If.a 250 kW trans­
mitter is used, the design error increases by a factor of 3. At this 
point, the error is marginal and rate aiding from an external source 
is necessary. 
F.2.3. 5.2 Skywave Contamination 
The use of the pulse signal virtually eliminates skywave 
contamination with one exception. When an operator enters a service area, 
it is possible to acquire and track the skywave signal because the field 
strength of the skywave exceeds the ground wave. Thus proper safeguards 
to prevent this possible event must be incorporated in the receiver design. 
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F.2.3.5.3 Other LF Error Sources 
The sources of error for LF pulsed systems are essentially the 
same as those for the LF/CW system. The magnitudes of the errors 
may vary somewhat from the CW errors, however, due to the longer 
range of the pulse system These errors are presented in Tables F-Ill and F-IV. 
TABLE F-Ill 
LF PULSE SYSTEM ERRORS (4 MW TRANSMITTER) 
Time Time Diff Location I Location 2 
(p s) (ps) (ft) (ft) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Kesolution end Receiver Noise 0.02 0.028 42 126 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 1 0.024 0.034 52 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 2 0.20 0.283 1274 
Aircraft Maneuvers - 0. g 0.05 0.071 107 320 
Skywave Contamination - Day - - -
Skywave Contamination - Night - - -
Atmospheric Refraction 0.01 0.014 21 63 
Chain Synchronization 0.01 0.014 21 63 
PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Velocity of Propagation 0.40 0.566 849 2547 
Aircraft Altitude (D > 10) 2.5H2/D 3.5H 2/D 
Terrain Anomalies 0.30 0.424 636 1908 
Conductivity Variaions 0.15 0.212 318 954 
Oblate Spheroid 0.0001D 0.0001D 105 630 
RELATIVE ERROR GRADIENTS 
Velocity of Propagation 0.04/mile 0.057/mile
 
Terrain Anomalies 0.03/mile 0.042/mile
 
Conductivity Variations 0.015/mile 0.021/mile
 
Oblate Spheroid 0.0001/mile 0.0001/mile
 
POSITION ERRORS: REPEATABILITY - Day 130 1323 
Night 130- 1323 
PREDICTABILITY 1112 3382 
TOTAL - Day 1120 3632 
Night 1120 3632 
g = Aircraft Acceleration in g's 
D = Average Distance to Source in Miles 
H = Aircraft Altitude in Miles 
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A slight deviation from the above statement may be made for 
terrain anomalies. In the same manner, as the pulse receiver discrimi­
nates against skywave, it can discriminate against the effects of 
terrain anomalies whose paths are such that their time delay exceeds 
the sampling point time on the pulse. Such a region can be described 
by an ellipse with the transmitter and user as foci. All anomalies 
outside of this ellipse have no influence upon the TD measurement. 
TABLE F-IV 
LF PULSE SYSTEM ERRORS 
(250 KW TRANSMITTER) 
Time Time Diff 
(PS) (ps) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0.02 0.028 

Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 1 0.096 0.136 

Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 2 0.80 1.132 

Aircraft Maneuvers - 0.5g 0.05 0.071 

Skywave Contamination - Day - -
Skywave Contamination - Night - -
Atmospheric Refraction 0.01 0.014 

Chain Synchronization 0.01 0.014 

PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Velocity of Propagation 0.402 0.566 
Aircraft Altitude (D > 10) 2.5H /D 3.5112/D 
Terrain Anomalies 0.30 0.424 
Conductivity Variations 0.15 0.212 
Oblate Spheroid 0.0001D 0.0001D 
RELATIVE ERROR GRADIENTS 
Velocity of Propagaton 0.0 4/mile 0.057/mile 
Terrain Anomalies 0.03/mile 0.042/mile 
Conductivity Variations 0.015/mile 0.021/mile 
Oblate Spheroid 0.0001/mile 0.0001/mile 
POSITION ERRORS: REPEATABILITY - Day 
Night 
PREDICTABILITY 

TOTAL - Day 
Night 
g = Aircraft Acceleration in g's 
D = Average Distance to Source in Miles 
H = Aircraft Altitude in Miles 
Location 1 Location 2 
(ft) (ft) 
42 126 
204 
5094 
107 320 
-
21 63 
21 63 
849 2547 
636 1908 
318 954 
105 630 
236 5106 
236 5106 
1112 3382
 
1137 6124 
1137 6124 
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F.2.4 Time Difference Receiver Equations 
F.2.4.1 Receiver Tracking Loop 
The signal S(t) received from one transmitter is of the form 
S(t) = Sp sin (wt+ Kd) (14) 
where 
S(t) = received signal 
Sp = peak signal voltage 
= radian frequency of the transmitted signal 
K = w/c = phase constant 
c = velocity of propagation 
d = distance from transmitter to receiver 
From equation (1) it can be seen that the distance information is contained 
in the phase of the incoming signal. A common technique for extracting this 
phase is through the use of a phase locked loop. The transfer function of the 
phase locked loop can be synthesized from: 
1. input signal format and parameters 
2. noise environment of the receiver 
3. aircraft dynamics 
In normal flight an aircraft is flying at a constant velocity. The receiver should 
have no error due to motion at a constant velocity. From control system theory 
it is known that a Type 2 feedback control system exhibits this behavior. In 
addition, the Type 2 system should respond quickly but without oscillations to 
rapid changes in the input signal. This is achieved by a critically damped 
phase locked loop. Hence a critically damped Type 2 feedback control system 
for phase detection of the input signal is selected for analysis. 
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An analytical representation of a phased locked tracking loop in
 
Laplace operator notation is shown in Figure F-7.
 
Figure F-7 Phase Locked Tracking Loop. 
P7(s)PO 
B2 
s 
where s = Laplace operator
 
Pi = phase of the input signal
 
Po = output of the phase locked loop
 
B = a receiver constant to be determined
 
The transfer function of the loop is
 
B2
H(s) Po(s) . 2.Bs+ (15) 
B2 s2+ 2Bs+Pi(s) 
and the error response is 
Pe(s) = Pi(s) - Po(s) - s2pi(s) 
(s + B) (16) 
F.2.4.2 Receiver Noise Analysis 
An analytical model of the degradation in receiver performance due 
to noise can be constructed from the following relationships. The input signal 
is given by Equation (14). The quadrature components of the noise signal add to 
the signal at any instant as shown in Figure F-8. 
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Figure F-8 Sum of Signal and Noise Inputs 
Np 
Sp 
where 	 Sp = peak signal voltage
 
Np = peak noise voltage
 
0 	 = random phase of the noise 
= phase error due to noise 
The instantaneous phase error is 
0=tn-1Ir Np sin " 
oS tan+ Np cos (17) 
If Np/Sp 	<< 1, then (17) can be written 
Sp 
Assuming that 0 is a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval 
0 < 0 < 2 ir, the mean phase error T is zero and the mean square phase 
error is: 
22 Np2 N2N= = 2 	 (18)
2 Sp2 2 
where 	 N = rms noise voltage
 
S rms signal voltage
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In the following sections the noise to signal ratio is computed for a CW receiver 
and a pulse receiver with the transfer function of Equation 2. 
F.2.4.2.1 CWReceiver 
The noise to signal ratio at the receiving antenna can be calculated 
from field strength graphs for signals such as found in Reference I and noise 
field strength predictions as found in Reference 2. The noise to signal ratio at 
the output of the receiver is related to the input noise to signal ratio by the 
following analyses. 
A linear receiver tracking loop is assumed in figure 1; thus the super­
position principle is valid and the signal and noise response of the loop can be 
calculated separately. 
A constant phase signal Kd is applied to the input of the loop. This is 
an unrealistic input for a moving receiver; however, the receiver response to a 
dynamic phase input is covered in Section 2.4.1. The steady state error of the 
receiver can be found from Equation (16) and the final value theorem which states: 
Pss = lim sPe(s) (19) 
where Pss = steady state error 
Pe(s)= Laplace transform of the error output 
For a constant input Kd 
Pi(s) Kd (20) 
S 
and 
Pss= 
hence the steady state output Po is Kd as desired. 
The noise input N is assumed to be white noise with a spectral density 
-2of N volts /Hz, thus the spectral density of the phase error at the input is 
F-33 
from (5) 
N radians2/Hz (21)SOi( 2S.2 
'or alternately 
-2 
S( I 2 radians /radian/sec (22) 
4ir S 
The mean square phase error at the output of the tracking loop can be 
found by applying an equation from the theory of stocastic processes. 
a 1 f Sgi(w)l H(ijw) 2 (23) 
-mO
 
hence from (2) and (6) 
2 1 R2 4B2w2 B4+4 a0o - _ 2 2 B2)2 d(. (24)2o_ 2 
,f41rS (w+ B) 
This integral can be evaluated by contour integration. As a result, the mean square 
phase error is: 
-22' 5 NB (25)
o - 725) 
TheTms time error at the output of the tracking loop is 
2-
I .0502-iJ 
- 2 (26) 
t 2,Tf - f -2 
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or equivalently 
.0502 n
- s(Yt f (27), 
where at = rms time error (Ps) 
B = receiver constant (rad/sec) 
f = carrier frequency (MHz) 
rms noise density field strength (pV/m/HE- ) n = 

S = rms signal field strength (pV/m)
 
F.2.4.2.2 Pulse Receiver Noise Analysis 
The following analysis considers a receiver in which one zero crossing 
of the carrier frequency is sampled during each pulse. Many phase measuring 
-
Loran C receivers are of this type. A wide band filter precedes the phase 
locked loop. This filter has a bandwidth that is sufficifently wide to allow the 
pulse to pass undistorted but narrow enough to filter all noise outside of the 
pulse bandwidth. The input signal is of the form 
S(t) = Sp sin (ut+ Kd+ 0) (28) 
where 0 is the phase error due to noise. 
The input to the phase locked loop is a series of samples of the phase 
Kd - 0 at the pulse repetition frequency fp. The mathematical representation 
of this phenomenon is a series of impulse functions. 
O
 
=
Pi(t) -(aKdn +On) 8(t - ny) (29)
 
n=o
 
where a = proportionality constant
 
K propagation constant
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dn = distance from transmitter at time tn
 
y = time between pulses = 1/fp
 
(t -ny) = impulse function at time t= n
 
The output of the phase locked loop is
 
Po(t) = f H(u)pi(t - u) du (30)
 
where h(u) = impulse response of the foop. 
Hence the output is 
co 
Po(t) = a (Kdn + On) h(t - nl ) (31) 
n=o 
Let the receiver remain stationary in position and assume that it has 
been running for a long period of time so that a steady state output is reached. 
Using the superposition principle assume that only the signal Kd is present. 
cO 
Ps = a Kd I h(ny) (32) 
n=o 
The function h(t) is the inverse Laplace transform of the loop transfer function H(s). 
Hence 
h(t) = L-1 [H(S)1 = B(2 - Bt) e -Bt (33) 
and 
Ps = aBKdI(2-nBy)e BY (34) 
n=o 
The series is of the form 
= X nPs r Z X - q I n lxi < 1 (35) 
n=o n=o 
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where X = e-By (36)' 
The first sum is a power series which is uniformly convergent for 
ixI< 1. 
n -f(X) F(X)--= ;~ I 1 XIxn - (37) 
differentiating this series and multiplying by X, the result ih 
XnXdf 0o X 
dX- nXn 2 (38)n=Xo (1 X) 
Hence (9) becomes 
_y B e-BPsPs= aKdBd [ 2 -By ( 12-e-By )2 (39) 
for By << 1 
e-By 1 (40) 
1 e-y z'BY (41) 
thus 
Ps= aKd[ 2B (By) (42)
By (By) 
Psz= Kd (43) 
y 
Setting the proportionality constant a = y 
Ps = Kd (44) 
as desired. 
Now let the signal Kd = 0 and find the noise response of the loop. 
From (8) 
Pn = By YDi (2-nBy)e-nBy (45) 
n=o 
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Assume that the 0i' bre independent with zero mean. 
E(Pn) = 0 
The mean square error is 
2 a 2 2 co 2 222 -2nBy (46)E(Pn 2 ) = = (By TE(Oi )(4 -4nBy + n B y )e 
p n=o
 
+ (E(OiO i) terms for i-/j) 
Since the Oi are independent 
E(OiOi) = 0 
Hence He( o)24n 2 -2nBy (47)
a (By )y + n2B y )e
 p 0n=o
 
are of the form 	of (10a) and (106) with x = eThe first two sums in (11) 
The third can be obtained from d fferentiating (10b) and multiplying by X. 
2 n = X+ X2 d_- X) n
dX [d-' I 	 (48)
n=o (1 -X) 
thus
 
2 2 2 4 4B e-2By 2B22 

-2BY )2 ±
a (B-a [ ) 	 B1(49)p 	 (1 e. '1'y) (1-B (1- 2B5 3 
For B << 1
 
2
2 B) 2 2[4 - 4B- +2B 2 7	 (50) 
ap (B)ya 0	 t- 2 + By3 (0 
2By (2By (2By) 
a 5=5(By )c02 
 (51) 
up T 
From (5) for small noise to signal ratios
 
N2
2 5 	 (52)p 
FS-3
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The noise power N 2 isproportional to the wide bandwidth filter Bw. 
Hence2 2 
N 2 nBw (53) 
S2 S2
 
1
 
where n = rms noise field strength (IV/m/Hz 2 )
 
S = rms signal field strength (pV/m)
 
Bw = bandwidth of wide band filter (Hz)
 
Thus the rms phase error is 
n (54)p 8 C Sc 
and the resulting time error is 
.126 B (n) (55)t -' f -cS 
where B = receiver constant (rad/sec)
 
f = carrier frequency (Hz)
 
fc = pulse repetition frequency (HP)
 
F.2.4.3 Dynamic Errors. 
In the preceding analyses the input phase signal was assumed to be 
constant. In this section the steady state errors at the output of the phase 
locked loop will be determined for a dynamic input. The results are the same 
for both the CW and pulsed receiver. Thus only the CW receiver analysis is 
presented. 
F.2.4.3. I Receiver Dynamic Errors 
For a receiver that is moving at a constant velocity away from the 
transmitter the phase signal is 
Pi(t) = Kvt (56) 
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and the Laplace transform of the input is 
Pis-Kv
 
Pt(s) 2 (57) 
S
 
=
where K propagation constant
 
v = aircraft velocity
 
By the final value theorem and equation (3) the steady state error 
is Ky s 2 
Pss = limsE(s) = lir s 2 = 0 (58) 
s --.0 s 0 s (t+B) 
where Pss = steady state phase error.
 
Thus there is no steady state error in the loop for an aircraft flying at a
 
constant velocity toward or away from a transmitter.
 
If the aircraft is accelerating directly away from the transmitter 
the input phase is 
t2=Ka 
Pi(t) - 2 (59) 
and 
=
Pi(s) Ka (60) 
S 
where a = aircraft acceleration. 
Again using (3) and the final value theorem 
= s KaPss lim s2( 
(s + B)2 B2 (61)s 1 0 s 
The steady state error in time is 
Pss a 
cB2
S 27r f (62) 
where 5t = steady state time error (p s) 
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a = acceleration 	of the'aircraft (m/sec2 
c = velocity of light = 300 m/p s
 
B = receiver constant (rad/sec)
 
In this analysis it has been assumed that the aircraft is either flying 
toward or away from a single transmitter. In.reality an aircraft cannot fly 
toward or from all transmitters. The motion of the aircraft flying at a constant 
velocity in some direction other than a radial to the transmitter produces an 
angular acceleration of the aircraft with respect to the transmitter. This can be 
shown in the following analysis. 
Figure F-9 Aircraft Flight Path 
A do B 
dm (din = 	 closest approach to 
transmitter) 
C transmitter 
Referring to Fig. F-9 , let the aircraft be at.point A at timre = 0 and 
flying toward Bat a velocity v. Hence the distance d can be expressed as 
a function of time as 
d2 = dm2 + (do - vt)2 (63) 
It is desired to find the maximum acceleration of d toward the transmitter 
at C. 
dd = -v(do - vt)

dc + 2 2 
 (64) 
dd + 3dd =0 
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The maximum acceleration occurs when d = 0. From the equation for d 
it is obvious that either d or d have to be zero for this to occur. However, 
if d = 0 this is certainly not a maximum acceleration. Thus, for d = 0 the 
= dmside of the triangle AB = do - nt 0 and d = . Hence
 
2
d max-v dm (65) 
Thus a high speed aircraft that flies close to a hyperbolic transmitter can 
experience large time errors due to the angular acceleration of the aircraft
 
with respect to the transmitter. This error is
 
2 
St - v (66) 
dm c B2 
where
 
St = time error (ps)
 
dm = distance of closest approach to the transmitter (km) 
v = velocity of aircraft (km/sec) 
c = speed of light (0.3 km/ps) 
B = receiver constant (rad/sec) 
F.3 DIFFERENTIAL TIME DIFFERENCE SYSTEM 
The analyses of Section F.2 indicate that the 
predictability errors exceed the repeatability errors by a substantial 
amount. A calibration of the TD system at known locations in the 
coverage area could significantly reduce the predictability error 
content of the total error in position. An analysis of the error improve­
ment as a result of applying a calibration procedure is presented in 
Section F.3.3. 
An operational application of such a system could provide 
improved time difference accuracy in the vicinity of a terminal. A 
signal flow diagram of a candidate system is shown in Figure F-10. 
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AIIRPORFERENCESLAVE A RPORT REEI 
COMPARISON TIME LOCATCOPRO DIFFERENCE LOCATION 
TERMINAL AREA RECEIVER 
LIK 
LMASTER 
AIRCRAFT 
SLAVE A/C A/C COMPUTER A/C
R COMPUTER ALGORITHM DISPLAY 
MONITOR STATION 
Figure F-10. Differential Time Difference System 
The basic TD system is utilized in the nominal operating mode by the
 
user aircraft. The TD signals are also received by a stationary terminal
 
area receiver. The received time differences are then compared to a
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standard pair of time differbnces cs derived from the receiver 
location and the propagation model. The difference of the observed 
measurements from the standard measurements are then a differential 
time difference (DTD). The DTDs are then sent to the aircraft via 
a communication link, whereupon they are,decoded and added to the 
observed readings on the aircraft. 
F.3. 1 Merits of DTD Systems 
The basic function of the DTD system is to eliminate or 
substantially reduce the error in a time difference system. The DTD 
system performs this function without interfering with the operation 
of the basic TD system. Thus all the operational advantages of a 
TD system are retained, 'and increased accuracy is achieved for 
highly correlated errors as demonstrated in Section F.3.3. 
F.3.2 Drawbacks -of DTD Systems 
The use of a DTD system does not come without penalty, 
however. These penalties are: 
- (1) uncoh-elated errors are increased 
(2) more equipment is necessary 
(3) - location-of terminal area receiver can increase error 
(4) increased accuracy in local area only 
The analysis in Appendix F, Section F.3.3.1, demonstrates that there 
is no reduction in the DTD system error from the TD unless the correlation 
exceeds 0.5 and, in fact, if all errors are untcorrelated, the error 
increases by 41%. Thus the correlation of errors'is very important. 
The -correlation coefficieht in.Section F.3.3. is the spatial autocorrela­
tion function of the TD errors. It is analogous to the time autocor­
relation function found in the theory of stochastic processes. Its 
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mathematical definition is in normalized form 
p(d) - E[T(do) T(do+d)](p [d)do2 ] (67) 
E[T(do) 2I 
where T = time reasurement
 
do = calibration poinf
 
d = distance from do
 
and E represents averaging.
 
The DTD system requires additional equipment to operate. All 
of the nominal TD equipment is used plus the following equipment for 
each installation: 
(1) ground based TD receiver 
(2) ground support equipment 
(3) TD comparison and digitizer 
(4) data link 
In addition, the user aircraft that has an onboard computer must have 
receiving equipment to receive the DTD signals and incorporate the 
signals into his PF solution. N6 difference in opetating procedure or 
equipment is required for a user who i' obtaining his navigation data 
from a ground based computer and. data link. The ground computer inserts 
the DTD signal into this user's PF solution. 
If the terminal area'receiver is located near a phase anomaly, 
a- negative value of the spatial correlation function may occur. This 
would increase rather than reduce errors.- Thus careful calibration of 
the ground based site is required. 
The DTD concept will usually produce.error reduction in a local 
area only. Experience with Differential Omega has indicated propagation 
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errors are correlated at ranges of 130 nmi [ Ref 82 ]. Volz 
[Ref 92 1has produced some results that show that phase anomalies 
of Decca in a mountainous region are correlated out to a distance 
of approximately 12.5 km. Errors in the shape of the geoid may be 
correlated out to a range of several hundred miles. 
The following results are based upon the results of Tables F-I thru F-IV 
and equation (14) from Section F.3.3.The predictability errors are assumed 
to have the following normalized spatial autocorrelation function: 
p(d) = 1 -d/do ford S do (68) 
= 0 for d > do 
where
 
100 miles for VLF propagation errors
 
do = 10 miles for LF propagation errors
 
1000 miles for geodetic errors
 
The DTD system errors are presented in Tables F-V thru F-VIII and shown in 
Figure F-1I and F-12. The errors are no doubt somewhat greater in most cases 
than would be expected. However, it should be remembered that '!vorst 
case values for all of the error sources were chosen. In addition, error 
sources such as transmitter location and oblate earth were included in 
the error analysis to represent operational problems that could exist at 
the beginning of a program. Several such error sources could be reduced 
through operational use leading to a calibration of'the system. 
Some of the correlation distances used in Tables-F-V thru F-VIII are 
crude estimates. The prime use should be to indicate that the DTD 
concept is capable of error reduction. Some amount of data is being 
gathered on Differential Omega which is a DTD system. The results are 
promising and definitely more optimistic than the errors shown in Table F-V. 
However, much needed studies and experiments are required before the 
DTD concept can be validated. 
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TABLE F-V 
DTD/VLF/CW SYSTEM ERROR 
Correlation Time Diff Location I- Location 2** 
Distance (mi) (ps) (ung) (nmi) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0 0 71 0.12 0.12 
Atmospheric Noise - Location I 0 2.83 0 46 
Atmospheric Noise - Location 2 0 8.49 1.38 
Acceleration Error - 1/16g 0 2.12 0 34 
PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Diurnal Phase Shift 
Uncorrected 100 0 707/mile 0. 114/mile 0 114/mile 
Night Corrected 100 0.255/mile 0.041/mile 0.041/mle 
Day Corrected 100 0.127/mile 0.021/mile 0.021/mile 
Transition Corrected 100 0. 170/mile 0.028/mile 0.028/mile 
Oblate Earth - Location 1 1000 0.0001/mile 
Oblate Earth - Location 2 1000 0.084 
Station Location 1000 
Phase Anomalies (SID) 100 0 707/mile 0.114/mile 0. 1 14/mile 
POSITION ERRORS: CONSTANT 0 58 1.42 
GRADIENT - No SID (Night) 0.041/mile 0.041/mile 
SID 0.120/mile 0.120/mile 
*Location 1 - D = 3000 lnm
-cLocation 2 - D = 6000 nmi 
TABLE F-VIDTD/LF/CW SYSTEM ERROR 
Correlation Time Dff Location 1- Location 2** 
Distance (ml) (Vs) (ft) (ft) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS I
 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0 0.028 
 42 126 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% 0 0.000ID 21 126 
Aircraft Maneuvers - 1/169 0 0.001 I 5/mile 4.5 
Skywave Contamination - Day 10 0 0oI1D 16.8/mile 100.8/mile 
Sk-ywave Contamination - Night 10 0.0046D 69 0/mile 415.8/mile 
Atmospheric Refraction 10 0.014 2. I/mile 6.3/mile 
Chain Synchronization 10 0.014 2 1/mile 6.3/mile 
PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Velocity of Propagation 10 0.566 85.9/mile 254.7/mile 
Aircraft Altitude 0 3.5H2/D 0 
Terrain Anomalies 10 0.42 63.0/mile 189.0/mile 
Conductivity Variations 10 0.21 31.5/mile 94.5/mile 
Oblate Spheroid 1000 0.0O01 D-
POSITION ERRORS: CONSTANT 46.98 178 53 
GRADIENT - Doy> 112.389/mile 346.08/mile 
Night 130.805/mile 531.51/mile 
D = Average Distance to Source in Miles
 
H = Aircraft Altitude in Miles
 
* = Center of Coverage Area
 
**= Fringe of Coverage Area
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TABLE F-VII 
DTD/LF PULSED SYSTEM ERROR 
(4 MW TRANSMITTER) 
Correlation Time Diff Location 1* Location 2* 
Distance (mi) ( s) (ft) (Ft) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0 0.028 42 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 1 0 0.034 51 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 2 0 0,283 1274 
Aircraft Maneuvers - 1/16g 0 0.009 13.5 40.5 
Skywave Contamination - Day 10 0 0 
Skywave Contamination - Night 10 0 0 0 
Atmospheric Refraction 10 0.014 2. 1/mile 6.3/mile 
Chain Synchronization 10 0.014 2.1/mile 6.3/mile 
PREDICTABILITY ERRORS 
Velocity of Propagation To 0.566 84.9/mile 254.7/mile 
Aircraft Altitude 0 3.5H2/D 0 0 
Terrain Anomalies 10 0.424 63.6/mile 190.8/mile 
Conductivity Variations 10 0.212 31.8/mile 95.4/mile 
Oblate Spheroid 1000 0.OgOID -
POSITION ERRORS: 	 CONSTANT 67.4 1300.8 
GRADIENT 110.8/mile 332.7/mite 
D = Average Distance to Source in Miles 
H = Aircraft Attitude in Miles 
* = Center of Coverage Area 
** = Fringe of Coverage Area 
TABLE VIII 
DTD/LF. PULSED SYSTEM ERROR 
(250 KW TRANSMITTER) 
Correlation Time Diff Location I* Location 2"* 
Distance (mi) (ps) (ft) (ft) 
REPEATABILITY ERRORS 
Resolution and Receiver Noise 0 0.028 42 126 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Lao I 0 0.136 204 
Atmospheric Noise - 99% - Loc. 2 0 1.132 5094 
Aircraft Maseuvers - 1/16g 0 0.009 13.5 40.5 
Skywave Contamination - Day 10 0 0 0 
Skywave Contamination - Night 10 0 0 0 
Atmospheric Refraction 10 0.014 2. 1/mile 6.3/mile 
Chain Synchronization 
0 REDICTABILITY ERRORS 
10 0.014 2. 1/mile 6.3/mile 
Velocity of Propagation 10 0.566 84 9/mile "254 7/mile 
Aircraft A] titude 0 3.5K-2/1 0 0 
Terrain Anomalies 10 0.424 63.6/mile 190.8/mite 
Conductivity Variations 10 0.212 31.8/mile 95.4/mile 
Oblate Spheroid 1000 0.0001D -
POSITION ERRORS: 	 CONSTANT 208.7 	 5095.7 
3GRADIENT 	 110.8/mile 32.7/mile 
D = Average Distance to Source in Miles 
H = Aircraft Altitude in Miles 
* = Center of Coverage Area 
*4= Fringe of Coverage Area 
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Figure F-12. DTD/LF System Errors 
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F.3.3 Differential Time Difference Error Analysis 
F. 3.3.1 DTD Error 
Let the error in a PF system be 
dP = GdT 
dP = position error vector 
G= transformation matrix 
dT = TD- errors 
such that at points P1 and P2 
dP1 = GI dT1 (69) 
dP2 = G2 dT2 
The differential error is 
AP = dP1 -dP 2 = GldTI - G2dT2 
(70) 
(71) 
and the mean square value of the differential 
E(ApT = G IE(dTIdTI G 1 
+ G 2E 2(dT2dTTi G2T 
error is 
(72) 
- G 1E(dT IdT2 T)G 2 T 
- 'G2E(T2dTT2 T) G 1 T 
Assume that for P1 and P2 close together' 
G1 =G 2 =G 
E(dTdTIT) = E(dT2dT2T) = RT(0) (73) 
* Superscript T indicates a transposed matrix. 
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where RT(d) = spatial autocorrelation function of the 
errors at do and do +d. 
assume 	Rt(d) has two components: 
R p (d) which is the predictability component; 
R,(d) which is the repeatability component;r 
and further assume 
R.(d) = 0 d / 0 (74) 
r 
=Rp(d) = p(d)Rp (0) p (d) a scalar (75) 
hence the repeatability errors are not correlated as a function of 
distance. 
From the above assumptions, the mean square error of AP is: 
E(APAP ) 2G Rr(0 ) GT + 2G (o) GT 
- 2p(d)GRp(a) GT 	 (76) 
If the base vectors for the position error vector are chosen to be 
orthogonal, the mean square value of the radial error is the trace of 
the mean square error matrix. 
Let 	 Arms = rms radial error of AP 
drms = rms radial error of repeatable error 
Drms = rms radial error of predictable error 
then from (15) 
Arms 2 2drms2 + 2Drms 2 - 2p(d) Drms2 (77) 
Now let the predictable error be 
Drms = Q drms (78) 
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The total error before applying differential time difference was 
DDrms 2 = drms2 + Drms 2 = (1 + Q2) drms2 (79) 
and (16) can be written 
Arms (2 + 2 p=p (d)]Q2 ) drms2 (80) 
hence the ratio of the differential time difference error to the 
original time difference error is 
Arms 2( 1 [ 1 -	 p (d)] Q2) 
DDrms 
-
1 + Q 2 
This ratio is plotted in Figure F-13.
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Figure F-13. DTD Improvement 
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F.4 NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
The feasibility of navigation for ships and position fixing 
for survey purposes from satellites has been demonstrated by the 
Navy Navigation Satellite System and Geodetic Secor respectively. 
The development of a navigation satellite system for aviation has 
been proposed by several companies. The projected operational 
features of a time-difference satellite navigation system such as 
the TRW NAVSTAR concept [Ref 521 are evaluated with respect'to the navi­
gation requirements of the 1975-85 time period. 
F.4.1 Summary 
Time difference navigation satellite systems have the 
potential to provide navigation information to aircraft users. The 
principle merits of navigation satellites are: 
(1) Continuous world-wide coverage potential 
(2) Coverage at all aircraft altitudes 
(3) Minimal propagation errors 
(4) High accuracy potential 
(5) Ability to meet the operational requirements 
of the advanced navigation/ATC system of 
the 1975-85 time period 
However, some important deficiencies are apparent in the TD 
navigation satellite system. Some of the major deficiencies are­
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(1) 	 Onboard computer required for "self contained" 
position determination and guidance computations 
(2) 	 Data link required for users with no onboard 
computer 
(3) 	 Ground computers are needed to solve navigation 
and guidance equations for data link users 
(4) 	 Ground based tracking stations are required to 
derive satellite positions 
(5) 	 Expensive airborne receiving equipment required 
to-receive TD signals 
F.4.2 Advanced System Requirements 
A time difference navigation satellite system similar in 
concept to the NAVSTAR system as proposed by TRW can satisfy 
most of the operational and accuracy requirements of an advanced 
navigation system for use in the 1975-85 time period, subject to 
one of the following constraints: 
(1) 	 An onboard computer is used to solve the 
position fix equations and derive guidance 
information from present position and desired 
track. 
(2) 	 A data link is available to transmit satellite 
TD information to a ground computer for proces­
sing into aircraft guidance information 'from 
present position and desired track. 
The 'TDnavigation satellite and the onboard or ground based computer 
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can satisfy the following requirements: 
(1) non-saturable 
(2) minimize navigation frequency channels 
(3) line-of-sight independent 
(4) area coverage 
(5) real time operation 
(6) all weather capability 
(7) time independent 
(8) flexible to ATC route structure/vectoring 
(9) map reference 
(10) common output format 
(1) growth oriented 
(12) adaptive flight path capability 
(13) generate ATC surveillance data 
(14) compatible with onboard information needs 
In addition, the TD navigation satellite system can satisfy the 
accuracy requirements for the following flight phase: 
(1) climb-out 
(2) enroute-low altitude 
(3) enroute-high altitude 
(4) arrival 
(5) descent 
(6) approach 
The lateral accuracy of a differential time difference satellite 
navigation system could marginally meet the horizontal accuracy 
requirements of a Category I and II landing system. 
The most outstanding deficiencies of TD navigation satellite 
systems are the requirements for onboard or ground-based computers, 
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ground-based tracking systems, data links and expensive aircraft 
receiving equipment. 
F.4-.3 NAV SAT User Saturation 
If the navigation-ATC system evaluated in this study were to be 
implemented using NAV SAT as the external navigation aid, allowance 
would have to be made through reduction of frequency of update to pre­
vent saturation of the data link. In particular, a requirement for control 
of all VFR as well as IFR traffic would result in all GAl and GA2 aircraft, 
the users who typically have minimal equipment, demanding navigation 
and communications assistance. This in turn will affect the ability of the 
system to supply real time surveillance information with which to maintain 
the aircraft within its assigned space. A parametric relationship has been 
developed which relates cross track error, frequency of update and poten-. 
tial number of users. Two assumptions were made about the dvionics fit of 
GA aircraft: (1) the GAl and GA2 do not have accurate dead reckoning 
subsystems; and (2) the GAl and GA2 do not have dead reckoning sub­
systems at all. 
Figure F-14 shows the results. For any amount of track keeping 
error up to 20, the frequency of fixing, track separation and number of 
users is given in Table F-15. The results indicate the following: 
I nmi cross track error 
48 sec update 
4,600 users 
If 100 is the maximum heading error, then:
 
I nmi cross track error
 
96 sec update
 
.9,000 users 
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Many navigation satellite systems have 
been proposed by 
several companies. Several types of 
position fix measurements 
utilizing satellites 
are possible, and an 
infinite number of 
orbital 
configurations for the satellites can be postulated. However, the 
requirements for the navigation system for the 1975-85 time period 
are more compatible with some systems than with others. 
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F.4.4. 1 Measurement Types 
Several types of measurements for position fixing purposes 
can be made from satellites. Each measurement defines a surface­
of-position (SOP). The intersection of three surfaces of position 
defines the user's position. One SOP that is commonly used is the 
user's altitude above mean sea level. This SOP is approximately a 
sphere about earth's geocenter and the earth radius plus the aircraft's 
altitude as the radius. Two other SOPs derived from satellite or 
ground based data can fix the user's position. Some of the more 
common measurements and their associated SOPs are: 
Measurement SOP 
range sphere 
range sum sphere or ellipsoid of revolution 
range difference hyperboloid of revolution 
interferometer angle cone 
plane angle plane 
doppler cone or hyperboloid of revolution 
F.4.4.2 Candidate Advanced Navigation- System 
The time difference navigation satellite systems possess 
several of the desirable features for an advanced navigation system. 
The users can remain passive (i.e. receive signals only), thus reducing 
the number of frequency channels required for navigation. This is an 
advantage over the range sum system. Some of the disadvantages of 
other measurement types are presented, Range systems either require 
accurate onboard time standards (one part in 10 1) or three measure­
ments are required to solve for the clock error. This then becomes 
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very similar to the range difference system. The angular systems 
require extremely accurate attitude control of the spacecraft 
( p.; ra d -for 100 ft accuracy at synchronous satellite altitude). 
The doppler systems require very precise knowledge of the user's 
velocity vector for accurate positron fixing. Accurate position 
data for the satellite is necessary in addition to all of these above 
requirements. 
The synchronous satellites are a popular choice for proposed 
navigation systems because the system can be built in modular form 
starting with only four satellites and because low tracking rates are 
required. Four satellites could provide the entire continental U. S. 
with continuous coverage. 
If such a system is to achieve world-wide coverage potential, 
the satellite orbital planes must be inclined with respect to the equa­
tor to remove geometric singularities in the equatorial regions of the 
earth. The satellite subpoints trace the familiar figure eight on the 
earth's surface. 
F.4.4.3 Tracking Requirements 
The user must know the position of the satellites in order to 
produce his position fix. Thus tracking stations and data links are 
required to furnish the user with satellite position data or an ephemeris 
of the satellites must be stored aboard the aircraft. 
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F.4.4.4 NAVSTAR Satellite Navigation Concept 
A satellite navigation concept called NAVSTAR which was 
designed by TRW meets all of the previous requirements. It is used 
as a design point advanced satellite navigation system. An exten­
sive system description of NAVSTAR is presented in reference 52. 
F.4.4.5 Information Requirements 
An information flow diagram is shown in Figures F-15 and F-16. 
Figure F-15 depicts the system for the user with an onboard computer. 
Figure F-16 pertains to the user with a data link to a ground based 
computer. L-band signal frequencies are used throughout the system 
for satellite navigation and communication functions. VHF signals 
are used for the air to ground data links. 
The position fix equations require a computer to convert the 
time difference measurements into useful guidance information for 
the pilot. The computer can be programmed to calculate guidance 
information such as along track and cross track deviation from the 
flight path, distance and course to the next waypoint and ETA pre­
dictions for the waypoints. 
F.4.5 Error Sources 
The satellite navigation systems have better propagation 
conditions than do the ground based TD systems. However, the trans­
mitters are non-stationary, which introduces satellite position errors 
as an error source. 
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F.4.5.1 Propagation Errors 
Navigation satellite systems overcome some propagation 
anomalies that occur in all ground based navigation and position 
fixing systems. The satellite signals travel in a line of sight (LOS) 
path between the satellite and the user so that ground anomalies 
do not interfere with the propagation. However, some propagation 
anomalies do occur, such as: 
(1) Ionospheric refraction 
(2) Atmospheric refraction 
(3) Multipath reflection 
In order to reduce atmospheric drag and prolong the satellite 
orbital lifetime for any satellite navigation concept, the satellites 
are inserted in an orbit that is higher than the earth's atmosphere. 
Thus the satellite signals have to pierce the earth's ionosphere and 
troposphere layers. The effect of these layers is to retard the signal, 
thus producing a slower velocity of propagation of the signal. The 
ionospheric retardation is inversely proportional to the square of the 
transmitted signal frequency. Thus higher frequencies are desirable 
to reduce this phenomena. The TRW-NAVSTAR system error analysis 
[Ref 52 ] uses a figure of 56 feet as the uncorrected ionospheric error 
retardation for an L-band signal at 100 elevation to the earth. The 
uncorrected tropospheric retardation error is given as 46 feet for a 
100 elevation angle. 
The multipath error is due to signals being reflected from the 
earth or other objects and then being received by the antenna. This 
effect is shown in Figure F-17. 
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SIGNAL
~DIRECT 
Figure F-17. Multipath Geometry 
Multipath reception can be redUced or eliminated by using directive 
antennas. This is possible for ground tracking stations. However, 
directive antennas are not practical for the user aircraft due to the 
necessity of receiving signals from several satellites for all aircraft 
headings. An error in range of 45 feet was attributed to the multi­
path effect by TRW. 
F.4.5.2 Satellite Position Errori 
The use of satellites can significantly reduce the propagation 
errors, but a new source of error is introduced. The transmitting 
stations are no longer stationary with respect to the earth. Even the 
geostationary satellites in the 24-hour equatorial orbits are not truly 
stationary. Tracking stations are required to locate the satellites' 
positions. This information must be relayed to the user aircraft if 
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precision position fixing is desired. The TRW study indicates that 
satellite location errors contribute a 10 to 100 ft increase in the 
position fixing ability of the NAVSTAR satellite system. 
F.4.5.3 Other Error Sources 
The receiver and satellite oscillator are two pieces of 
equipment that can contribute errors to the system. From [ 52], 
some of these error sources produce range errors as follows: 
(1) Receiver noise (14 ft) 
(2) Resolution (10 ft) 
(3) Receiver drift (17 ft). 
The total rms error contribution for the receiver is less than 25 ft. 
The satellite oscillators tend to drift slowly with time. This 
drift and the drift rate can be calculated from ground station tracking 
data. A range error of 9.2 feet for oscillator drift error was presented 
by TRW. 
A final error source that is considered is the altitude error of 
the aircraft. If the surface-of-position of the satellite TD measurements 
were perpendicular to the earth's surface, the altitude error would 
not contribute to the position error. However, since these SOPs are 
hyperboloids and not perpendicular planes, there is a small error 
introduced into the position fix. The effect is greatest at high lati­
tudes in the NAVSTAR system. 
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F.4.5.4 Geometric Effects and Total Error 
The range uncertainties are magnified due to the geometric 
effect called GDOP (geometric dilution of precision). A range 
uncertainty in the NAVSTAR system of 50 ft produces the following 
results: 
Latitude Position Error (95%) 
0-500 < 250 ft
 
50-700 < 600 ft 
At higher latitudes than 700 there are a few locations where no 
PF information is available due to an insufficient number of visible 
satellites. 
F.5 DIFFERENTIAL TIME DIFFERENCE NAV SAT 
A study of several relative error calibration schemes was 
undertaken by TRW in the NAVSTAR system design. One of the very 
interesting aspects is the mode 2 calibration technique. This concept 
is very similar to that discussed in the differential time difference 
discussion in section F.3 . A computer simulation of this technique 
indicated that the effect of satellite position errors could be elimi­
nated as a source of error over a large area. At the calibration site 
there were no relative errors due to satellite errors. The relative 
error 1200 nmi north of the clibration point was only 2 feet greater 
than the error at that point prior to including satellite position errors. 
A similar concept was studied by Casserly, Filkins and Hall [Ref73] 
indicated that more than 85% of the satellite position error could be 
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removed by a compensation scheme at a distance of over 1800 nmi 
(300 in latitude). These results are quite compatible with the TRW 
resu Its. 
F.6 RADIO-INERTIAL HYBRID SYSTEMS 
Radio-inertial hybrid navigation systems incorporate the best features of 
each subsystem to produce a "best" estimate of present position and to aid the radio 
system in tracking the time signals with narrow bandwidth phase locked loops. Inertial 
systems are subject to gyro drift errors and misalignment errors of the inertial platform. 
The misalignment errors produce undamped oscillations of'the platform at the Schuler 
frequency (84 minute period). 
The radio TD system is subject to atmospheric noise errors, dynamic errors 
and terrain anomaly errors. Narrow tracking loop bandwidths are required to reduce the 
atmospheric noise errors. However, from equation (13)'in Section F.2.4, it can be seen 
that narrow bandwidths produce large dynamic errors. 
The use of a radio-inertial hybrid can permit a dynamically exact system to 
be designed such that the trac king loop bandwidth of the radio TD system can be made 
sufficiently narrow to track noisy signals. The resulting position error does not contain 
acceleration or velocity dependent terms, atmospheric, noise errors are made smaller, and 
tracking in high noise to signal ratio areas is possible. 
F.6.1 Summary 
A single axis-single channel radio-inertial hybrid navigation system is 
analyzed and found to be dynamically exact. Thus the performance of the system is inde­
pendent of the dynamics of the aircraft. 
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The radio-inertial system removes the ramp error due to gyro drift rate that 
is present in the pure inertial system. However, oscillating position errors still exist. A 
radio-inertial combination operating at 100 kHi is analyzed. A pulse repetition frequency 
of 100 pulses per second and a receiver constant of 0.04 rad/sec are assumed. The range 
error in the hybrid system for large noise to signal ratios is found to be: 
Error Source Range Error 
Atmospheric noise 64 ft
 
Accelerometer bias (10- 4 g) 2 ft
 
Gyro drift rate (0. 1/hr) 8 ft
 
The oscillatory errors from the accelerometer bias and the gyro drift rate can 
be damped by providing damping signals from an optimal or suboptimal filter to aid in 
leveling the inertial platform. 
F.6.2 Mathematical Models 
Small signal mathematical models are presented for a single axis inertial 
system and a single channel tracking loop of a TD receiver. The two subsystems are 
connected to demonstrate the dynamic independence of the output. 
F.6.2.1 Inertial System- Single Ais 
A single channel representation of the local leveling loop of an inertial 
platform is shown in Figure F-18. The position output is related to the true position Pand 
the error sources by: 
a (s)
Q(s) P(s)+ g ) (82) 
s s(s +0) 
where 0 := R = Schuler frequency (8?) 
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a
Internal to A/CExternal to A/C 
2Q 
= Laplace operator
 
P Position Input g
 
Q= Inertial Platform Output Position
 
V = Inertial Platformn Output Velocity
 
Ra= Earth Radius
 
g = Gravitation Constant (32.2 ft/sec2 )
 
e= Accelerometer Errors
 
sg= Gyro Drift Rote Error
 
'Figure F-18. Single Axis Inertial Platform Position Output 
A step input in accelerometer error e6a and the gyro drift rates t g produce the following 
output errors: 
Et) = Q(t) - P(t) - (84) 
Thus the position error due to a constant accelerometer error is an undamped oscilltion 
while the error due to a constant drift rate increases linearly with time. 
F.6.2.2 TD Receiver - Single Channel 
The phase locked tracking loop is analyzed in Section F.2.4. However, the 
benefits of rate aiding are not discussed in the appendix. 
Assume that the phase detection loop of the TD receiver is a critically 
damped, Type 2 feedback control system with a velocity aid input from the inertial plat­
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form of Figure F-18. Since the radio TD system operates in TD coordinates and the inertial 
platform operates in local vertical, east, north coordinates, a transformation of coordinates 
by an onboard computer is assumed. The velocity aided phase locked loop is shown in 
Figure F-19. 
The output of the radio tracking loop is: 
(2Bs'IB2) +s2 e a -gseg (85) 
+ 2 ) ( s + B) 2 Pr(s) = Ps) + en(s) +B) + (s2 n
The atmospheric noise error is random and is often simulated by white noise. In Appendix 
A the phase error in the phase locked loop is found in equation ( 1la) for a pulse receiver: 
2 5 2 
Up = 5 (BY,)a0 (86) 
For high noise to signal ratios, the phase error 0 is a random variable that is uniformly 
distributed from --i to 'r radians. 
n sT -
FromnInertial Platform 
and Computer 
T: PP 
s = Laplace operator 
T = coordinate transformation matrix 
B = receiver constant 
P = Position input 
Pr= Radio-inertial system output 
Figure F-19. Inertially Aided TD Receiver Tracking Loop 
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In this case... 
X(87) 
and the standard deviation of the corresponding range error is 
_311 C B 
ad T_r ft (88) 
where B = receiver constant 
fc = 1/y = pulse repetition frequency 
f = carrier frequencyo(MHz) 
For a 100 kHz and a pulse repetition rate of 100 pulses per second 
ad = 318FB- ft 
A contemporary Loran C receiver uses a receiver constant of 
• -1 
B = 1/25 sec 
hence the resulting range error due to atmospheric noise is 
a d = 64 ft 
The accelerometer and gyro drift errors are approximated by step functions 
of magnitude 10- 4g and 0.10/hr respectively. The response of the radio inertial combi­
nation to a step in acceleration error of magnitude c a is 
Ea(t)= ra cos 2t + 20 sin Qt - (1 + Bt)e -Bt (89)a -

B
 
The first two terms are undamped sinusoids and the third term is a decreasing exponential. 
The peak range error due to accelerometer bias is 
Ea = ea/B = 2ft (90) 
A step function in the gyro drift rate error of e rad/sec produces a rangeg 
error of: 
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E (t) = g 2cosQt+ Bn Qt + (2 + Bt)e-Bt (91)
39B (2fte 
The peak range error due to gyro drift rate is 
E -geg =-8 ftE 2 t (92) 
F.6.2.3 Other Configurations 
The system that was considered in the- previous paragraphs exerted no 
control on the inertial platform. A desirable feature of a hybrid system would permit 
signals from the radio system to damp the inertial platform. Sophisticated filter analysis 
can be applied to such a system to design a Kalman-Bucy filter, Wiener filter or a sim­
pler sub-optional filter. The signal flow of such a system is shown in Figure F-20. 
AIRCRAFT INE._I AL 
ACCELERATIONS PLATFORM 
RADIOOPTIMALSIGNALS RECEIVER TIFILTER 
Optimum Estimate of Position
4> A' Vector Information Flow
 
Figure F-20. Signal Flow Diagram for an Optimum Radio-inertial System 
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F.7 VOR/DME 
The Very High Frequency-Omnidirectional Radio Range/Distance Measuring 
Equipment (VOR/DME) position finding system is the prime navigation aid for all IFR 
flights in the United States at the present time. The VOR transmitter permits the user to 
measure magnetic bearing to the facility and the DME transponder allows the user to 
measure range to the transponder. The pilot flys along a constant bearing (line of position) 
with respect to the transmitter; hence the aircraft flies along radials to or from the station. 
Typically, six to ten radials from the transmitters are used for air routes. All transmitters 
and some radial intersections from two transmitters are called waypoints in this study and 
are often given coded names. All IFR air traffic is directed along these air routes; hence 
this operating procedure leads to congested air routes. 
Course line computers have been designed and developed to allow the user 
to fly off airways and still utilize the VOR/DME signals. Thus the user can select arbitrary 
waypoints and thereafter fly directly to this waypoint. This permits VOR/DME to be used 
in an area navigation mode. 
Several operating deficiencies and physical limitations of VOR/DME systems 
are presented in the following sections. 
F.7.1 Operational Summary 
A summary of operational VOR/DME deficiencies include: 
(1) 	 Gaps related to the cone of silence 
(2) 	 Inefficient use of airspace 
(3) 	 Line of Sight (LOS) limited 
(4) 	 Inaccurate position fix information and noncontinuous 
surveillance information for ATC 
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F.7.2 VOR/DME Coverage 
Frequency protection of VOR/DME'facilities can affect operational use of 
the systems by limiting the guaranteed range of reception. 
Protected Range of Reception 
VOR (H) 100 nmi above FL 450 
Cat.A VOR (H) 130 nmi to FL 450 
Cat. B 
VOR (L) 
VOR (T) 
40 nmi to FL 180 
25 nmi to 12,000 ft 
Definitions: 
VOR (H) High Altitude Enroute VOR 
VOR (L) Low Altitude Enroute VOR 
VOR (T) Terminal Area VOR 
The corresponding DME operational usage is given by the following altitude and inter­
ference free distances: 
39 nmi to 15,000 ft 
78 nmi from 15,000 to 30,000 ft 
156 nmi from 30,000 to 75,000 ft 
The signal generated by a VOR transmitter cqn not be received by aircraft 
in a conical region above the transmitter called the cone of silence. This produces a 
volume in which no VOR navigation data is available. The cone of silence above a VOR 
facility is defined by the maximum angle of elevation of signal with respect to the plane 
of the transmitter and is approximately 400; the dead zone in nautical miles above the 
antenna can therefore be defined as h cos 400 where h = altitude of the aircraft; e.g., 
for an aircraft at an altitude of 36,000 ft, 6 nm, the radius of the cone of silence would 
be 6 cos 400 = 4.6 nmi 
The cone of silence as a function of altitude is tabulated in Table F-IX. 
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Column 3, VOR Airways, states the diameter of a- cross section of the cone with respect 
to the altitudes indicated. Column 4 indicates the effect of utilizing a course line 
computer to parallel track at a distance of 5 nmi. At only one altitude, 50,000 ft, does 
the user enter the cone of silence. If the parallel is set at a distance equal to or greater 
than 7 nmi, the cone is missed completely for all altitudes up to 50,000 ft. 
TABLE F-IX 
VOR BLIND ZONES 
Altitude Cone of Silence 
ft VOR Airways Track offset = 5nmi Track offset > 7 nmi 
Low 5,000 1.2 5 nmi 0 0 
Altitude 15,000 3.80 nmi 0 0 
High 25,000 6.30 nmi 0 0 
Altitude 35,000 8.80 nmi 0 .0 
50,000 12.50 nmi 4.9 0 
The number of seconds an aircraft would remain within the cone of silence 
is illustrated below: 
CTOL Jet, 35,000 ft (480 kts) = 66 seconds 
VTOL at 25,000 ft (450"kts) = 50 seconds 
SST at 50,000 ft (1172 kts)= 38 seconds 
Terms of reference used with the VOR route structure are: 
(1) 	 Maximum Acceptable Altitude (MAA) for jet rodtes 
above FL 180 
(2) 	 Minimum Enroute Altitude (MEA) for the low altitude 
enroute structure, 2000 ft MSL to 18,000 ft 
(3) 	 Minimum Reception Altitude (MRA) for the low and 
high altitude enroute structure 
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(4) Minimum Obstruction Clearance Altitude (MOCA) 
for low altitude 
The MRA is particularly significant to the low altitude VOR route structure and terminal 
area control. Generally, in the densely populated terminal areas of the 1968 epoch, 
traffic is radar vectored by the controller utilizing SSR radar data; but if an area naviga­
tion system were utilized as the means to flow control, the MEA may become of significance. 
F.7.3 Minimum Enroute Altitude 
The MEA is selected to provide the pilot with information about safe height 
above terrain along the airway, and the altitude above which he is assured of receiving 
a signal free from restrictions to LOS. Use of an Area Na~igation System which derives 
its position information from VOR/DME could be compromised by a lack of knowledge on 
the part of the operator of the MEA for his area of operation; e.g., an attempt to operate 
into an airstrip located in a valley could place the receiver in a dead zone. Something 
of the variability of MEA at randomly selected places in the eastern U. S. is shown below. 
For the selected VOR radials in the New York, Cleveland, Philadelphia and 
Atlanta centers, the sample MEA average was: 
New York Area MEA = 2500 ft 
Philadelphia Area 
New Castle VOR MEA = 2000 ft 
West Chester VOR MEA = 2300 ft 
Pottstown VOR MEA = 2400 ft 
Pittsburgh Area 
Harrisburg VOR MEA = 3700 ft 
Johnstown VOR MEA = 4500 ft 
Cleveland VOR MEA = 3000 ft 
Atlanta VOR MEA = 2700 ft 
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F.7.4 Inefficient Use of the Available Airspace 
A comparison of the potential service which can be made of a VOR airway 
system to the service which can be provided by an area navigation system produces the 
following results. In the current route structure, eight to twelve radials per VOR trans­
mitter can be used for the definition of air routes. ATC constraints on cross track separa­
tion, altitude separation and number of users per flight level in the cone of silence reduces 
the number of potential air routes to 4 to 6 user radials. 
A convenient method of mathematically identifying the theoretical capacity 
of the airspace covered by a VOR station is typified by the following expression: 
Number of Users: N = 1+ (R Nr 	 (93)VAtr 
or N < ) +1 
-VAt 
where Atr > NrAt 
> 2sand Atr 
where 	 Nr = number of radials
 
R = horizontal distance to the station
 
s = dead zone distance (VOR cone of silence) 
V = aircraft speed 
At = desired longitudinal separation between aircraft 
Atr = a 	relationship expressing the system saturation constraint 
for handling traffic at VOR station. 
Then let Nr = 6, and let At = 3 min. 
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TABLE F-X
 
SYSTEM CAPACITY
 
Altitude VOR Airways Area Navigation 
ft No. of Users/ No. of Users/ 
Point Source Area Coverage 
Low 5,000 17 (4)** 20 
Altitude 15,000 24 (5) 28 
High 25,000 26 (5) 62 
Altitude 35,000 25 (5) 59 
50,000 11 (2) 26 
*Traffic handling constraint, one user in the cone of silence 
Assume the following user performance as a function of altitude: 
50,000 ft (1100 kts), 18.3 nmi/min 
35,000 ft (480 kts), 8 nmi/rnin 
25,000 ft (450 kts), 7.5 nmi/min 
15,000 ft (400 kts), 6.6 nmi/min 
5,000 ft (180 kts), 3 nmi/min 
Separations then are 54.9, 24, 22.5, 19.8 and 9 nmi respectively for the 3 minute time 
spearation requirement. The limitation of one user in the cone of silence per flight 
level increases the distance interval by six miles. Placing the latter traffic handling 
constraint on the system reduces capacity of the system as seen in the parenthesis of 
Table F-X. 
The potential number of users who can be serviced with an area navigation 
system is determined as follows: 
N= (1.4R 1) R 
N 2 + 1) ( R where d is lateral track separation (77) 
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A lateral separation criterion of 5 nmi is assumed for this analysis. While only minor 
increases in system capacity can be achieved in the low altitude structure, a very 
substantial payoff is realized from implementation of the area navigation system in the 
high 	altitude route structure. 
In the current ATC system, traffic operating in the high altitude route 
structure generally begins transition to a lower altitude when overhead a VOR station 
unless the aircraft is being vectored by a controller. This procedure significantly impedes 
flow of traffic, capacity of the system and precipitates uneconomic operation. If a change 
to an off airways or parallel route system is adopted, provision for climb and descent paths 
not on the airway should be included in the traffic control planning structure. 
It is concluded from the above analysis that: 
(1) 	 the present VOR air route system is relatively inefficient 
in its utilization of the airspace at all altitudes; 
(2) 	 the VOR air route system must either use a route structure 
which constrains the aircraft to a fixed path, or a greater 
tolerance in position accuracy must be allowed for off-airways 
operation. In the latter case, it would be necessary for one 
crew member to be continuously concerned with the navigation 
task, 
(3) 	 implementation of an area navigation system which utilizes 
computer processed VOR/DME information could significantly 
increase system capacity and thus bears serious consideration; 
(4) off-airways climb and descent paths must be considered. 
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F.7.5 Frequency Saturation 
The VOR stations operate in the VHF band from 112 to 118 MHz with 
channel separation of 100 kHz. To avoid frequency overlapping in some service regions, 
the band from 108 to 112 MHz is utilized. The use of 100 kHz channel separation 
provides 60 channels inthe 112-118 MHz band and 40 channels in the 108 to 112 MHz 
band. This latter set is assigned to ILS localizer freqeencies. Because of the large 
number of facilities which are required and the limited number of channels which are 
available, some overlap in frequencies is possible. 
F.7.6 Accuracy 
Present VOR/DME stations are designed and maintained to provide accuracy 
of bearing of+ 2* in-azimuth and an error in range not greater than 0.5 nmi of 3% of 
distance from the facility, whichever is the greater. The generally accepted identifica­
tion of the error contributors to position determination utilizing VOR/DME inputs is the 
RSS value of the following components: 
DME error + VOR bearing error + slant range correction 
DME error = maximum of 3% of DME (slant) range or 0.5 nmi 
VOR bearing error = DME range x sin 2* or .034 x DME range 
slant range error = R - [R 2 - Za2] 1/2 
where R= DME (slant) range 
Za = aircraft altitude 
Total Position error =' (DME error)2+ (.034R) 2+ (R- R2Za2 1/2 (96) 
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TABLE F-XI 
VOR/DME POSITION FIX ERROR SUMMARY 
PEVOR, nmi. (no PEvoR, nmi. 
altitude compensation) (with altitude compensation) 
Maximum Near Cone Maximum Near Cone 
VOR Operational of Silence Range of Silence 
Range 
Low 5,000 1.13 0.53 1.13 0.53 
Altitude 15,000 1.82 0.84 1.81 0.53 
High 25,000 4.54 1.95 4.53 0.60 
Altitude 35,000 4.54 1.95 4.53 0.60 
50,000 4.54 1.95 4.53 0.84 
These figures show that the error in position of the aircraft relative to the VOR/DME 
station is principally dependent upon distance from the facility. At high altitude, 
slant range to ground range compensation is not needed when the aircraft is at a rela­
tively great distance from the facility. However, when operating near the VOR stations, 
a failure to compensate for the altitude effect becomes a substantial part of the error 
budget. 
While the need for altitude compensation in an area navigation computer 
system might be'questioned for reasons of cost, say for the GAl and GA2 users, poten­
tially large errors introduced by the airborne data link into the ATC surveillance system 
could be unacceptable. 
LANDING AIDS SUMMARY 
Table F-XII presents a tabular correlation of present landing minima with 
approach and landing aid systems performance. Conventional landing aids include the 
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ILS, AILS and Precision Approach Radar (PAR) systems. It will be observed that ILS 
meets the requirements for CAT II landing; the AILS system, assuming availability of 
a suitable airborne computer algorithm in the Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS), 
gives promise of meeting CAT III landing requirements. The accuracy and feasibility 
of the AILS system is undergoing test at the FAA's NAEFEC facility. The other candidates 
listed below meet CAT IIminima. The DME and Radar Altimeter configuration is recom­
mended for VTOL landing. 
TABLE F-XII 
WEATHER MINIMUM CONDITIONS - SYSTEM POTENTIAL 
CAT I CAT 11 CAT 11 CATIII 
a b a 6 c 
RVR, ft. 2600 1600 1200 700 150 0 
Mi. Decision 200 200 100 0 0 0 
Height, ft. 
ILS X X X - - -
AILS X X X * * 
PAR X X 
DME & Radar Altimeter X X X 
Ground Based Scanning X X 
*With onboard processing and/or altimetery data, may be able to derive sufficiently 
accurate height information to meet IlIc criteria. 
F.8.1 Landing Aids
 
Aids to IFR landing include the following types. 
F.8.1.1 ILS 
The complete system consists of a VHF localizer (LOC) transmitting and 
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monitor unit (108 MHz to 112 MHz), a UHF glideslope (GS) transmitting and monitor 
unit (328.6 to 335.4 MHz), and VHF marker beacons (MB). All airports are not equipped 
with the glideslope mode; some utilize only the localizer channel. However, all FAA 
certified commercial carrier terminals do incorporate the glideslope localizer and MB 
transmitters. The coverage geometry of a typical null referenced ILS installation is 
shown in Figure F-21. This coverage and the system accuracy offer CAT II landing perfor­
mance. The transmitting system accuracy is: 
GS Receiver accuracy: 0.00050 la 
GS accuracy: 0.25' Ia, 0.25 mean, bend tests made at 
several air terminals disclosed an accuracy of 
+ 0.10. Utilization of vertical arrays and 
advanced narrow beam radars may permit achieve­
ment of the goal of 0.030 or 0.010 in areas where 
terrain does not create a problem 
LOC receiver channel: 0,0180 Ia 
LOC: 0.10 a ; with an improved monitor and an improved 
waveguide system, 0.010 is looked for. 
Stability and accuracy of the ILS beam is affected by'the conductivity 
characteristics of the surrounding terrain. Local conditions such as variations in moisture 
content of the ground, vegetation and multipath effects created by reflectors such as carp, 
large aircraft, structural obstructions or new construction can cause significant propagation 
anomalies. Generally, the glideslope is more sensitive to perturbations in the surrounding 
environment than is the localizer beam. 
The system outputs GS and LOC signals to the aircraft. The airborne system 
receives and processes the data and presents to the pilot flight path deviation information. 
Figure F-22 shows the information flow. 
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ILS Coverage Geometry AILS Coverage Geometry 
Azimalk 
Fixed Az 
-t 350 Elevation 
20,000 Elevation° 	 20,000202000GS $ 40 0 
<0,000 	 GS Active Scan1 ,000 Olto100 Az, cos 
I 	 .01 t I0 ° tol100, -30 
Beam scan cutoff in elev. 
10 20 30 
Range n mi 
Figure F-21. Landing System Geometry 
Runway GStrOCj(Y GS =0. 10 
!Lomaih ReLOC = . 10 
mi tterf 
Figure F-22. ILS Information Flow 
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F.8.1.2 AILS 
The Advanced ILS (AILS) system differs significantly from the ILS system. 
The guidance data to the pilot is derived from both air and ground information. The 
air derived data is distance to go to touchdown obtained from a DME channel. The 
ground derived information is azimuth and elevation angle, which is linked to the aircraft 
via a Ku band radar. A ground controller can in turn monitor progress of the flight by 
observing the radar return on an azimuth and elevation scope. System coverage is shown 
in Figure F-23. 
System Accuracy: 
DME range: max (100 ft or 1% R)for airborne interrogator 
GS: 0.030 la 
LOC: 0.010 encoding, total 0.030 ]o 
Antenna accuracy: 0.010
 
Two ground based, Ku band, antennas link azimuth and elevation information to the 
aircraft. The azimuth antenna and DME transponder are located on the centerline of the 
runway at the upwind end. A time delay keys the transponder to the vertical scanning 
antenna which is located 1,000 to 1,500 ft behind the intended touchdown point and offset 
from the runway centerline. Figure F-23 shows the information flow. 
DME transponder 
I RunaI nway i DME ,Rada 
AZ,ElevReeFlight Path 
"AP. 
Locahon I L Display 
Computer

A/C Track
 
Control Radar
 
Tower Range 
Figure F-23. AILS Information Flow
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Although this system offers more accurate information, it can be saturated, 
the number of approach paths is limited, and the system can service a single runway, only 
the physical location of the airborne antenna is technically different and service in a 
downtown metropolitan area for VTOL may not be feasible. 
F.8.1.3 Precision Approach Radar (PAR) 
Table 2 lists the characteristics of Precision Approach Radar, an x-band 
system which presents azimuth and elevation information on the operator's display. The 
aircraft transponder can be used to assist in identification. Command steering and altitude 
signals are voice linked to the aircraft. Category II landings can be effected with the 
PAR. The signal flow diagram is shown in Figure F-24. 
Runway IRunway f" * nI " Airframel 
pLocation z Voice 
- caCntonerJ Line 
El. l. zAz 
Display Dev Dev Display 
Figure F-24. PAR' 
The system is limited to control of one aircraft at a time, signal attenuation, loop delays 
and precision of pilot response to steering commands. 
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APPENDIX G 
PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT 
OF GA3 AND AIR CARRIER AIRCRAFT 
Appendix G presents the results of an analysis of pilot workload related to navigation 
management tasks for GA- 3 and aircarrier aircraft operating in the proposed advanced 
navigation/ATC system. 
Eight major tasks were identified for what is called the General (IFR controlled 
airspace) Mission and seven major tasks were listed for the Landing, Category 11(b) Weather 
Minima,mode of operation. They can be related to the overall pilot management task by 
referring to the Event Sequence Diagrams of Appendix A. The specific functions include: 
General Mission: 
(1) Set up system - initial, 
(2) Review current MET forecast, 
(3) Reprogram system ­ inf light, 
(4) Set surveillance link, 
(5) Acquire steering data, 
(6) Check flight plan status, 
(7) Update Meteorological forecast, and 
(8) Downlink ATC report. 
Landing, Category lb Minima: 
(1) Update Meteorological forecast, 
(2) Insert initial differential time difference, 
(3) Check flight plan status, 
(4) Prepare for Approach, 
(5) Reprogram inflight system, 
(6) Set surveillance link, 
(7) Acquire steering data. 
Ten navigation system configurations were subjected to evaluation. Table G-I 
relates system configuration to aircraft type and related mission. 
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TABLE G-I.
 
CANDIDATE SYSTEM USERS
 
System Use Class of User Aircraft 
VTOL VTOL-Helicopter STOL CTOL & GA3 SST 
vi Short Haul x 	 x x 
v2 	 Short Haul x x 
v3 	 Short Haul
 
Terminal Area x x x
 
Altitudes
 
v4 	 Long Haul x x 
v5 	 Short Haul x x 
v6 	 Short Haul
 
Terminal Area x x x
 
Altitudes
 
v7 	 Long Haul x x 
v8 	 Short/Long Haul x x x x x 
V9 Short Haul x x x x 
vl0 	 Short Haul* x x x 
*Air Taxi 
In all cases the airborne system was assumed to be operating in accordance with 
an established Flight Plan Reference while in the General Mission mode. The ground­
based ATC system was assumed to have the equivalent stored Flight Plan Reference. 
Wherever the equipment and related pilot tasks are identical in succeeding systems, the 
items are omitted and replaced with the comment "Repeat tasks of system vi ". System 
differences are summarized in Table G-l. Note that workload analysis for the approach and 
landing phase was completed for only four of the systems. 
Following the pages which list the tasks, operating times and utilization factors, is 
presented a brief description of the "straw-man" control -display used to evaluate pilot­
subject workload. It represents a synthesis of control-display systems currently available 
from a number of manufacturers. The C-D unit contains a number of new I/O modes 
found to be necessary for operation of sub-systems of the postulated advanced navigation/ 
ATC system. The operational procedures were specified in sufficient detail that a 
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reasonable assessment of piloftworkload could be completed. 
A control display unit for ahypothetical moving map display, again only repre­
sentative of currently available production systems, is described in the final paragraphs 
of this appendix. 
TABLE G-II 
SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND THEIR CANDIDATE SYSTEM UTILIZATION 
System Configurations in Which Used (v-series) 
"-  System Elements ' 1 2' 3 4 '5 6 7 8 9 10 
General Mission 
Low Frequency,Ground Based, 
Difference Receiver 
Time 
X X X x x 
*Air Data System x x - x -
Area Navigation & Guidance Computer x x x x x x x x x 
Air Carrier Control/Display Interface Unit x x x x x x x 
VHF Digital Data Link (Primary Comm.) x x x x x x x x x x 
VHF Voice Link (Secondary Comm.). x x x x x x x x x x 
Moving Map Display x x x- - I- - I x 
Doppler Radar (Ground Speed Only) x x x x x 
Inertial Navigation System (INS) x - -
NAV SAT UHF Receiver and Processor x x x - -
VOR NAV/Comm. Receiver x x -
DMF Receiver 
- I X -
Course Line Computer x 
Landing, Cat lib Minima 
Vertical Na'. Subroutine x x x x 
Precision DME x x x x 
Marker Beacon Receiver (MBR) x x -
Radar Altimeter x x x x 
FL Radar x x x x 
Inertial Navigator x -. x 7 
Doppler Radar System x x 
NAV SAT x x 
Differential Time Difference Reception x x 
Note: Omission of Air Data System refers to Velocity information only. 
G.I AIR CARRIER CONTROL DISPLAY UNIT 
Figure G-1 shows the layout of the air carrier control display unit assumed for 
the workload evaluaHon. The panel was configured solely as a straw- man device for 
use in assessing the navigatidr management tasks of the postulated advanced navigation/ 
traffic control system. It contains the modes, functions and data I/O capability required 
by the pilot for control'of the candidate navigation systems. 
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C 0 	 N]0E 
(ODIINSERTI INSERT INSERT IINSEXT) I M 
SUMQUU( 12I,]T[,]I 
CUD 
WIND	 ii:NDaA TK/GS10DST DIS/TIME LEG TRANSITION 
LWT TIM/ETA MAN AUTO 
PO TEST 
AUTOPILOT
,k 
AUG - F 	 1 2 
STAY " DR 2 
REF ID LEFT R&K Tu;LINSERT 
I TRACKRDY - D TOQFPO M 
Figure G.]. Aircarrier Control/Display Unit 
G.1.1 Modes of O2 eration 
(1) 	 Hold: a mode used in-flight for-flight plan status- check. Data output 
is fro en.whiJe internal computations continue. Selection of a func­
tion switch variable (WIND, TK/GS, DIS/rIME, etc.) reads out 
variables at the time "Hold" ii depressed. 
(2) Flight Plan Insert: a mode which permits magnetic tape, paper tape, 
or magnetic card read-in of flight plan. (Data link read-in is a 
desirable feature.) 
(3) 	 Limit Logic Insert: permits read-in of terminal area and enrout 
Limit Logic variables. 
(4) 	 Insert: keyboard or coded waypoint data is inserted by engaging 
this mode. 
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(5) Autopilot Insert: permits sequential insert of three autopilot way­
points. 
(6) 	 MMD: initiates moving map display operation. 
(7) 	 Leg Transition: Manual mode requires manual cycling of flight path 
legs; Auto mode engages automatic flight control system flight with 
automatic leg cycling. 
(8) 	 Navigation: PF mode uses NAV SAT r(or VOR/DME or GBTD); 
DR uses air data (or doppler, or INS). 
G .1 .2 Function Operation 
(1) Waypoint Insert: Set function switch on waypoint (WPT), set thumb­
wheel for waypoint identification (1, 2, 3 . . . 9); Option (1) ­
select coded waypoint (ZBY, HJG . . .), depress INSERT; 
Option (2) - select WP on coded waypoint, use keyboard insert, 
depress INSERT. 
(2) 	 Waypoint Change: Set thumbwheel for waypoint identification (1, 2, 
3, . . 9); Option (I) - select WP, insert keyboard data, depress 
INSERT; Option (2) - select coded waypoint, depress INSERT. 
(3) 	 Autopilot: Sets up three waypoints for track following with automatic 
flight control system; depress autopilot insert; Option (1) - select 
coded waypoint, depress WPT ID INSERT, depress WP 1; repeat 
through WP 2, WP 3; Option (2) - select waypoint code WP, set 
thumbwheel waypoint identification, depress WPT ID INSERT, depress 
WP 1; repeat for WP 2, WP 3; Option (3) - set waypoint code WP; 
enter keyboard waypoint, depress WP 1; repeat for WP 2, WP 3. 
(4) 	 Autopilot: Track offset engaged by depressing Autopilot Insert, 
selecting offset (1, 2, 5 nmi; right, left); TO used in normal 
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flight, FROM reverses waypoints (see Holding Pattern event sequence 
diagram, Appendix A). 
(5) 	 MMD: When engaged in the MMD mode, keyboard slews pens. 
(6) 	 Land Waypoint Insert: Set function switch to LWPT; waypoint 
read-in is the landing point sequence (LN1, LN2 . . 
Table 	G-III following, lists the functions switch variables. 
G.1 .3 Control/Display Unit Operation 
Pre- flight Phase 
The operator turns the mode selector to STANDBY. When the device has 
warmed up, the operator turns the mode selector to ALIGN, and the function selector 
switch to WP. The waypoint selector switch is turned to 0, and the coordinates of the 
waypoint are stored in the system by pressing the number buttons and then the insert 
TABLE G-II 
AIRCARRIER CONTROL/DISPLAY UNIT - FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 
Function Mode 
Selection Selection Right Display Left Display 
WIND NAV Reads wind speed in Kts. Reads wind direction w.r.t tre north. 
POSITION NAV Reads present Latitude of aircraft Reads present Longitude of aircraft 
DIS/TIME NAV Reads distance to go to waypoint Reads time to go to waypoint 
XTK/TKE NAV Reads X-Trock Deviation Reads difference w.r.t. true north of the 
actual track angle and the desired track 
angle of the aircraft 
TK/GS NAV Reads track angle w.r.t. true north Reads ground speed 
being made good 
HDG/DA NAV Shows aircraft heading w.r.t, true Reads difference between track angle 
north being made good and aircraft heading 
DSTK NAV Desired track w.r.t. true north INOPERATIVE 
STS 
TIME/ETA NAV Reads time 	 Reads estimated time of arrival, next waypoint 
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button. The waypoint selector switch is then incremented by 1, and the process is 
repeated until all the necessary waypoints have been inserted. A maximum of nine 
waypoints is generally sufficient for the majority of short haul runs. 
Departure, Arrival and Landing 
If ATC requires the aircraft to fly to various waypoints, the operator will 
select the XTK/rKE function and then select the appropriate waypoints. If, however, 
ATC is giving the aircraft vectors for departure, the operator wilI select the HDG/DA 
function and comply with ATC commands. 
Enroute
 
The operator will normally use the XTK/TKE function. The TO/FROM 
waypoint indicator identifies the leg and waypoint transition. 
G.2 MOVING MAP DISPLAY/CONTROL UNIT 
The air-taxi class of operator was assumed- to have and to use a pictorial map 
display for area navigation. This affects the pilot workload assessment for this class of 
MODE WAYPOINT 
E f-a, Figure G-2. Moving Map Display/Control Unit 
SLEW 
(D 0- TABLE G-IV 
C4, MOVING MAP DISPLAY - NAVIGATION 
MANAGEMENT EVENT 
CODZ Time lhlioo 
Tak (eec) Foctor 
Pro-Tai nodTa; 	 Select FIX rod. 2.1 8 
soled wypoint 8.6 8 
Slowpen 12.0 a 
OF Select OP rod. 2.1 a 
WAY POINT ,.S?LAY T/O odEnroute and Selt woYpoint 8.6 8 
Landing Select n.y. aid 8.6 a 
U~pragr sed Woy- Select WP ode 2. I8point 
Slewpen 12.0 a 
Select GB woypoirt 8.6 8 
,eturnltoo point 8.6 8 
Ave 73.3
 
Pilot/Copilot 28.6%
 
Navigator 40.0%
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vehicle. A moving map display-contol panel, illustrated in Figure G-2, was postulated 
for the evaluation. It provided for selectable coded waypoints and a,map-do-computer 
read-in capability. 
TABLE G-V 
GENERAL MISSION, PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS) System v] 
Talkko
 
I.. SYSTEMREPROGRAM INFLIGHT (a)
 
r .,~'-SYSTEM v, GENERALMISSION 
Assunptone . IFRConurallodAirspuce, 
3. a 	 rubpWFT 2.1SelectNutc.....s. ­2. ODso¢eatShort Haul.Congesed Asc.,"-	 a 
3.FIt PlanWere t e r n e 32. Selectvectrwloyprledenflcartcesconer 8.6 $ 
33.1 I. t vectr nlepoir Iate. 14 8 
Artcnne Sst. vl 3.4a tnees veuto. woypoteoett.d 14 8 
L GITD Resen.r 3.5r Repassvcr.oyptren t ough ..-l-- ... - --. -
Ar, Dal Systems -
. e,. -equence
A-*N-Isse~s am Gunln Carl" 3.6. Select fs-lton .!,trh (XTEArKE) 2.1 a 
AtrCarrier Coerarl/Disrla Ioeacc. Unat (I Wi) Tm 40.8 sec % Utilhzcatlo Pilot .28.6 
WVF DigItal oe Lent (Preracy) (2 WP) .77.4 .. 
'1F Votce Link (bock u) (3WP) 114.0 c 
Crore System. FhlgtPla Reaftce Tesk 3, 
tr'helro-. SYSTEMREPROGRAMINFLIGHT . (3)CODED WAYPOINTS (b)
Tlk I T.e. Feator 
INITIAL SYSTEMSETUP 3.1b Select Eunctinsw!th. WET 2.1
 
Li. Srwtch.,n ]1 7 3 . - Select vecet .poir" tdestefecctos nus.bc 8.6
 
1, E 	 3.3, Select oled s.aypnr 2.1 8 
t.3 Selectrtoestr/cove/clynin 4 3 -	 3.4 I.e. -,,wre.a 
3.51 Select eclot uoyirT td.ca*fttton utaron 2.1 8 
1.4 'letter .segt plu end 1eod 8r.6r S.rc---2­3.66 Select codeduroypoent 2.11,5 insLetspee'ISnlolerotneeeote ]4 8 
. 
1.6 Inse pr cla logttede esecroin 14 a 	 3.71 Inser .yot a 
1.7 Selecttuocrte nstechs.1.7 -Seects oynseenglhh OVF) 2el 	 'tnhp cut u.. turseen.. . tegrctlos nerbocs 2.1a.1 
1.8 	 Inset *wo utet sequencetd~teteegton n~aee 2.1I 8 3.91 Selectcoded woyposon 2.1 8
 
3.1lb loeseossuoypent 1.1
 
1.9 m.ettw vsepoirnl tedTe 	 M4 . 
1.10 IrerwTpalra ngta 14 8 	 3.11b Select fkutecon ceh - (XTE/TKE) 2.1 8 
.I.I Reprat w,t 	 T t en sequ ... r-ugh se nce .-... ... 
-to= 26.6 sec %UTkilztn pit * 28.6 
1.12 Selectcliccrtoswerch.ln- yporn LwP) 	 2.1 8 R.il znlTOs 
1.13 ;en r st'oudwoyptrstlte ntisn e 2.1 8 TaskA Tr- Fouler
 
I 14 InsertIondceopoe reirstu, 
 1I 8 SETSURVEILLANCELINK 
1.15 Inet ted snoypot 1oeIerote. 14 8 	 4.1 Sen trn etst code reernder 8.6 8 
c.116 Insert corn n olestrud, T2 8 4.2 Se ATC cade In trnm onder 8.6 8 
1. 17 R e p e ot oela ro.et e 1rd eypoe n t e.goro 1.e 
nadve' e. . 4.3 Set t toe erostts 1.1 8
 
1.I8 lnttiote GITO NAV search, ocquestPlan,torsk 8.6 4. ­8 	 Setmessage Fesorr (ABBRSTD) 2.1 
1.19 SelectfunctTio mf-ten - clss retek drts es, Tarae e0 Ane %I tloloto 28 6 
track nree (XTE/TKE) 21 8 
( WPI I 1.WP) Teme- 30.5 reec % Urtateon P tl - 28.6 Toks5
(2 WP 3LWP) .244 8sec = 28 6
 
2 
ACQUIRESTEERING
DATA 
( W, 3 LWp) -	 750 ec -28 6 
2
 (8 WP, 3 LWP) 5.4 	 =28.6 5.1 M ntor tr n,] erore ITKE 1.1 3 
c ................--5.2 Steerse ulels --.- ............
(LIMIT LOGICGROWTHCAPABILITY) 
T 1. see %-1k.I;tuoton Pilot* 10.7e
1.20 Selectfuncttonssstch.Ltetn gc(L) I 2.1 8 	 T 
1.21 In,et.nAlAeo A I 6 
1.22 Insert TernatlAre gnrcdsees I 8 8Tasel,6 
Terniel Arer. 	 c irae1.23 Insert aroes track F 6 8 1 	 FLIGHTPLAN STATS CHECK 
1.24 Inser Idteeanl Area A nltelede I 12 8 If LIMITLOGIC: 
1.25 InsertEnr.stentlA 6 8 1 6.1 Selectfenelticth-".LrmWt.tc(8 2.1 8
 
1.26Jesret Etrsnrgrnaendsensd 8 8 6.2 Mai-ttuealI.Iete.Aclaert. 1.1 3
 
1.27 Insert Dnsters 	 st tdslronce r 6 Te - 3.2 a % Uttl. Ataot2.4 
1.28 Ene .
 
__n-
_ If NO LIMITLOGIC.12 

tT,-166 1 ed] %UthzehoIet 11=28 6) 6.1 Heatngcelwtnskalsert 5 
REVIEWCU PENTMETIEOOLOGICAL (MET) FOIECAST 	 6.2 Ripenecarrpter tU-teon cWtech-HOLD 2.! 8 
6.3 Meitord ead o..nes eek&l. 0(K) 2 2 3 
2.2 Selct functon s6te- WINO 2.1 a 	 6.4 Select1h;-,I- en -s. TCT/G 2.1 8 
2.3 Inseentwindspeed 	 6.5-Mact, codread d peed 2.2 3 
2.4 Insert -nsd headse 8 	 6.6 SelectPeeroen ecrtchs-DIWTIME 2.1 8 
2.5 	 Select faren tntch . (XTEAKE) 2.1 . 6.7 Mactraed nea c5stne. t soa 2.2 3 
T;e 50, 6.8 Mo selorecd to 2.2 3s 	 dn 
'All &l.tr,rt inalLtealegn &,tow IS,Ultlerll-P.Irl 28.6 
**I I porentheses .redecnegrrwthhl 	 nau 8 rsoypotsn 3 lord potntsaresonly 
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Table G-IV contains a list of the operating procedures assumed for the evaluation. 
The task times and percentage of pilot utilization computed for the assumed device are 
shown below. (See Tables G-V through G-XIII.) 
TABLE G-V
 
GENERAL MISSION, PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS, System vI (cont'd)
 
T 
eek 6 (mort T.- Fel. SorT 3 Tr. Parer, 
6.9 Select Furctre witch 1M/ETA 2.1 	 FGHT PLAN STATS CHECK 
6.10 oere cedlred me 2.2 3 	 Rpet leek m, ,s. v
 
6.11 M Oe Mndreed ETA 2.2 3 
 T. - 45. r 6 Ur,'ezetiret a23.2 
6.12 Select FRelron wcirch- XTTKAE 2.1 8
 
6.13 Flight rleel check, eronr, mri cet 6.7 Apprnoadig tatl emyloemt
 
6 14 Ful check red record 10 8 PREPARATIONFORAFPOACH
 
Tree =45.4 s. % Uiltc.iro P'l. = 23.2 4.! Moito DD r e 	 15.8 
4.2 RecordDTDvtm TDI. .TD2 T0 
4.3 Imertl TVIDDve 98
UPDATEMETFORECAST 4.4 I-1r DTDvale 6DT2 9 8
 
7.1 Urrde met lerct 60 17 4.5 Upalte mmrtttfld 	 1.1 8
 
4.6 SelectErectionf ieetch- DRupate 2.1Tireo.*60 toe UEhzrlareln Pilot 60.2 
-4 re paecree 	 a 
. 
4.7 1.. updat c¢ mn 1.1
 
T__a 
 48 Select furgctovwlah - (XTE/TKE) 2.1 8
 
4.9 Settedicer -LAb°ND I.) 
DOWNLINK ATC REPORT 4.0 Set rrypeit etrLAND 
4.' 0 LAND ",;ln.i mNe t~ 
8.1 Releneteeerredteprt 1.1 a 4.11 SelecI DMEcarw-l 	 10 8
 
T.e : ).I ec % Utillirze Pitl - 28.6 	 4.12 St POME hlwmI 86 8
 
4.1$ Set MatEr Itecom Receirer clreel 8 6 8
 
T'rttTiome-17 	 Plte 414
thiizalmtloion ,3O.9 Slect DMch-rreI 10
 
4.15 St! TOM chie 8.6 8
 
Etee-re METEcet ew 4.16 Meter MR LWPI 2. 3
 
Tolt Time=657 ec %Uh mrnPIdot 28.2 4.17Imle tae roctreter apcr 2 I ae 
4.13 Mntre-5RLWP2 	 2 1 3
 
4.19 Inh.tee alhreeterUl rt. 2 1 8
 
4.20 Odelor MR LWP3 2.1 3
 
Tme=9W.6 er % Uhhht Nlot e 23 0 
SYSTEMu, APPROACHI LANDtNG 
At...mtm I. 	 eoCATIlLder 	 fTeerl teLraml au. eavitte ere stileo 
n 
2 Fhgt Plan Refereee Tosk4 (coot.) 	 Tree Fadre 
Syste l iIttnent.,Appect~h h, 	 4.21 TD1, TD2Ianmm Ate. Reed DTOvlve 10 a 
SyIme l Ime TD1 lr. 9.84.22 e TDI 	 0 
Are. No ,voere C-eputer withVetrarl 4.23 e. DTD I., TD2 9.8 8
 
Channel 
 4 24 LUlaeece*awt 1.1 8
1D Tr.ec=c6S.Ivea O sthlrorrrrpetrre225S 
POR 
T a ks5
RRrodAhtme t 
FL Srnedlae jader INPLIGHT SYSTEMREPROGRAM(TERMINALAREAVWCTORWAYPOINTS) 
INS 5.1 Repeotto Lte v l 
bI.ti n (I WP) Time=4 ec %Rh)rt8O n P.il - 211.6 
Tll Tae. Fectr (2 WP) -f7.4 sec 
UPDATEMET FORECAST (3 WP) It4.0 tea-
1.1 Ut emt orrast 60 I 	 Teel,6
 
1.2 Select Prectronw 	 2.1 8 IIFLIGHT SYSTEMREPROGRAM(TERMIPAL LANDING WAYPOINTS) 
1.3 in 1medled 	 S. 8
 
. , 8 R.,.mtcp stem v
 
9
 
1I Sel5$ t,1.,c iWe1-ich - (XTEKE) 2.1 8 (4WE) Tmee- 7 .ec % thIzehrnp.tre 21.6
 
1.4 olIeevwred e.M 8 	 6.3 leto id 
Tire.= 0102 see % it~lzom plet 052.6 Teek
 
Tack2 SURVEILLANCELINK SET
 
INITIAL DIFFERENTIALTIMEDIFFERENCEINSERT 7.1 Repeat emAnoyIstee yvr
 
Time. 20.4 e. % U1io Prt = 2 6
 
DID Wv1e 30
2.1 Select tteenl oe l claree 8
 
8.6 	 tek8
2.2 Set DD VF aerrl 
2.3 Monitor DTDeromilre 	 I
15.8 	 STEERINGDATA ACQUISITION 
8.1 ,netor trck 0ge emrr.(TKE) I I 3
 
.,.nitaoh 	 82 - ........... ...................................
iapertImol INS Steer eivted core 
Tie.- 1. 1 c % hPIe. - 10. 
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TABLES G-VI and G-VII
 
GENERAL MISSION, PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS, Systems v2 and v3
 
I SYSTEMv2, GENERAL MISSION 
Aitoopionr, 1. IFRCnt olled ATrsace, Task 	 Time Fator 
2. OCnomeisc Haul,Congtaed AirspoceSton 	 INFLIGHT SYSTEM REPROGRAM 
3. Flght Plon Referece 
_______~ 1l SelctIfomct.noewsoc-WPT2.8 
Stem y2 4 2 Setecrmodeeitc. - MI40 2.1 8 
sIFO D Receier 4 3 Select waypomt dentificao .matber 8.6 8 
AIr Do System 4 4 Steow D per to re t, wypoin 12 8 
Am eNovigoon and GudonceComputer 4.5 Deprws .n I.I 8 
2 Air Carrier ContoI/oploy Interface Uit 4.6 Repeal ector wasyont iert rfloseghentre sequence-.-­
dorino Map DopIo 47 Selectmade swrtch - rtomeai (o l) 2.1 8 
VHF Ogilal DataLink (Pe~raim) 4 8 Select Muni richc - (XTE/TKE) 2.1 8 
VHF Voce Link (Bckup) 
(Recewe DTD ATISSioro) (I WP) Time= 0.1 .e % Utdhaos Isola = 28.6 
-I-- (2 WP) s h - on 45.3sec
 
TalkI Lie (3WE) see
Facter i6s0.5 
INITIAL SYSTEMSETUP Tail5 
I I Sic, 	 1.1 7SURVEILLANCE LINK SET 
1.2 Ettusrom .,a. oo 	 5 R.,e$.last, ofcraie Vt1.2 Eitiimereeosi~,hos [00 $8 eetoTifyOeV 
4 3 8 	 Tas6 ,T. =20 4et % Ui z ono Plot 28 61.3 Selectmo erA soor/c htin 
14 rev;eI iht plan nes wapo -.-------------------------read 	 STEERINGDATA ACOUISITION 
I5 Selec lunciho wch - aypo ME) 2.1 8 41 Meir trackangleerror [TIKE) I.1 3 
16 nsertwypern seqoutnce identfication N eber 2. I 8 6 2 Steer rised course --------------------------------------------------
I 7 Inter oypaint oo de 140 	 8 
= I limo % U hoIn P7ot 10 7 IT8 Itemsro inilintde140Time 
1.9 rpeat apo minersItrough ......se . c.-e --	 ac 
STATUS1.10 Select ficton iwioch- rnndworyposet(LWP) 2.3 8 FLIGHTPLAN CHECK 
1.cie.rmIo.doyomi i mic m~noiber 2. 1 8 71 Repent tsks oF system VI
 
Time= 45 4 sec =
it Utilizotion Pilot 23.2
 
1 12 Insrt tria Ito$tode 8
Iopa t 14.0 
I. 13 inser IaOidr t 0 B 	 UtIiZcOt~nt Fondecoypoova IA 
Toli Tine rector 
'AlldaeImeet ,nclnd ., 
sladotword 
UPDATEMET FORECAST t l 
U lozetio, 8I Updale met foreo 60 17 
Task2 Tom Factor 
Tue. - 60ec % Ulzatmn plt = W 2 
2 1 H ow ,eItlod l m .at riode 12 8 
22 eoat land aypostnairt oolig ento 
landseqence . . .......... DOWNLINK ATCREPORT 
.] 823 Select function switch - positon fix FOS) 2.1 8 9.1 Releasitndard report 
24 Selectmodesywch -- ctin map &hp, DAIOD) 2.1 8 TimesI.I se % Uhi imtonIotv=30.9 
2 5 SlewMMD pen to arctl estimoled lotoode 
Ionoitude 12 8 ToaI Tie 65 4 sec % Uhlt oon Fuol - 31 I 
2 6 Depreininier I.! ElimTnateMETforecastipe 
23. Select mode sw.Icl - outomt (oto) 2.1 
2 8 Instate acqcusaooi, 8 6 8 Totaltme acGTO NAV eorch, track 594 % UtilizaioOn Piot 28.9 
2 9 Selectunction swith,- rosstrack doostce, 
tck mmnlmms (XTVKE/T) 2).J 8 SYSTEMy3 GENERAL MISSION 
[I WiF,I LWP) Time c 120.5seo N Uhozonios Pdot 2 6 
(2 WP, LWP) = 234.8 ea 28.6 Assuniptlios 1. IRCoumrolledArspace,= 

-28.6 	 2. Short Hoot Cev rd Ainptes - Tetml rea Alttdes.,(A Wp,4 LW?) - 265 0 ee 
3 Flight PlanReference( WP.4 LWP) e415.4 t. =28 6 
MMD ave. 10sec on .,oli setup. 	 SYSTEM 3 
LF GSTD 
(LIMIT LOGIC GROWTHCAPA8ILITY) Doler RodeoSystem
 
Repeat tashsof nyotee,v I AroAaNovigotlo odCoGutdonceConputet
016611mlads~srolIATr 

CorrerConIol/ospl, Interfoce Umt
 
Task3 Time =[6 tsc) % Utt hiara i 128.6] VHF DigiioloD. Link (Fpoor)
 
REVIEWCURRIENrMETFORECAST VHF Voice Link (Bockup) 
Mois Mop Doiplay3.1 	 Repeattook of sylen el 
Tin, FactorTokToae 50 sea % UoIhzssio. Iot - 28 6 
-Indicotes growthleuanly 
SeeSystem V2 for tak peqsence, tos tines ond'% Izationpilot. 
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TABLES G-VII and G-VIII 
GENERAL MISSION, PILOT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS, Systems v3 and v4 
LANDINGA OACH ANDSYSTEM 3, 

I Tot 8
 
r-
-I IFSCoetrolled A~nac PREPARAIUNFOR AOACH 
2. CAT11 LANDING 
3. F . .r-. 8.1 Matlor DTI)Ogldee 15.8 T 
8.2 Renl DID la.. ATD, .TD2 To 8 
8.3 lrDt D0voit.TDI 9 8 8 
Am NmoW-i- walh Vad... 8.4 Imod DTDaIu. AT02 9 8Cwmxt c I Cli-nel 05 u pkm/ -w r o~'id 1~.I 8 
ITH 8.6T Select urtfllo sfilh - DR pdt 2.1 8on Rmim All..t 11.7 Inrlmtup&N=tmmim 1.] 8 
FL Su-elll. . 8.8 Select &urIt" swtth - (IXTT/rKE) 2 1 0 
DopIe. mlorSysI, 8.9 SUl -Ade w-th -LAND I I 
LhhmetTan 8.10 LAND enle r---..-.----------.-
-ypoirli 
T.a,k Timm. Fed., 8.11 Sel.' DMEelaoo.I 20 a 
UPDATEMETFORECAST 8.12 Se OME clnrnel 8 6 8 
1.1 LFIata mt Ea,.=a N0 17 Tim. 71.5 mec % UlIzahe Pilot - 23 0 
1.2 S.Ie. funct-oaea. 2.? a 
1.3 'lan-i atreod.,r 8 8 4 'T.al T... d3iee % Uhlzttl-o. 30.0 
1.4 lI,n trnlpee 8 8 
1.5 Select focltuo r tch.- (XTE/HKE) 2.1 1 
•TolaI teral,.rn eaaolae, rnanogeerect 
Tim. - 80.2 %ecUNotmn Pide 52.6 
Task 2 
INITIAL DIFFERENTIALTIME DIFFERENCEINSERT r SYSTEMA,, GENI AL MISSION 
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APPENDIX H 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS, GA] AND GA2 
This Appendix summarizes the results of one of the workload assessments 
performed in the study. In this instance, the subjects were pilots of GA] and GA2 
aircraft. Measurements were made of the typical operations and procedures which 
might be required of a pilot in the utilization of a number of feasible candidate 
navigation systems. In fact, 14 configurations were examined. 
In addition to the workload summary, this Appendix summarizes the results 
of two brief analyses which were performed to establish the credibility of considering 
two general aviatibn systems. Both of these are GA aircraft navigation systems which 
utilize either NAV SAT or GBTD airborne receivers in conjunction with an automated 
ground system. The NAVSAT system is subject to saturation (See Appendix F, Section 
F.3.4) -if either the fixing frequency of the general aviation user increases or if continuou 
surveillance information must be available to ATC. Therefore, to supplement the fixing 
frequency an air data along-track cross-track computer system was sized for general 
aviation application. Although the estimates of computer storage and speed are based on 
present day airborne general purpose computers, it was assumed this technology would be 
available in the 1980 time period for special purpose general aviation application. 
Therefore, the study was performed to compute, based on current state of the art, the 
solution time or the iteration rate that could be expected in the solution of along-track 
cross-track equations. If the solution rate is less than the update frequency requirement 
of the general aviation aircraft, or if the information is continually output, compatible 
to ATC surveillance interrogation rates, the system is a viable candidate for general 
aviation application. Section H.3 sizes the computation requirements. 
In addition to the NAV SAT saturation problem, other advanced general 
aviation system problems must be resolved. GBTD and NAV SAT airborne receiver are 
2 8configured in Systems g1, g , g3, 94, g5, g6, g7 and g as repeaters. The airborne 
H-i 
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system receives time difference data, and repeats the received signals, for transmission to 
the ground system. The ground system computes the general aviation pilot guidance infor­
mation and uplinks the signal to the aircraft for display. This configuration is extremely 
low cost and worthy of application. However, the GBTD CW systems present lane resolution 
ambiguities. A technique is outlined in this Appendix for integrating the lane resolution 
computation into the airborne and ground system; Section H.2 presents a typical technique. 
H.1 GA1, GA2 NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD 
Several levels of automation were considered, beginning with the
 
use of the aeronautical chart as the data reduction and information correlation de­
vice. Each aid to navigation was considered to have both a manual and an auto­
matic position determination mode. Three sources of position determination infor­
mation were considered: VOR/DME, NAV SAT, and LF Ground Based TD.
 
Communication workload was treated in a similar way, beginning with presenf­
day voice communication and proceeding through an intermediate level of automation to a 
finallfully automatic data link. 
In each case the ATC system relies upon a mixing of down-linked navigat ion 
data and present radar data for the generation of surveillance data. Nine of the configura­
tions were assumed to interface with the ATC Flight Plan Reference System, which is a 
principal feature of the recommended system. 
The candidate system levels of automation are tabulated in Table H-I. 
The workload measurements were performed in the context of the Event Sequence 
Diagrams described in Appendix A. Because the candidate systems were only hypothetical, 
it was necessary to make assumptions about the related pilot's control-display device in 
order that task times might be estimated. Several of the panel configurations prepared for 
the workload measurements are included with this Appendix. See Figures H-T. . . H-8. 
Results of the workload measurements are summarized in Table H-lI and 
discussed in Section 6 of this report. 
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TABLE H-I 
GENERAL AVIATION (GAl, GA2) ADVANCED NAVIGATION/ 
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 
COMMUNI- GROUND 
NAVIGATION MAPS COMPUTERS CATION SYSTEM 
<
 
>) 
< 0 0 
a ---­
0~ 
General 0 ' C u o . * c 
Aviation 0 d< 0 "0 -0o o -­ ' 
System- z < 
-a 0U 
0 
-
n 
00M 
0E U C - c j C0 _ a 
0 
0 
Levels Li- -C no -arTI r aoC-; L - .-
U-. U- U- Lu. 0 5> o0 -aUI i I >
 
Autmaio 04 0 0 aw M x < W o0
Icmio -D -' 2 ~)UM a~ > > > 7- I 
gl x x x x x x 
g2 x x x x x x 
3 
. g x x x x x 
0 94 x x x x x 
g5 x x x x x x x
 
g6 x x x x x x
 
7 x x x x 0 x x x 
C3 x x x U × x × 
g9 x x x x x x x 
910 x x x 0 x x x 
gxl x x x 0 x 
g12 x x x 0 x x 
g13 x x x x X 
14j x x x x 0 x 
x: Also used with navigation units 91, g2, 95 and 97 
o: Voice as backup 
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TABLE H-lI 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GAl; GA2 AIRCRAFT 
FLIGHT PHASE -VFR ENROUTECONTROLLED AIRSPACE 
- GENERAL AVIATION 
2Event i ste- 9 Event Syaen 
Single LegNAV UHFNAVSATReceiver(Mental Acqusition) SingleLegNAV UHFNAV SATReceiver (Automati Search and 
amagrement NAV SATEphes Doa Table anagemen NA SATEphemerisDale Tables Acqushitin)V 

Local Aeronatical Chart Local Aeronautica[Cha;t 
1 HandHeld DRCopult onAid 2 Herd Held DR Computer 
VHF Voice Link VHF Voice Link 
GroundSystem:Position Fix, Guidoncand Ground System Position Fi,Guidanceand 
DR DR 
Utlization Utilizaois 
Task Time Factor Task Time Factor 
Review current metforecast 30-300 8 Reviewcurrent met Forecast 30-300 8 
Switch-sn I 1 Sidtch-en 1.1 7 
Estimate map poshon 10-30 8 Iniate search,acquisihon, track 8.6 8 
EstimateNAV SAT ephemeris constants 5 8 Enroot a, position 10-0 
Estimatetime differetce sigals 10 8 Review necard, currentleg, presentstatusper 
Seorah,acquIsitIon of TD ,lanuls 170 0 report 2.8 8 
Mfinlom signal track 2 8 Setdirect comstfrequency 2.1 7 
Review record, uant leg, presents atus per 'Reque.t direct cona NAV SATATC center (A-G) 7.8 13 
report 22*8 8 Acknwlege direct calco (G-A) 9 6 1 
Setdirect com Frogenc, 2.1 7 Reqseat NAV SATposfin fi (A-G) 6 6 13 
Requeutdirect commNAV SATATC center (A-G) 7.8 13 Accnoledgc reques CC-A) 54 I 
*Acknowledge direct com. (G-A) 9.6 1 0 Stote pstititneestimete, way poin, deteinatico. 
*Reqteot NAV SATposition ix(A-G) 6.6 13 TDI, TD2,Al itude, TAS, heading(A-G) 22.8 17 
*Acknowledge request (G-A) 5 4 Receive range to way point, bearing1 to way point 
-Siate position estimate, way /poini/deeintimn, (G-A) 10.8 1 
T D 1,T D 2, Altitude. TAS, heading (A-G) 22.8 17 S Seer evised coa rse ... . . .. ........... ...... - - .............. 
Receive rangetoway point, hearie to way point RecordDIG 5 7 
(C-A) 10.8 Recordmagnetic boring to way pint 5 7 
Steer revised o .----- --.---.--- -.----.----.--------- Plot position onmop 20 a 
RecordDTG 5 Recalculate drift 45 a7 angle 
Recordmagnetic bearing to way Paint 5 7 Steer revird cou-e-- --
Plotposition onmap M 8 Headingcheckand reset 5-60 8 
Reclcolate 45 8 Track check andrecord 5 8drift angle 
Steer revised aurs-- ---------- ----------- ------------------------- Compuredistancegone (ap) andrecord 10-30 8 
Heading check endreset 5-10 8 Readandrecord elapsed tame 6 2 8 
Track check andrecord Plot (op)5 8 oss trackcsritnce andrecord 7 4 8 
Computedistance gone (map) andrecord 10-30 8 Ground sed cheat, endrecord 5 
Read and recordelapsed hme 6.2 8 Coepite ground speed 7 8 
Plotcrosstrackdistance (map)andrecord 7.4 8 ReadTAS 1.2 3 
Ground speedcheck endrecord 5 8 Estimatetaolwindcomponent 10 8 
Compute greund peed 7 8 Coursetosteer checkand record 5 8 
ReedTAS 1.2 Compute lessdrift angle (track angle) 4.3 83 course 
Estimte taitwind component 10 8 ETAcheck and record 10 a 
CoGs tosteercheck and record 5 8 ETEcheck and record 10 8 
ComputemoureI s.drift anglo (track angle) 4.3 8 Flight levelcheck, monitor and reset presor 
ETA check and record 10 8 reference 6.7 8 
ETEcheckandrecord 10 8 Fuel check and record 10 8 
Flight level check, monitor andreset preoire Flight plan stos check (DTG,AETA,AGS, ­
reference 6.7 8 ACT,A, A final) - 142 3 
Fuel checkand record 10 Correct ------.-------. . .--------­8 s eering, TAS,altide 

Flight planstats check (DTG, AELA,AGS, Update net foremast 
 60 17 
ACT,Ar, A firel) 14.2 3Pepore endrecord flight le (tbove) ­ -
Correctstaeerirn, TAS, althtudo -------------- ..... .. PrepareATCreport 60 8 
Updatemet forecast 60 17 
Preo and record flight lon (above) - - ReleoseReport - stondard (A-G) 29.4 17 
Prepare ATC report 60 8 
Time= 478 sa % Util.zatlon Pilot 35 0 
eReleaseReport- standard(A-G) 29 4 I 
-Cornusiostion Monagement Task 
Time = 657 mec % Utilizatin Pot 33 2 
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TABLE H-II (continued)
 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GAl, GA2 AIRCRAFT
 
FLIGHT PHASE	- VFR ENROUTECONTROLLED AIRSPACE 
- GENERALAVIATION 
Event Systemg3 	 Event g4System
Single Leg NAV LFGround BasedTD Receiver(tiniol Acquirsit ) SingleLegNAy LFGround RonedTD Recoiver (Automatlc Acquisition)foogm ent Local Aeronaumcol Chart- GBTD Contours Jrongement Local Aerlaoutical Chartwilt GBTD Contours 
HandHeldDRCoputer Hand Held DRCompoter 
VHFVoic tink FVHF Voice Link 
Ground SyseSmPosition Fix,DR,Guidance Ground Systlm Position Fix, Guidance and DR 
Uillization Ufflizaton 
Task Time Factor Task Time 	 Fa.ctor 
Reviewosrrent mot forecast 30-00 8 Rovew curentsat Forecast 0­
Switch-on '. 7 Switch-.onI 7 
Eutmate map poeitso (range, bearing, tr Initiate searc ocquilsione track 8.6 8 
waypaint) 10-30 8 
Estimate shhion Iocatos 5 - Estirte mapposition 10-30 8 
Select sta n cont.l el "4.3 7 	 Reviewrecord,coolant leg, pretont slas peroncnrl "/report 22.8 8 
Estimate time differenceErosanp 10 8 Setdirect canos frquency 2.1, 7 
Search, i70 .8acquosTIn ofTD sigols Request direct camesATC cenler (A-C) 7 8 13 
hointain sigal track 2 'Acknowledge direct can. (G-A) 96 I 
Reviewrecord, c nnt leg, prsent states per osfin fa (A-) 6.6 3t
 
report 22.8 8 
Set direct comenfrequency 2. 7 	 request (G-A) 1'Acknoiwlbdg  5.4 
tReuest direct car GBTOATC center (A-C) 7.8 13 	 Stte iPosition esimrote, y pent/destination, 
TDI, TD2,Altitude, TAS,heldie (A-G) U.8 17
'Acknowledge direct ccrvL (G-A) 9.6 1 Receive rnge soway pot, bearing to waypoint
'Requestl.NAVSATPosiion fix (A-C) 6.6 13 (G-A) 10 8 I 
*Acknorwledge request (G-A) 5 4 1 Steerevised course--- --........................... 
*State posiion etimate, way point/destinti.n, RecordDTG 5 7 
TDI, TD2,Alh tude,TAS,heedinig (A-G) 22 8 17 Recordeognotic bearing towoy po;nt 5 7 
Rxeeive ange to way point, heariri to waypoint Plot position onmop 20 8 (G-A) 10.8 I 
Steer revised cur-e -. ...................----------------	 Recolculate drift angle 45 a
 
"Record 0MG 5 7 Steer revived coir e --------- ----
Recordraratocbearing to way point 5 7 Heading checkand rest 5"0 8 
Plot posiaionnnmp 20 8 Track check and record 5 8 
Recalculate drift angle 45 8 Counpte distonce gone (map)and recard 10-30 8 
Steer rev;sed course------------------. ........ .
 Read andrecord elapsed time 6 2 8 
Headir, checkandreset 5-60 8 PIt cro trackdistance (map)and record 7.4 8 
Track checkandrecord 5 8 Ground speedcheck and record 5 8 
Comphutedistance gae (mop)and recaord 10-30 8 Computearoundspeed 
- 7 8 
Readcndrecord elopsed tme 6.2 8 ReadTAS 	 1 3.2 
Plot crosstack distanc (mop)an record 7.4 8 Esimate taiednd component 10 8 
Ground speedcheck andrecord 5 8 Coo. to steer check andrecord 5 8 
Cmpote ground speed 7 8 Computecount less drift ang[e(track orane) 4.3 8 
ReadTAS 1.2 3 ETAcheck andrecord t0 8 
Estimate taitwind component 10 8 ETEcheck and record 10 8 
Coon to steer check and record 5 a Fl;ght level check, monxitorand reset pre.are 
Coripute count less drift angle (track angle) 4.3 8 re"fence 6.7 8 
ETAcheck andrecord 
ETEcheckandrecrd 
Flight level check, monitor and reset premre 
10 
10 
8 
Fuel checkandrecord 
Flight plan status check (DTG,AETA,&GS,cCT, 4, A fiel) 
Correct steeringr,TAS,ohtiud ---- .. 
108 
142 
......-------- -
3 
.... 
reference 6.7 8 
Fuel check andrecord T0 8 Update met forecast 60 17 
Flight plan satos check (DTG, AETA, G, IPepareand record flight log (above) - -
ACi, r,A Rel) . 14.2 3 PrepareATC report 60 8 
Corect steering, TAS, oltitde -'Releases Report -standard (A-G) 29.4 17 
Update met forecast 60 17 - I 
Prepare andrecord flght leg (above) - - Time= 478 ec %Utilizatlon Pilot 35.0 
Prepoare ATC reort 60 8 
oeleseReport- standard (A-C) 29.4 17 *ComMaunicalonsngeementTask 
Time= 661 sac % Utilization Pilot 33.2 
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TABLE H-I (continued)

NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GAI, GA2 AIRCRAFT
 
FLIGHT PHASE- CONTROLLEDVFRENROUTE AIRSPACE 
- GENERaALAVIATION 
Evet Syst g EventSy ng
Siele LegNAV UHFNAV SATReceiver (Autonionc Searchand SingleLegNAV LF GroundBased YDReceiver (Autcooic Acquisition)MangemAent cquisitin) 	 Aaiement Local Aernautical Chartwit GBTDcontcts 
NAV SATEphemerisDataTables 
LocalAeronauical Char VHF Voice Link 
VHFVoice Lank DR 
Ground System PositionP;i, Guidance and DR GroundSysei Postion RI, Guidance.DR 
Gre syste Filth Plan ~ferenc Grond System Flight PlanReference 
Ufiliztion 
Utilization Task Time FadorTonc 	 Time Factor 
Reviewcurrentmetforecast 30-300 8	 Reviewcurrentmet forecost 30-300 8 
SwIch-n 1.1 7 
Inihateseorch, acquisition, tock 8 6 	 Estimate map ptiion (nnge, heartg, fr'om 
way point) 10-30 8Estimatemap position 10-30 8 	 Select chain on control panel 4 3 7 
Reviewrecord, cerrent leg, presentstaos per Ilitiate search, acqui.thon, track 8.6 8 
report 22.8 8 
Set thrrot com freey 2. 7 Review record urrentegI,present sfatus per
report 22.8 8
'Requestdirect coawrNAV SATATCcenter (A-G) 7.8 13 'Set direct co n frequency 2.1 7 
*Ackasvledge directcanm (G-A) 9 6 Request direct c mgroundbased time differenee 
*Request NAV SATposition fix £-G) 6 6 13 ATC center (A-G) 	 7.8 13 
*Acknoledg erequest(G-A) 5 4 I *Acknowledge direct com (G-A) 9.6 1 
'ShateTDI, TD2. 9 17 'RequestGtTD position fix (A-G) 6.6 13 
Receiverange to waypoint, beoringto way point *Ack veowledge 5.4 1ruest (G-A) (G-A) 10.8 *State TD1,TD2 9 17 
.'r revisedcarose ---
- 'Receive eangoto way point, hearngto way pointRecordDIG 5 7 (G-A) 108 I 
Recor' an-etc bearing to way point 5 7 Steer revised course---. ..-----.--- -----....--.-.-------
Plot onos on rman 20 8 RecordDIG - 5 7 
Recalclne drift angle 45 a Record iNnatic heardgto wa, point 5 7 
Stee, revisd ce ----------------------------------------------- Plot position on mop 20 a 
Hendir0 check and ce. 5-60 8 Recalculatedrift angle 45 
Track check codrecord 5 8 Steer revised count ------ ...----------------.................. 
Computedistance gone (mp) and record 10-30 a Headir check andreset 5-0 
Read and record elapsed time 6.2 8 Track check and record 5 
Plot csrs trock doistance (mop) end record 7.4 8 Compotedistance gone (asp) andrecord 10-30 a 
Ground speedclock and record 5 Read and record elopsemtime 6 2 8 
Compute ground speed 7 Plot crosstrack distance (map)and record 7 4 
Read SAS 1 2 3 Ground speed check and record 5 8 
Estimatetodwind cponern 10 a Compute ground speed 7 
C.nne to stef check andrecord 5 8 ReadTAS 1.2 3 
Computecourselessdrift angl (trast angle) 4.3 8 Eshmate tbalwind cmponent 10 
ETAcheck andrecord 10 8 Cournito seer check ondreord 5 8 
ETEcheck and record 10 8 Copute coure lessdrift angle (track angle) 4 3 
Flight level check, monitor end reset preswre ETAcheck andrecord 10 8 
reference 6.7 8 ETE check andrecord 10 8 
Fuel checkandrecord 10 8 Fight level check,.onitor andresot pressure 
Flight plan status check(DIG, &ETA,AsGS, reference 6.7 8 
.CT, an, A fuel) 1 14.2 3 Piel check and record 10 8 
Correct steering,TAS, iude -- -........ ..... Fli ht plan statuscheck (DIG, AESA,AGS, 
Update met forecast 60 17 ACT, tc, A fuel) 14.2 3 
Prepre andrecord flight I1, (above) - - Correct steering, TAS,oltitud-------------- -----
Prepare ATC report 60 8 Update met forecast 60 17 
tReleaseReport- standard!(A-C) 29.4 17 Prepare andrecord flight lag (abovo) - -
PreporeATCreport 60 8 
Timea 464 sec % Utiliztion Piot 34 3 'ReleaseReport- standard (A-G) 29 4 17 
'Conmundotion mnaorent Task Time= 468 soc % Utilization Pilot 34.3 
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TABLE H-Il (continued) 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GAl, GA2 AIRCRAFT 
FLIGHT PHASE	- VFRENROUTECONTROLLED AIRSPACE 
- GENERAL AVIATION 
Event Syste a? 	 Event - Systm m8f 
SingleLegNAV UHFNAV SATReceiver (AutoraaticSearchandMaonagement FAquisition) 	 Single Lg NAV (VHF GBi rme Difference Receiver (Auitoaici Mngement Searchaid Acqusition) 
NAV SATEphemerisDataTables LocalAernoutical Chart with GBTOContours 
'Local Aeronautical Che VHFV 
VHFDataLink (Pt may)VrMinimumHandHold DRCampert 
VHF Voice Link (Backup) Ground System:Position Fix, Guidance, DR 
Minimum UHF Data Link (Prmary) GroundSystem:Flight PlanReFerence 
GroundSystem:Position Firx,Guidance, DR UhilIzation 
Ground System Flight Plan RIference Task Time Factor 
UhlUzt~n
Task Time Factor Review current met forecast 30-300 8 
Reviewcnret rot forecast 30-300 8 
Siftch-n 
Set chain 
I 1 
4 3 
7 
8 
S.1 7 nitate search,acquisitior, track 8 6 8 
Set scte lite reference 4.3 8 SetA/C code ident. anVHF trmponder 43 8 
Intiate searchs,acqeifition, track 8.6 8 SetATC code Wdnt on VHF trasode 4.3 8 
SetA/C codedenon UHFtraonder 4.3 8 Set system for interrogtion/r initiate fix command1.1 7 
SetATC code ident an UHFsromnpner 4 3 8 'Receive GT data TDI, TD2continuously (not 
Sol systemfor interroatior/or initlite fix command1.1 7 displayed), dump upon interrogatio A/C ident., 
nReceive NAV SATdata, TOT, TD2 every12.4 sac ATC d, TDI, TD2(-G) 
(not displayed),dumpuponinterrogation A/C ident, 
ATC code,TDI, TD2 (A-G) - - 'Releve ra.ge to waypoint, Learon to way point(G-A) on display. ReadDIG, hack angle 1.8 3 
'Receive range to waypoint, bearento wa 
(GA) on display Read DTG, trackangle 
point 
I 8 3 
Stearnrevised c-------------
RecordDTG 5 7 
S r revised curm.. . . ..----------------------------------------- Recorrdmagneticbearing to way point 5 7 
RscodDTG Plot position m rap 20 8 
Rcrd n ecrin 1. wa In, 5 Recalulate drift angle 45 8 
Plotos.anma.. 20 a Steerrevised cu e ---------- -----------...--- ..- .. 
Reclculate drift angle 45 8 Headingcheckand rest S60 
Sterr revisredcourse-...... -..... .. .. . . .. . . ..- Trackcheckandrecord 5 8 
Heading check andret 5,0 a Compue distancegone (map)andrecord 10-30 
Track check andrecord 5 8 Read and cordelpsd time 2 8 
Computedistance gone (iap) aindrecord 10-30 8 Plot c tracl ditnc Gap) andirent 7.4 a 
Read and record elapad time 6.2 8 Groundsed check adrcord 5 a 
Plot crasstrackdistance (-ap) and record 7.4 8 Cmpte gound speed 7 8 
Groundspeed check and record 5 8 ReadTAS 1.2 3 
Cogipreeground speed 7 Estimatetaitwied cenpnent I0 B 
Read TAS 1.2 3Couse to ulcer check andreod 5 8 
Estimate tailwind component 10 8 Compotecoum les drift angle (track mgle) 4.3 8 
Course tosteer check and record 5 8 ETA check and record 10 8 
Compute courselessdift angle(track angle) 4.3 8 EIBcheck a reor 10 8 
ETAcheck and record I - 8 Flight level check, manitar and reset pressure 
ETEcheck and record 10 8 reference 6.7 8 
Flight levelcheck, motor and reset pressere
reference
anderecord6.7 6.7 88 
Fuelcheck and record 
Flight plan stts check (DTG, ETA,AGS, 
10 8 
Fuelcheckand record 10 8 &CT, &r, A fuel) 14 2 3 
Flight planstatuscheck (DIG, AETA,AGS, 
ACT, Ae. a fuet) 14.2 Correct steering, TAS,alhtude Update met forecast 60 17 
Correct steering, TAS,altitude Prepareandrecordflight lag (above) 
Update set forecast 60 17 PrepareATC report 60 a 
Prepare and record flight lag (shove) - -
Prepare ATCrepart 60 8Release Report ­ standard(A-G) 29 4 17 
'Release Repot- standard (A-C) 29 " Time = 394 sec % Utilizaion Piot 35 3 
= 
Trme 394see % Utilzation Pilot 35 3 'Communication MianagementTask 
'Comcnci otian Management Task 
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TABLE H-11 (continued)
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GA], GA2 AIRCRAFT 
FLIGHT PHASE	-VFR ENROUTECONTROLLED AIRSPACE 
- GENERALAVIATION 
Eent System_ 	 Event SystemRID 
Single LegNAV UHFNAV SATReceiver Single Le9 NAV SearchandUHFNAV SATReceiver (AutonmaticManoarent ' Local Aermatictl Clir 	 Management Acquisiton) 
DRAT/CT Conputer 	 Local Aeronautical Charts 
.	 VHF Voice Link (also Minimum datalink) ORAT/a Coinputer 
Ground System-Position Fix, Guidance VHF Voice Link (Bck up) 
Grsund System:FlIght Plan Reference Menaeimue,VHF Data Link, (Primary) 
Ground System Position Fix, Guidance 
UtilizationTank Time Factor Groon System- Flight Plan Reference 
Reviewourrentmet forecast 30-30 8 Utilization
TaskSwitch-on 1.' 7 Time Factor 
If Systemg2 - erfoer odetsto: Review carent at Forecast 30-300 8 
Receive range to way point, bearing toway 	 Switch-on 1 1 7point (G-A) 	 958 5 Setsatellite reference 4.3 a 
IfSystemgS - Perfaonr to-tasks Initiate smearch,o oisstin, track 8.6 8 
Receive range to way point, bearingto SetA/C code ident a UHF transponder 4 3 8
way point (C-A) 	 82 7.4If System a 7 - per.orm taso SetATCcodeident. on UHF tanponder 4 3 8 
If Sysem g7- Forhrm loksSe rstemnon Pntatetrcommand1.1 7fariterrogratioail.,Receive range o way point, bearingto 
way point (G-A) or display 25 5 7.6 	 'Receive NAV SATdata, TD, TD2 every 124 sec 
(not displayred),dumpupon intesrthan AI/C dent,RecordDTG 5 7 ATC code, TDI, TDZ (A-G)
 
Recordcoursotoway point 5 5
7 Receize nrnge to way pint, bearing to way pint
 
Steerrevised cours-e ------------------------------------------------
. (G-A) andispy,. ted DTG, track dng[e 1.8 3 
Enterrange to way pint 4.3 8 Steer revisedco-e- .-----------------------------------...... 
Enterbearingto way point 4 3 8 Enterrangeto wa poirnt 4 3 8 
Entercrosstrack wind 4 3 8 Enterbearing to waypaint 4 3 8 
Enteralong track wind 4 3 8 	 Entercros track wind 4.3 8 
Imtite AT/CTlui os I 1 7 	 InitiateAT/CTsolutio I 1 7 
Headin check and reset 5 8 	 Heading check and reset 5 8 
Steer revised course ........................ - -.............. 	 Steer revised course----
 .---------------------- . . 
Plotposilion on mop 20 8 Plot pos"hon o mp 20 8 
Track check andrecord Trackcheckand record 
Compotedistfnc gone (map)andrecord 0 8 Compute distancegone(mep)andrecord 10 8 
Recordelapsedtime 5 8 Recordelapsed ime 5 
Record rss track distance 5 8 Record cross track distance 5 8 
Ground speed checkand record Groundspeed checkcad record 
Compote ground saeed 7 8 Compotegroundspeed 7 8 
Readgnrnd speed 1-I 3 Readground spaed I 1 3 
RecordETA 5 8 RecordETA 5 8 
RecordETE 85 RecordETE 5 8 
Flliht level check, monitor and remst presire Flight level check, monitor and resetFesure 
reference 6.7 8 reference 6.7 8 
Fuelcheck and record t0 8 Fuelcheckand reond ­ 10 8 
Flight plan status check(DTG,AETA,AGS, Flight plan status check(DTG,LETA, &GS,
ACT, A,, Ahael) 14 2 3 ACT, A,, A fuet) 14.2 3 
Correct steering, TAS, at.titd----------------------------------	 Corect seering, TAS, ltitde -------..........-----------

Update eatforecast 
 60 17 Update art forecast 60 17 
Prepre and recordflight log (above) - Preapre and record flight log (above) -

Prepare ATCrpart 60 
 a PrePare ATC repore 60 0 
'ReleaseReport- standard(A-G) 29.4 17 'Release Report - stardard (A-G) ]. 8 
Time= 317sac %Utilization Pilot 36 2 Tine = 239 sec % Utilization Pilot 36 
•Comrmsunicthon Management Task 	 5Corurdsictin Monagement Task 
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TABLE H-1l (continued) 
NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GAI, GA2 AIRCRAFT 
FLIGHIT -VFRENROUTE CONTROLLED AIRSPACEPHASE 
- GENERALAVIATION 
Evet Sse ]IEvent Sttem 	 1l2
 
4
Single.egNAV LFGroundBased TDReceiver (Atormatic SingleLe NAV LFGroans Boed TD Receiver (AutoratIac
,inageoent Search and AZquiilion) Matgeceiplnt 5.r andAcquisilin) 
Local Aeronautical Chaits, 	 Local Aeronouticol Charts,GSTD ContoursGBTD Contours 
I TimeDifference Computer 1 TimeDifference Computer 
MinimumVHF Voice Link VHF Voice Link (tock up) 
GroJnd System: Flight Plan Reference MateimumVHF Doe Link (Primary) 
UtlIllatlon Ground System Flight Plan Reference 
Tak Trime Factor 
Review corrent met foreast 30-300 8 
. Utilizoton 
Swtch-on 1.1 7 Task Tima Factsr 
Estimatemop poiiton 10 8 Review cuarentmet forecast 30-300 8 
SetIn mater/slove station 4.3 8 Switch-on 1.1 7 
SetA/C code inVHF tronsponder 4.3 8 Estimatemoppsition 10 8 
SetATC codein VHF transponder 4.3 8 SeIn master/slave station 4.3 8 
Initiate seorch,auiuiiosn, track 8.6 8 SetA/C code in VHF transponder 4 3 8 
Insert present latitude estimate 4.3 8 SetATC codein VHF taonsponder 4 3 8
 
Insert present Iongitsdeestimate 4 3 a Initiat search,acquisition, trok 8 6 8
 
Insert way ponft latilade 4.3 	 Insert Presentlatitude estimate a8 4.3 
Insertway point Tongitude 4.3 8- Insert present lontgitude estimate 4.3 8 
Initiate solution I. I 8 Insert way poinatlatude 4.3. 8 
Monitor DTG redout 1.1 3 Insert way poirt lo gitude 4.3 8 
Monitor uomneto steer readout 1.1 3 ithe soluton 8.1 
Steerrevised cu . --- ..................------ orDTG readout 1.1 3 
RecordDTG 5 7 MPoniercousneto steer reoumt I1 3 
Recordmagnetic beang to waypoint 5 7 Setsystemforhnterrogation/or initiate report 1.1 8 
Plot posftion onmap 20 8 Steer revisedcon --- -----------------

Recalculate drift eaRegle 45 8 RecordDTG 
 5 7 
Heading check ercreset 5 	 Record agnctic bearing to waypoint 78 	 5 
Trackcheck and record 5 8 Plot position oanmp 20 8 
Corpoutedistance gout (mop)andrecord 70-30 8 Receloaltoe drift angle 45 8 
Read and recordelapsed time 6.2 8 
Plot crasstrack distance (mop)and record 7.4 8 Heeding checkandreset 5 
Gr.und speed check andrecord 5 8 Trackcheck and record 5 8 
Computeground speed 7 8 Compueditance gone (mop)andrecord 10-30 8 
ReadTAS 1.2 3 Read end record elapsed tirme 6.2 8 
Estimatetaslwind composent to 8 Plot cros track distance (mop)andrecord 7.4 8 
Course tosteercheck andrecord 5 8 Ground speed check end record 5 8 
Computecourseless&ift angle (track angle) 4.3 8 Compoteground speed 7 8 
ETAcheck and reco!d . . 10 8 ReadTAS 1.2 3 
E check n record 10 8 Estimatetfil ind component 10 8 
Flight level check, monitorend reset pre=mre Count to steer check andrecord 5 8
reference 6.7 8rerne. 678Compute 	 castleeas drift angle (track eagle) 4.3 8 
Fuel check and record 10 8 ETAcheckendrecord I4 8 
Flight plan stats check(DTG,AETA,AGS, 
ACT,6. A fuel) 14.2 3 E check and record 10 8 
Correct TAS,allitud------ Flight level check, monitor andreset prescore......-

Updatenet forecast 60 17 reference 6.7 8 
PpoFu ael record flight -ov check To1o Fue[ ad record 	 8Fight plan statuscheck (DTG,AETA, ,GS,
 
Prepare ATC report 60 8 ACT, a,A fuel) 14.2 
 3 
speleoseReport- stardd (A-) 29.4 17 Cotrect TAS,altilde. 
Update met forecast 60 17 
Time 315sc % Utilization Pilot 46.2 Prepareand record flight log (above) - -
PrepareATC report 0 8 
ease Report standard (A-G)C e -	 1.1 8 
Time= 328 sac % Utilization Pilot 34 
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TABLE H-1l (continued)

NAVIGATION MANAGEMENT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS FOR GA1, GA2 AIRCRAFT
 
FLIGHT PHASE	- VFRENROUTECONTROLLED AIRSPACE 
- GENERALAVIATION 
Event Stone 1, 3 Event Syotemgl4Single Leg NAV VHFVORNov/Caom Receiveir Single LegNAV VHF VOR Nov/Crl RecsavsrMonagement UHF ME Tran_ .tter/eceiver hcanagement UHFDMETrom-nitter/Reever 
Local Aeronsical Chart LocalAeronautical Chart 
,.3CorLine Computer 14 CourseLine Coai~uuer 
VHF Voice Link VHF Voice Link (Bckup) 
Ground System:StareableFlight Plan MaximumVHF DataLink (Priraei) 
Uthilizalon Grond System Storeoble Flight Plan 
Tas. Time 	 Factor Utikasion 
Revtew rtentmet forecost 30-300 8 	 Tase Time 	 Factor 
Switch-on 1.1 7 Reviewcurrent met fErecant 30.300 8 
Select way point fronsap 10 8 Switch-on I I 7 
Select andetVOR frequency 4.3 8 Selectway point fr map To 8 
Select andsetDMafrequency 4.3 8 Select and setVOR flUny 4.3 a 
Meavsre range- VOVDME to way point 5 8 Select and netDM Frequency 43 8 
Me are hearing- VOR/DME to wy point 5 8 SetA/C code ident onVHF tossgonder 4.3 8 
Set range 4.3 8 Set ATC cod0ident onVHF tr nsponder 4 3 8 
Setbearng 4 3 8 Mecourerange- VOR/DME toway point 5 8 
MionitorDIG readout 1.i 3 
 acourehearing- VOI/D)ME toawy Print 5 8 
Monifr serse to steer readmnit 1.1 3 Set range 	 4.3 8 
Strrevied n ---------..............................--- 

- Setbearing 4 3 8 
Reco-d DTG S 7 Moritor DIG readout I 1 3 
Recordmagretc baring to wa poet 5 7 Mter courseto eer readout .I 3 
Plot poss on on man 20 8 Setsystem for hinterrootion 1.I8 
Rec a ulote drift ang le 4 8 Sreerrevised cou re ... . .. .. .. . .- -- ­. ... ------ ..-----
Re rdDIG 5 7 
Headi- checkand ren, 540 a Record nognota barng to way point 5 7 
Track ctc and record 
Coapotedsstancegone(op) and record 
5 
10-30 
a 
a 
Plot position on map 
Recolculate drift angle 
20 
45 
8 
8 
Readandrecord elapsed tme 6 2 8 
Plot cross tack dstance (map)and record 7.4 8 Headingcheck and reset 5,50 8 
Grouind speed check andrecord S a Trackcheck cod record 5 8 
Compute ground speed 7 8 Compute distancegone(map)and record 10-30 8 
ReadTAS 
Estimate tailwind cmponent 
1.2 
jO 
3 
8 
eod andrecord elapsed time 
Plot cr0strack distance (map)andrecord 
6.2. 
7.4 . 
8 
8 
Cours to steer o eck and record 
Comptre courselessdrift angle (trackangle) 
5 
4.3 
8 
8 
Ground speedcheck amnrecord 
Compote ground speed 
5 
7 
8 
8 
ETAol-eck andrecord
ET checkandrecord 10 10 a 8 ReadTAS Estimate talwivnd cnponent 
I 2 
10 
3 
Flight level check, monitor and reset presoure Coure tos.eer check and record 5 8 
reference 
Fuel check andrecord 
Flight planstamscheck(DIG, &ETA,&G5, 
6.7 
to 
8 
8 
Corpte course lent drift angle(frack angle) 
ETAcheck and record 
ETEcheck andrecord 
4.3 
10 
10 
8 
8 
8 
.CT, &, A fuel) 14.2 3 
Cor ect ntee ring, TAS, a ltitode ................... ...... . .... .-
Update met forecast 60 17 
Fl ight level c h e c k, m o nito r a n d reset p re ssurereference 
Fuel checkand record 
6.7 
10 
8 
8 
Prepareand record flight lg (above) 
- Flight plan tatos tcheck(DIG, AETA,AGS, 
prepare ATC report 60 8 ACT,Ar, A fuel) 14.2 3 
ReleoasReport- standard(A-G) 29 4 17 Correctseng, TAS,oltitd-
Update rot forecast 60 17 
Time =410 sea % Utilizaion Pilot 35.2 Prepareandrecordflight log (above) -
'Communioohtin MearagemontTosi" 
PrepareATC report 
'ReleaseReport-standard (A-G) 
60 
I 1 
8 
8 
Time= 478 sec % Utiizatn Piot 31.8 
*Ceusumcotion Management Task 
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H.2 	 THE AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION OF TIME DIFFERENCE/CONTINUOUS
 
WAVE SYSTEMS (TD/CW)
 
General aviation systems 94, g6 and g8 are promising area navigation systems 
which present solutions for the general aviation problem. The system transmits time differ­
ence data to the ground system, and returns guidance information on the uplink. 
A major problem area in the operation of a CW time difference system is the 
resolution of the ambiguities in the TD measurements. The following'discussion outlines an 
operational procedure for ambiguity resolution, using a dead reckoning computer and ATC 
surveillance information. 
H.2.1 Summary 
An operational procedure for ambiguity resolution is presented in the form of 
a functional sequence diagram (FSD). An FSD of a particular task presents the following 
information: 
(1) Information flow between components 
(2) Component interaction 
(3) Component functions 
(4) Procedure for performing task 
(5) Logic for 	performing task' 
H.2.2 Ambiguity Resolution (See Figure H-9) 
The ambiguities in the CW/TD system arise when an aircraft loses the TD 
signals for some period of time, or when an aircraft leaves the coverage of one chain and 
enters the service area of a second chain. 
The principal aids for ambiguity resolution are the dead reckoning sensors of 
the aircraft. They are assumed to be input into a dead reckoning computer. During 
nominal operation, a TD input is also available to the DR computer so that the DR posi­
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tion can be updated and malfunctions of the TO subsystem or the DR subsystem can be 
detected. Through interactions with the TD computer, TD coordinates are computed from 
the DR position and the lane counters are set by the pilot. Should the DR position differ 
from the TD position by a specified error limit, the conflict is resolved by requesting an 
ATC surveillance check. If the conflict still persists, the procedure may be recycled or 
it may be found that the TD receiver is inoperable. 
The FSD is presented for an aircraft with an onboard computer for TD position 
fixing. A similar procedure could be utilized by an aircraft with no TD computer but with 
a DR computer and a data link to a ground bdsed computer. 
60 60 A c0y"6 
- - - ~ receivA TD signlFUNCTIONAL SEQUENCE or;A/C 	 Mplyon 
DIAGRAM LEGEND 	 .:;%::te dssn...!; 
DIGA EEDto 	 Stations imtrumonts 
do distances Y N­
exceed limit logic? nominal o8tion 
Trorennit inf mtion outoontioolly 	 disconnect displo... vr g 
'' Automatic logic nc Foro TD *nput 
- --Q area warn Ig 
e~ntol~yobtain ; X©u~t newchain 
Retur to operation X oorolcally Pn hanofr 
iro rt ne; han
V Viw.l taok 	
-- -- p ,meleu$ 
T Taci, t.sk 	 receive and stare 
Y 	 chain parameters -I
N .	 set TD computer 
to . msitiofn 
information 	 request DR
 
Posit 

Q R.col. r vually 
& 

on 
* Slot. Int lia.tionmanually corpee TD 	 display lone 
,rmmitr infoersation anualy 	 oi naots -- id ificaticn 
O Asn&a. logic opotion 	 inet Faresinto 
S Receive n~ormnuttonttllly fit P -? --- -. - -	 counters 
V Stel. IWor tion automalically 
Figure H-9. Ambiguity Resolution - Functional Sequence Diagram 
(continued on Page H-14) 
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4 4040 
.f0 +!!°0
 
coapute position 
and stoc*CO 
• 
obt a DRpition 
bract DR position 
frm TD position 
positio errth|: r Y -----.4 -- -- display ready_idicator 
set TD computer 
to operate 
x 
T 
ccnptin A/C 
ot 
receive position 
u TDupdate 
coodinaea 
inert lanes into 
• lane counter 
first Ps 
insert update 
- 5 request update
" ­calculate A/C I Iposition --
ireceiveposition 
receive and sto.e -­
update psition- ~c0 ',TD 
compute position 
n , subtract update 
-1position 
displayreadyis differnce 
- -i icat rwithin limit? ­
seTOcpurFigure H-9 (cont'd). 
----TD to t opet 
Iconnect DAmbiguity Resolution 
-tFunctional Sequence a display failure 
Diagram 

eycle or 
turn off 
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H.3 	 NAVIGATION COMPUTER PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERAL 
AVIATION CATEGORY - HYPERBOLIC COORDINATE CONVERTER, 
DEAD RECKONING SYSTEM 
In this AppendixH, 'the algorithms needed to solve the coordinate conversion 
problem and deadreckoning problem are developed. These algorithms are then programmed 
using a hypothetical machine language that is representative of languages common to most 
airborne digital computers. 
The object is to estimate the amount of storage needed (i.e., "size" of the 
computer) and provide a means for estimating the time of execution. 
H.3.1 Hyperbolic Coordinate Conversion 
This problem can be separated into two parts: (.1) the transformation of hyper­
bolic time difference signals into latitude and longitude; and (2) the conversion of latitude 
and longitude into information relative to a specified track. Systems g11 and g12 require 
this capability. 
H.3. 1.1 Hyperbolic Coordinate Conversion to Latitude and Longitude 
Several different solutions to the hyperbolic conversion problem have been 
developed. The drawback of rmost is that they are iterative solutions which can be very 
time consuming on a computer. However, an explicit solution [Ref 62] has been developed 
which, in addition to being noniterative, includes corrections for the non-spherical earth 
(Clarke-Spheroid of 1866). This is obtained by using an osculating sphere, tangent to 
the spheroid at the aircraft positionj whose radius eauals the radius of curvature at that 
point. 
A flow chart, 	Figure H-10, shows the equations. The ertinent variables are: 
r - Index of'refraction 
vo - .elocity of light in vacuum 
H-15 
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Figure H-[. Time Difference Coordiate Conversion 
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v - Actual velocity of light 
X - X-slave station 
Y - Y-slave station 
M - Master station 
S - Receiver 
T - i-slave coding delay, if any 
T. - i-slave time difference 
ml - i-slave baseline arc 
K - angle between baseline arcs 
{1 - angle between i-slave baseline arc 
and arc from Master to Receiver 
s - arc from Master to Receiver 
is - arc from i-slave to Receiver 
T - secondary phase correction associated 
with i-slave and Receiver 
Al,A3-	 constant for determining secondary 
phase correction 
X - Longitude 
S"-Latitude 
C
- C 4 	 Constants (ftjnction of chain geometry, etc.) 
The computer solution to this flow chart is 
expressed as a step by step set of equations, with running-explanations. 
But this is only one part of the entire, program, the other parts being 
system set-up (where all fixed inputs are read), logic, along-cross­
track conversion; flight plan conversion, and track set-up. Part of 
this hyperbolic to lat/long routine is executed only once for a given 
station chain, and so is in the system set-up routine; 
H-17 
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H.3.1.2 Conversion To Along-Cross-Track Coordinates 
The desired outputs are range and bearing to a specific waypoint. 
These are obtained by first solving assuming a spherical earth and then 
making corrections. The spherical trigonometric equations for range 
angle and bearing are: 
B = Cos-1 [ Sin Xm Sin Xn +Cos Xm Cos Xn Cos(Y-Yn 
A = Sin- 1 [ Cos Xm Sin(Ym-Yn)/ Sin B] 
where 
X Yn, - Lot and Long of A/C positionn, 
X Y - Lot and Long of waypointm, m, 
B - Range angle
 
A - Bearing angle (referred to North)
 
An example correction equation (for range) is: 
m= mean latitude 
a, = equatorial, polar radii 
Range = abB/(a2 Sin 2 om + b2 COs 2@m) 1/2 
It is assumed that a similar type of correction may be made for bearing 
angle. Again, this routine is not written in machine language, but 
as step by step equations. 
H.3.1.3 Develop Flight-Plan Track 
When operating in Flight Plan mode, the operator desires cross-track 
deviation (CTIb) and distance gone (DG) about a specified track. Otherwise, he is 
in the Steering mode, and has as:outputs range and bearing to the waypoint (WP). So 
when Flight Plan operation is desired, Switch 2 is in the Off (Flight Plan) position, 
which causes two inputs to be read, latitude and longitude, of the start point (SP). The 
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tangents of these angles are found, and the TRACK CONVERSION routine is run, and
 
the resulting range and bearing are stored separately as the flight plan track.
 
H.3.'1.4 Flight Plan Conversion 
This routine operates after every execution of the HYPERBOLIC and TRACK 
routines when in flight plan mode. Its purpose is to convert range and bearing to waypoint 
information to cross track deviation and it should be noted that if the operator sets up in 
flight plan mode, then he may switch between the two modes at will during operation to 
read both sets of outputs. 
The functions of the three switches are: 
SWO:' OFF - Ready; ON - Chain Parameter Input 
SWI: OFF - Area Parameter, Waypoint Input; ON - Operate 
SW2: OFF - Flight Plan Mode; ON - Steering Mode 
H.3.1.5 Storage Requirements and Execution Times 
Total Program Storage Requirements 
Routine Instructions Variable Data Permanent Data 
Hyperbolic Conversion 203 16 1 
Track Conversion 127 8 
Flight Plan Conversion 32 8 5 
Chain Load 60 28 1 
Waypoint Load, Operation 71 18 2 
Other 6 6 
499 78 15 = 592 
+ Square Root Subroutine 30 3 4 
529 81 19 = 629 
+ Trigonometric Subroutine 100 15 28 
629 96 47 = 772 
H-19 
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Total Machine 	Operations For Set-Up 
Routine 	 Add Mult. Div. Jump Mem. Words Trig. Sq. Rt 
Chain Load 3 3 2 6 34 60 3 3 
W.P. Load 8 8 12 19 25 147 4 4 
Track 	Conv. 19 20 7 2 23 127 2 5 
30 31 21 27 82 334 9- 12 
+ 	Sq. Rt. (12) 264 60 60 132 300 1176 -12 
294 91 81 159 382 1510 9 0 
+ Trig. (9) 	 270 63 0 90 540 900 -9 
564 154 81 249 922 2410 0 0
 
Total Machine 	Operations For One Cycle (Flight Plan Mode) 
Routine 	 Add Mult. Div. Jump Mem. Words Trig. Sq. Rt. 
,Hyperbolic 42 41 18 5 62 281 8 7 
Track 19 20 7 2 23 127 2 5 
Flight Plan 4 7 1 1 12 32 __ 1 
65 68 26 8 97 440 10 13 
" Sq. Rt. 286 65 65 143 325 1274 0 -13 
351 133 91 151 422 1714 10 0 
+ 	Trig. 300 70 0 100 600 1000 -10 0 
651 203 91 251 1022 2714 0 0 
Time Computations for Two Typical but Very Different Types of Computers: 
Decca Omnitrac l1b; LSI DIVIC 
Omnitrac: Add Mult. Div. Jump Mem. Words 
Time (ps): 84 1,292 2,000 84 84 84 
Ops: 54,684 262,276 182,000 21,084 85,848 227,976 
Total = 0.834 sec/cvcle 
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DIVIC: 
Time (ps): 
Ops: 
Add 
12 
4,212 
Mult. 
108 
14,364 
Total 
Div. Jump 
360 12 
32,760 1,812 
= 0.082 sec/cycle 
Mem. 
12 
5,064 
Words 
12 
20,568 
Trig. 
360 
3,600 
H.3.2 Dead Reckoning Computer, System 99, 910 
This computer would take inputs of range and bearing to a 
destination (waypoint), and from the inputsrwind vector, airspeed, 
altitude, pitch angle and compass directioncompute outputs of 
ground speed, distance to go, cross track deviation, course to steer, 
altitude and time to go. The range and bearing inputs would come 
from a navigation aid such as satellites, or from hand calculations. 
H.3.2.1 Inputs and Outputs 
The inputs may be broken down in the following manner: 
Automatic (or manual insert): 
DTG o - Range to destination 
Ato - Bearing to destination 
Manual Insert: 
VWAT 
VWCT 
Wind component, along track 
- Wind component, cross track 
ZA(SET) - Pressure correction 
Sensor Information: 
V - Airspeed 
ZA - Altitude 
p - Pitch angle 
A - Compass heading 
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The outputs are: 
GS - Ground speed 
TTG - Time to go 
DTG - Distance to go 
6 - Cross track deviation 
a - Course to steer 
ZA - Altitude 
H.3.2.2 Equations For Dead Reck6ning 
ZA = ZA + ZA(SET) 
t 
XAT= f (VwAT+VCos (Ato -A) cosp) dt 
to 
1"
 
=YAT f (VwcT + V sin (Ato - A) cos p) dt 
to -
XAT = distance traveled along track 
YCT = distance traveled cross track 
XAT)2 + (YAT)2] 1/2DTG = [(DTG o ­
5 =YCT 
-a A -A+sin (CT) 
GS = Vcosp+VWAT 
TTG = DTG/GS 
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The integrations are accomplished by a.summation for each 
cycle of the program. The time of each cycle is stored as a constant. 
The cycle time is multiplied by the expression within the integral and 
added to the running sum. For example, 
t/At
 
XAT = I [VWAT 4 VN cos (Ato - An) cos pn] At 
= n 
(At = cycle time) 
H.3.2.3 Storage Requirements and Operating Times 
Storage Requirements 
Routine Instructions Variable Data Permanent Data 
Program 78 12 2 = 90 
+ Square Root Subroutine 30 3 4 
108 15 6 = 129
 
+ Trigometric Subroutine 112 15 28 
220 30 34 = 284 
Total Machine Operations for Each Cycle 
Routine Add Mult. Div. Jump Mem. Words Trig Sq. Rt. 
Main 10 9 3 6 24 70 3 2 
+ Sq. Rt. (2) 44 10 10 22 50 196 0 -2 
54 19 13 28 74 266 3 0 
+ Trig. (3) 90 21 0 30 180 300 -3 0 
144 40 13 58 154 566 0 0 
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Omnitrac: Add Mult. Div. Jump Mem. Words 
Time (ps): 84 1,292 2,000 84 84 84 
Ops: 12,096 51,680 26,000 4,872 21,336 47,544 
Total = 0. 164 sec/cycle 
DIVIC: Add Mult. Div. Jump Mem. Words Trig 
Time (ps): 12 108 360 12 12 12 360 
Ops: 648 2,052 4,680 336 888 3,192 1,080 
Total = 0.0129 sec/cycle 
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APPENDIX I 
NEW TECHNOLOGY 
In compliance with the New Technology clause (May 1966) of the subject 
contract, this Appendix K has been included. Although the subject matter of this' 
contract is particularly analytical in nature, it is felt that some of the concepts advanced 
in this report are unique, and could be construed-as falling in the category of new tech­
nology in its broadest sense. 
Given the scope-of the NAVTRACS program and the overall requirement to 
evaluate advanced navigation/traffic control concepts from the user viewpoint in an 
advanced time frame, a page-by-page identification of new technology content in this 
report was not considered practical. Where pertinent, identification has been made on a 
sectional basis. 
(1) 	 One project task undertaken during this program was the 
concept formulation and system synthesis of an advanced 
navigation/traffic control system employing area navigation 
for all user aircraft including general aviation, VTOL, STOL, 
SST, and CTOL jet aircraft. Sections 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 
describe the Flight Plan Reference airborne subsystem. 
Section 4.5 describes the Flight Plan Reference ground 
system. While not specifically representing new technology 
in its strictest sense, it is felt that the overall Flight Plan 
Reference concept of navigation/traffic control is a major 
essential element of any new ATC system concept. As 
developed in the course of this study, proper implementation 
of this concept could have a dramatic effect on the future of 
air transportation in this country. 
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(2) In conjunction with the concept of Flight Plan Reference, 
the use of the concept of airborne and ground based Limit 
Logic computations, described in Section 4. 1, provides 
an even more effective tool in reducing pilot and controller 
workload and communications, resulting ultimately in a 
greater capacity of the future traffic control system. 
(3) The results of the NAVTRACS program were derived 
through the use of a specific, large scale, man-machine 
methodology. Sections 2 through 7 and Appendix A 
summarize this technique, which is unique for the syn­
thesis of navigation/traffic control systems from the 
viewpoint of the piloth Additional studies and evalua­
tions in this general area could make -significant use of 
this methodology. 
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